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PREFACE 

The Geoscience Information Society (GIS) is an independent, nonprofit, professional society which was 
established in November 1965. The Society was created to improve the exchange of information in the 
geosciences by cooperation of an international membership which is now composed of approximately 250 
documentalists, editors, geoscientists, information scientists, and librarians. GIS is a member society of the 
American Geological Institute and an associated society of the Geological Society of America. The annual 
meeting of GIS is held concurrently with that of GSA 

The Proceedings Volume consists of papers presented at the Annual Meeting. The papers contained in this 
volume are grouped in three parts: Symposium papers, Technical Session papers, and Poster Session papers. 
GIS and the International Association of Mathematical Geologists (IAMG) collaborated in the Organization 
of the invited Symposium entitled "Individual Workstations: Information Supermarkets for Geoscientists". 
The Technical Session was entitled "New Ideas for Information Management" and consisted of volunteered 
papers. The Poster Session also had volunteered presentations. 

I wish to thank Dederick (Dedy) Ward and Daniel Merriam whose careful thought produced an excellent 
symposium. Thank you to Irvena Kavanagh and Jodi McGillen who helped with the typing and production 
chores at Montana Thch. Members of GIS who provided aid and assistance and/or production and 
distribution help are Jean Eaglesfield, Past President, and Jim O'Donnell, GIS Publications Manager. 
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PART I 

SYMPOSIUM: 

Individual Workstations: 

Information Supermarkets for Geosci~ntists 





INTRODUCTION 

The year t988 was the tOOth Anniversary of the Geological Society of America (GSA). In honor of this 
significant event the Geoscience Information Society (GIS) wished to present a Symposium in conjunction 
with another association and of interest to a large segment of the GSA membership. Dederick (Dedy) Ward 
consulted with the International Association of Mathematical Geologists (IAMG) and Dan Merriam became 
the IAMG representative for the purposes of this Symposium. With this collaboration, the Symposium 
structure began to form. Dr. Don Mcintyre was chosen to give the keynote address as an overview of the 
topic and moderate the session. His abstract is included herein. 

Stephen Krajewski's paper addressed the workstation of the consulting geologist and the analysis of 
exploration data. Hardware requirements, available software capabilities, sources of numerical data, data 
access methods, data formats, and commonly encountered pitfalls were of particular interest. 

William Hambleton and John Mulvihill presented their views on enhancing research capabilities using 
bibliographic data. Tho few academic users seem aware of the potential of on-line GeoRef for teaching and 
research purposes. Remedies for this problem were described. 

The workstation in an academic environment was reviewed by John Butler of the University of Houston. 
An academic workstation carries additional responsibilities of stimulating new skills and extending previously 
mastered skills. Paul Yarka of Pecten International presented the workstation from an industry standpoint. 

David Hastings addressed global data; particularly the management of that data. On-line access and 
alternatives were discussed. Mr. Hastings is associated with NOAA National Geophysical Data Center. 

John Cubitt brought an international perspective to the Symposium with his paper co-authored with Geoffrey 
Mathews. Integration and the workstation was the central theme. 

John Unger and Lee Liberty collaborated in presenting research results of digital models of the earth's crust 
along a transect in the northern Appalachians. These results were accomplished with the aid of a 
workstation in a government environment. 

Dedy Ward and Dan Merriam are to be commended for the quality and diversity of the speakers recruited 
for this Symposium. It was a joy to work with this distinguished group of people, and I have appreciated 
the opportunity. This Synposium, "Individual Workstations: Information Supermarkets for Geoscientists", 
was a significant event in the tOOth year of the Geological Society of America. 

Joanne V. Lerud 
Montana Thch Library 
Butte, MT 5970t 





PCS AND COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS: TOOLS FOR THE GEOLOGIST 

Donald B. Mcintyre 
Geology Department, Pomona College, Claremont, CA 

Personal computers made the 1980s a decade of dramatic change; but even more remarkable advances are 
imminent. 

Thday's PC's equal the mainframe computers of only a few years ago. Even an original IBM PC can now 
support a 16M memory. With a PC we use techniques such as cluster and factor analysis and kriging -
formerly available only to few- and produce graphical images of many kinds. We communicate using local 
and international networks, getting text and numeric data from many sources. Programs are easily 
exchanged; e.g. the USGS has issued its statistical program as Open File Rept. 87-411-A (1987). 
Bibliographic references can be imported into a personal database system. 

The idea of a "workstation" came with the IBM PC, but today it implies a minicomputer under a system like 
Unix, with very fast high-resolution graphics and access to a highly efficient network (Datamation, v. 13, 
Jan. 1987, p. 55-57); (Byte, v. 12, Nov. 1987, p. 249-260). Geological literature contains references to 
"workstations" applied to geochemistry, geophysics, stratigraphy, exploration, paleontology, well-logging, 
remote sensing, environmental geology, cartography, etc., though some are based on microcomputers. 

There is a current interest in "low-end" workstations that bridge between the PC and the workstation worlds: 
e.g. Sun, a pioneer in workstation development, has announced a 25 Mhz 80386-based workstation 
(Infoworld, v. 10, Apr. 11, 1988, p. 1; PC Week, v. 5, Mar. 1, 1988, p. 1); Thxas Instruments and Apple 
Computer have a Macintosh 11-based workstation equipped with TI's Lisp chip for artificial intelligence (MIS 
Week, v. 9, Mar. 7, 1988, p. 1). 

Science Citation Index is now on compact discs (Current Contents, v. 28, May 30, 1988, p. 3-13). Each disc 
can contain more than 250,000 pages of text and can be read by an IBM PC with CD drive. Each discipline 
creates its own computer-readable bibliographic file. AGI produces GeoRef for our profession. This index 
must be maintained in a healthy state; we must see that students and professionals are familiar with it. 
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GIS WORKSTATIONS, NUMERICAL DATABASES 
AND THE CONSULTING GEOLOGIST: FACTS & FICTION. 

ABSTRACT 

In the 1960s and 70s, resource companies installed mainframe computers 
in hopes of 'improving worker productivity. While these computers could 
rapidly process large amounts of data and generate high-quality 
graphic output, they were rigid in their approaches to data processing 
operations, required highly-trained users, and were expensive to 
install and use. As a result, computer-assisted data analysis methods 
were not used on a daily basis for most technical project needs. 

Today, computer workstations can still rapidly process large amounts 
of data, and quickly generate presentation-quality maps, cross 
sections and other types of data displays; however, they are now desk
top in size, user-friendly to operate, and inexpensive to install. 
More importantly, these new tools offer full, interactive control over 
all phases of the data analysis process, i.e., professionals can sit 
at their desk and quickly access diverse types of digital data, manage 
data according to individual needs, perform all types of modeling 
studies, and construct and customize sophis-ticated data displays. 
Because of these characteristics, microcomputer workstations have 
become common-place tools in the offices of professionals in both 
large and small resource companies. 

This paper will describe how consulting geologists can analyze 
exploration data on microcomputer workstations. More specifically, 
discussion topics will include hardware requirements and available 
software capabilities; sources of numerical data, data access methods, 
and data formats; examination of GIS operations, i.e. how to manage, 
retrieve, model, and display numerical data; and, review of commonly 
encountered pitfalls. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are integrated computer systems 
that automatically process spatial data. Computer systems include 
micro, mini and mainframe computers; and, automated data processing 
operations generally include storing, displaying, retrieving and 
analyzing digital spatial data. 

Features that make GISs unique include the following: 

1. GISs process spatial data that 
characteristics of the earth's 

represent features on or 
surface; and the data are 

KRAJEWSKI, Stephen A., Vice President, Industrial Ergonomics Inc., 
9525 West 77th Drive, Arvada, CO 80005 U.S.A. 
(303) 423-2069. 

KATZ, SOLOMONs., Geologist, Bureau of Land Management, Denver Federal 
Center, Denver, CO 80228 U.S.A. (303) 236-0101 
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usually symbolic representat i ons of the features. 
2. GISs process spatial data that mainta i ns its geographic 

integrity regardless of the scale being used. 
3. GISs include capabilities for storing, analyzing and dis

playing spatial data. 
4. GISs provide an ideal environment for completing repetitive 

and cyclic operation on spatial data. 

DATA 

GIS are used to process the following types of data: 

1. Point data. Point data includes coordinate data for o il and 
gas we lls , sampling locations, mine locations, and springs. 
The coordinate data may include numbers for the X-Y-Z 
position of the po int in a regional or local coordinate 
system. 

2. Line data. Line data includes coordinates for the starting 
and ending points of the line (nodes), and line segment 
(length and trace) characteristics for geologic outc rops, · 
roads , steams and rivers, vegetation and soil pattern 
distributions, and power and pipe lines. Numbers for the X-Y 
position of the line 's nodes may be in a regional or local 
coordinate system. 

3. Polygon data. Polygon data includes polygon perimeter and 
area within the polygon measurements. These data might 
describe areas within property ownership boundaries; in 
municipal, county, state and country entities; and, in land 
gr i d (section, township and range) delineations. 

4. Cell data. Cell data includes descr i ptive values for cells 
on surfaces 0 Cell values may represent rank ings , 
classifications or interpolated values for an observed or 
measured vari able; cell values are valid for the entire area 
covered by the cell; a nd, cell values may be developed for 
continuous or discont inuous surfaces. Cell values are 
associated with a row-column-level numbers which is used to 
locate the cell in space . 

5. Attribute dat a. Attribute data includes descriptive names 
or information fo r po ints, lines, polygons or cells. 
Attribute data may cons ist of numbers or letters of variab l e 
length; and, it may be static such as the location of an o il 
well or dynamic such as production from the oil well. 

GIS data characteristics can vary greatly in its usab ili ty, format and 
type. Factors impacting upon GIS data usab ility i nc lude the 
following: 

1. GIS data sets are large in size; therefore, study area sizes 
are limited unless hard disks with very large storage 
capacities are available on computer systems. 

2. GIS data varies greatly i n its accuracy and precision; and, 
it may be difficult to superimpose or juxtaposition data 
collected to different standards. 
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3. GIS data may be acquired from many different government or 
commercial organizations: therefore, its format may vary 
greatly. 

4. GIS data may be used for different purposes by different 
users; therefore, it must be readily available for a wide 
variety of data management, modeling and display needs. 

5. GIS digital data may not be available from a government or 
commercial source; therefore, users must be able to generate 
their own. 

6. GIS users may not be familiar with sources of digital data, 
or how digital data can be used; therefore, they are limited 
in what can be accomplished with the GIS. 

In addition to these data handling problems, GIS data usually varies 
greatly in format since uniform data standards have not been adopted 
by government agencies and commercial data vending companies. For 
example, data are distributed or generated in their own standard 
formats by following government agencies: 

1. ADS, AHDS, AMS and MOSS - Bureau of Land Management. 
2. DETA and DFAD- Defense Mapping Agency. 
3. DIME, TIGER/LINE, and DIME/DATABASE - Census Bureau. 
4. DLG (Optional and Standard) and DEM - Geologic Survey. 
5. ELAS and IDIMS - EROS Data Center. 
6. GEF - Soil Conservation Service. 
7. GRASS- Army Corps of Engineers. 
8. RIDS - Forest Service. 
9. SAGIS - National Park Service. 

10. AMS and MOSS - Fish and Wildlife Service. 

GIS data also varies greatly in type, i.e., it is either vector or 
raster data. Vector data are line, point or polygon data that have 
the following data topology: 

1. Single points, origin and end points, or series of points 
that have X-Y and sometimes z coordinates. 

2. Arc (line segments) and node (origin-end point) relation
ships which have distance, direction, and trace character
istics. 

3. Positional relationships for the areas on either side of 
lines, or for areas inside and outside polygons. 

The advantages of using a vector-based GIS include the following: 

1. They are more accurate. 
2. They require less storage space for less complex maps. 
2. They store map data at near-original resolution. 
3. Data for each stored variable can be individually retrieved 

and processed. 
4. Attribute data can be easily accommodated. 
5. Data does not need to be converted to a raster format for 

processing. 
6. Stored data are ideally suited for line-map projections. 
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The disadvantages of using a vector-based GIS include the following: 

1. Relationships between points is formalized in the data 
storage topology; therefore, complex data topologies are 
generated. 

2. Large amounts of vertice data are stored; therefore, more 
computer processing time is required, especially when users 
derive complex relationships. 

3. It is difficult to store and process line data with complex 
traces. 

Raster-based GIS store, anal yze and display cell data. 
topology for raster data includes: 

1. A cell size in the· X and Y dimensions. 
2. The number of columns (X) and rows (Y). 
3. Value for the variables describing the cells. 

Raster data is generated by the following procedure: 

The data 

1. The study area is divided into grid cells. The cells can be 
squares, rectangles or hexagons. 

2. Cell size is determined by· the resolution of the available 
data~ the needs of the study, and the memory capacity of the 
hardware. 

3. Cells are assigned values or rankings according to the 
distribution of an observed or measured variable, i .e., land 
use, soils, geology, vegetation or elevation. 

The advantages of using a vector-based GIS include the following: 

1. Cell locations are implied in the data storage matrix. 
2 . Both continuous and d iscontinuous data distributions can be 

stored, processed and displayed. 
3. Map unit boundaries are inherent. 
4. Display output is readi l y compatible with output devices. 
5. Thematic data sets can b e merged easily. 
6. Data from correspondin g cel l s on different maps can be 

p r ocessed simultaneously . 
7. Data with significant variations can be more effectively 

processed. 

The disadvantages of using a vector-based GIS include the following: 

1. Large amounts of disk space are required for data storage. 
2. Cell size limits the resolution of the feature being 

analyzed. 
3. Images are accessed in a sequential manner; therefore, .more 

time is required. 
4. Attribute data are not easily accommodated. 
5. Data input-output problems are common. 
6. It is difficult to develop, process and display linear 

attribute data. 
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The following identifies several digital data information sources: 

1. National Technical Information Service (NTIS). This service 
acts as a repository of information about government related 
publications. It services include completing bibliographic 
data searches and copying technical reports. Information 
can also be obtained from NTIS's publication PB86-151446 A 
Directory of Computerized Data Files. 

2. u.s. Geologic Survey (GS). The GS both collects and distri
utes a wide variety of digital data. Information about data 
availability can be obtained from their Public Information 
Offices located in major cities throughout the United 
States, and their Information Circular 8935 Minerals Data 
Source Directory. 

3. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACE). The ACE both collects 
and distributes digital data for use with their GRASS GIS 
software. Additional information can be obtained from ACE's 
publication USA-CERCL TR N-88/01 Sources of Digital Spatial 
Data for GIS. 

4. Other federal government agencies. All of the following . 
agencies are producers and users of digital data: Bureau of 
Land Management, National Cartographic Information Center, 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency, Soil Conservation 
Service, Bureau of Reclamation, National Park Service, and 
Fish and Wildlife Agency. 

5. State and municipal agencies. Many state geological surveys 
and environmental agencies are installing GIS software to 
meet their data analysis needs. As this trend continues, 
these agencies turn into sources of digital data 

6. Commercial data vending companies such as Petroleum Infor
mation Inc. and Dwight's-Hotline (historical well data and 
production data for oil and gas wells); and, Petroleum 
Information Inc., Graphics Information Inc, and ISDL which 
distribute land grid and cultural data. 

Costs for acquiring digital data generally include the following two 
i tems: 

1 . The cost of the data. Digital data costs can vary from free 
to nominal costs ($40.00 per unit for digital elevation 
model data from the u.s. Geological Survey, to approximately 
$5.00 per township for landgrid data from Petroleum 
Information Inc • • 

2. The cost of converting the data. As stated earlier, each 
government agency and commercial data vending company 
distributed digital data in its own "propriety" format. In 
many cases, before these data can be used, they have to be 
reformatted into a useable form. This accomplished by 
writing an interface program. If in-house programming 
skills are not available, it becomes costly to have many 
different interface programs developed. 

11 



TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF VECTOR & RASTER DATA FEATURES 

ITEM 

STORAGE 

ACCURACY 

RESOLUTION 

AESTHETICS 

SOFTWARE 

PROCESSING 

STORAGE 

HARDWARE 

TYPE OF GIS 

VECTOR 

X-Y COORDINATES 
REQUIRED 

AS ACCURATE AS 
DATA ENTRY 

SELECTED AT 
DATA ENTRY 

VISIBLY PLEASING 
FLOWING LINES 

COMPLEX 
ALGORITHMS 

DEPENDENT ON 
FEATURES, COM
PLEXITY & COOR
DINATE DENSITY 

DEPENDENT ON 
NUMBER OF FEATURES 
AND COORDINATES 

RASTER 

IMPLIED X-Y 
COORDINATES 

GENERALIZED 
INTO CELLS 

DEPENDENT ON 
CELL SIZE 

RECTANGULAR 
EDGES 

SIMPLE 
ALGORITHMS 

DEPENDENT ON 
CELL SIZE 

DEPENDENT ON 
CELL SIZE 

The functional hardware components for a microcomputer-based GI S 
include the following: 

1. Data capture and input devices such as digitizers, scanners 
and keyboards. 

2. Data processing units including central process ing unit with 
an Intel 80286 or 80386 or Motorola 6800 processor, and a 
math coprocessor. 

3. Data storage units including floppy diskettes and drives, 
hard disks, tapes and tape drives, and optical storage 
deviceso Floppy diskettes with 1.2 MB and hard disks with 
more than 40 MB of storage capacity are preferred. 

4. Data display devices including enhanced graphics adapters 
(EGA) and monitors. Graphics cards and monitors resolution 
greater than EGA are preferred. 

5. Data output devices including printers and plotters. Dot 
matrix printers with graphics capabilities, and multi-pen 
plotters are preferred. 

Functional components for min i and mainframe-based GIS hardware are 
similar. 

SOFTWARE 

The functional components of GIS software include the following: 

12 



1. The user interface. 
2. Software for database creation. 
3. Software for database management. 
4. Software for data modeling 
5. Software for data display and output. 

In GIS software, the user interface consists of features that allow 
the user to control operation of the software Examples of these 
user interfaces include: menus and data entry screens; descriptive 
commands for execution of operations; use of aliases (shortened 
versions of commands) and macros; presence of on-line, context 
sensitive help and command summaries. "Windows" are considered user 
friendly. At a minimum, the user should be able to display and screen 
dump a map without overplotted dialog. 

Database creation capabilities in GIS software include the following: 

1. Creating data structures, defining attributes, classifying 
information and assigning data relationships (vector . 
topologies). Data elements that will be stored in these 
structures includes databases, tables, fields, codes and 
attributes. 

2. Entering spatial data and conversion of the data to a 
digital format. Data would be entered by "reading in" 
digital files from diskettes or tapes, by digitizing, or 
using a keyboard or numeric keypad. 

3. Editing entered data. Editing operations would include 
addition, deletion, changing, and validation of point, line 
or polygon spatial, attribute data or cell data. 

4. Detecting errors in data both while it is being entered and 
while it is being edited. 

Database management functions in GIS software include operations for 
storing, retrieving, updating, indexing, reporting, tracking, 
protecting, archiving, keying and exporting digital data. Of these 
operations, perhaps the most important is keying since this capability 
is used to merge, update, append and replace data stored in the data 
structure. 

Data modeling functions include all operations related to analyzing 
and interpreting stored data. Examples of these operation include the 
following: 

1. Retrieving data selectively according to data type, spatial 
attributes, Boolean operators, graphic hooks. 

2. Restructuring data topologies and type. This action would 
include converting vector data to raster data (and vice 
versa), compressing data, resampling data, joining and 
splitting data elements, and regridding and triangulating 
data for interpolations. 

3. Transforming data using mathematical formulas, rescaling 
data, converting data from metric to English units and vice 
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versa, converting coordinates, and viewing data from 
different projections. 

4. Overlaying vector and raster data using Boolean operators 
and weightings. 

5. Completing raster cel l operations such as ass igning cells 
data values or rankings~ performing mathematical operations 
on one or more data categories~ and, combining, comparing 
and splitting raster data for one or more measured or 
observed variables. 

6. Conducting statistical analyses such as calculating general 
statistics (mean, mode, median, variance, standard 
deviation, etc.), standard statistical tests (T-test, Chi
square, etc.), and confidence intervals. 

7. Calculating land and water statistics such as distances, 
areas, volumes and slopeso 

8. Browsing stored data to develop ideas. 

Of the above listed data modeling features, perhaps the most powerfu l 
is the ability to selectively retrieve data for completion of detailed 
analysis operations. An example of this capability would b.e to 
selectively retrieve wells in a study area that met all the following 
criteria: 

1. All wells with: 

1. Oil production. 
2. Within 1 mile of a fault. 
3. Within 1/2 mile of a pipeline. 
4. Total depth < 5,000 feet. 
5. Sand thickness > 30 feet. 
6. Sand porosity > 15 percent. 
7. Located within T13S R49W. 
8. IEI lease ownership. 

Some other examples of common manipula tions of GIS data mode ling 
operations include the following operations: 

1. Intervisibility. From a given point in the study area, 
determine the extent of landscape that can be seen. 

2. Interpolation. For a set of scattered data values, deter
mine an estimated value for each grid node. 

3. Corridor delineation. From a number of criteria, locate 
optimal locations for installing pipeline, power line, road 
or irrigation ditch. 

4. Slope analysis. Determine degree of slope on different land 
units. 

5. Aspect. Determine directional orientation of the slope for 
a land unit. 

6. Aggregation/disaggregation. Aggregation is the reclas-
sification of data into broader categories, while 
disaggregation is the rec lassification of data into smaller 
categories. An example of aggregation would be the grouping 
of geologic members into formations or groups~ and an 
example of disaggregation would be the conifer forests into 
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ponderosa pine and western hemlock forests. Note that 
disaggregation is only possible if the more detailed classes 
were entered when the data were first created. 

7. Projection/scale change. During data entry, analysis or 
display stages, map projections and scales may have to be 
transformed. 

8. Centroid allocation. Calculation of a central, single point 
which is representative of the area covered by the polygon. 
When using this operation, problems commonly occur when 
examining arc-shaped features, i.e., the centroid is placed 
outside the feature. 

9. Line smoothing and simplification. Points are added to 
lines to give the impression of smooth, manually drawn 
lines; or, points may be deleted for line simplification. 
This operation is commonly used when constructing contour 
lines. 

10. Windowing. The ability to zoom in or out on a particular 
set of data. 

11. Embedded polygons. The ability to recognize one polygon 
embedded within another polygon. 

12. Data structure conversion. The ability to convert points to 
grids, i.e., vector data to raster data or points to 
polygons. 

Data display functions in GIS software include operations related to 
producing data displays on graphics terminals, printers, and plotters. 
Examples of these operations include the following: 

1. Constructing standard data displays such as reports and 
tables, histograms, scatter diagrams, cumulative frequency 
plots, and ternary diagrams; as well as a variety of 
technical displays such as base and contour maps, cross 
sections, 3D views, and stratigraphic columns. 

2. Superimposing or juxtapositioning different types of data 
displays. 

3. Displaying point, line and polygon data using different 
types of map symbols, line weightings and types, and pattern 
fills. 

4 G Annotating spatial data using different fonts and point 
sizes. 

Publications which summarize information about available GIS software 
capabilities and vendors distributing GIS software include the 
following: 

1. "Sources of GIS Software" published by NTIS, 507 National 
Center, Reston, VA 22092 (703) 860-6045. This report was 
published in the Fall of 1988. 

2. "Compiler" published by FORS, 201 North Pine Street, Suite 
24, Florence, AL 35630 (205) 767-0250. This report was 
published in the Fall of 1986. 

3. "Survey of GIS for Natural Resource Decision Making" pub
lished by the American Farmland Trust, 1920 N Street NW, 
Suite 400, Washington, DC 20036 (202) 659-5170. This report 
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF CAPABILITIES FOR GIS SOFTWARE INSTALLED ON 
WORKSTATIONS AND MICROCOMPUTERS. 

ITEM WORKSTATIONS 

HARDWARE USE DEDICATED 
DATA DISPLAY HIGH RESOLUTION 

TERMINALS 
SIZE OF DATA SETS LARGE 
SOFTWARE OPERATION COMPLEX SYNTAX 

COSTS OF: 
HARDWARE 
SOFTWARE HIGH 
MAINTENANCE 
TRAINING 

DATA AVAILABILITY. LOTS 

DATA MODELING SOPHISTICATED 
CAPABILITIES 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

MULTI - USE 
LOW RESOLUTION 

SMALL 
MENU, DATA ENTRY 

SCREENS, ALIASES 

LOW 

LIMITED WITHOUT 
REFORMATTING 

SOPHISTICATED 

TABLE 3. GIS SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR USE ON IBM XT & AT MICROCOMPUTERS . 

PACKAGE VENDOR COST 
-------------- --------------- --------------
·CSSI UNIVERSITY OF $150 

MINNESOTA 
MAP OHIO STATE $175 

UNIVERSITY 
pMAP SPATIAL INFOR- $895 

MATION SYSTEMS 
ERDAS-PC ERDAS INC. $3,900-22,000 
MULTIMAP PLANNING $295-495 

DATA SYSTEMS 
ATLAS AMP STRATEGIC $449 

LOCATIONS 
PLANNING 

AE-GIS/ AE-MAP AERONCA $3,000-46,000 
STRINGS GEOBASED SYSTEMS $5,000-60,000 
ADAPT W. E.GATES & $50,000+ 

ASSOCIATES 
MICROCMP RILEY DATASHARE $17,500 BASE 
DIDS SAMMAMISH $1,500 

DATA SYSTEMS 
ARC/INFO-PC ENVIRONMENTAL $13,000-88,000 

SYSTEMS RE-
SEARCH INSTo 

microGIS TEXAS A & M NOT AVAILABLE 
UNIVERSITY 

SOLIR LINCOLN INST. NOT AVAILABLE 
OF LAND POLICY 

VGS-300+ ELECTRONI CS NOT AVAILABLE 
MICROSTATION INTER GRAPH NOT AVAILABLE 
pcMOSS UNIV COLORADO NOT AVAILABLE 
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TABLE 4. GIS SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR USE ON APPLE MICROCOMPUTERS. 

PACKAGE VENDOR COST 

MICRO SIEVE UTAH ST UNIV $299 
MICROMAP II MORGAN $650 

FAIRFIELD 
MICRO/GIS TOWSON STATE NOT AVAILABLE 

UNIVERSITY 

TABLE 5 . PUBLIC DOMAIN GIS SOFTWARE FOR USE ON WORKSTATIONS . 

PACKAGE 

MOSS 
GARNET 
SAGIS 
GRASS 
ODYSSY & SYMAP 

SOURCE 

AUTOMETRIC INC. 
USGS COAL RESOURCES BRANCH 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

TABLE 6. COMMERCIAL GIS SOFTWARE FOR USE ON WORKSTATIONS. 

PACKAGE 

ARC/INFO 

AGIS/GRAMS 

SOURCE 

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS CORP. 
INTERGRAPH CORP. 
LANDMARK CORP. 
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was published in March, 1987 and costs $19.95. 
4. "A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Sys terns" 

published by the Open File Report Section, U.S. 
GelogicalSurvey, P.O. Box 25425,Federal Center , Denver, CO 
80 (303) 236-7476. This report's number is OFR 88-105, 
and was published in the Fall of 1888. 

USAGE EXAMPLES 

For this paper, it was the author's plan to obtain digital data for 
one or more of Industrial Ergonomics Incorporated's (IEI) current 
projects. These projects include: 

1. Oil exploration in the Minnelusa Formation in Campbell 
County, Wyoming, U.S.A •• 

2. Oil exploration in the Morrow Formation in eastern Colorado, 
U.S.A •• 

3. Oil exploration in northwest Taylor County, Texas, U.S.A •• 
4 . Gold exploration in the front range of Colorado, u.s.A .. 
5. Phosphate mining in eastern North Carolina, U.S.A •• 
6. Conducting training workshops on microcomputer applications 

in the United States, Canada, Egypt, India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Nigeria, and Australia. 

For the project areas in the United States, federal, state and local 
government agencies were contacted, and attempts were made to obtain 
digital elevation data, landgrid data, historical well and product i on 
data, cultural data, soils data, vegetation data, and land use data. 
It was found that the government agencies did not have useable digita l 
data for any of the project ·areas in the United States. As a result , 
to obtain such data, IEI 's staff would have to create the needed 
digital data using a digitizer . 

Conversely, it was found that commercial data vendors did have 
historic well and production data and landgr i d data for the areas 
where IEI 's oil exploration activities were active. The data was 
available from several different vendors, was not expensive to 
acquire, and was in a readily useable format. 

Finally, government agencies were contacted to acquire data sets fo r 
use in IEI's international microcomputer training workshops. It was 
found that sample data sets could be obtained from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Defense Mapping Agenc y 
for each of the countries where workshops would be conducted. These 
data sets, however, were mapping features or variables on a broad 
scale. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS -----------------------
A Geographic Information System is a computer system designed to 
store, process, and analyze spatial data. GISs are similar to other 
automated information processing systems in that they can be used for: 

1. Data acquisition - collecting and gathering data. 
2. Data compilation - projecting data onto a coordinate correct 

base. 
3. Data capture - transforming data into machine-readable form, 

and storing and organizing data within the computer. 
4. Data editing - correcting, updating and reclassifying data. 
5. Data manipulation - managing, analyzing, synthesizing, and 

retrieving data. 
6. Data display - generating graphic displays on monitors, and 

reports, printouts and plots. 
7. Data protection- securing data from unauthorized use. 

Figure 1 illustrates how GIS software compares to other automated 
information processing software. 

What makes GISs different from other automated information processing 
systems is the way in which these functions are performed. GIS data 
are spatial or geographic in nature, i.e., they are georeferenced or 
have locational coordinates. GIS easily analyzes data that is tied to 
locations on the surface of the earth. This difference make GI Ss 
especially suited for use in any type of application that deals with 
spatial data. 

Another difference between automated information processing systems 
and GISs is cost. In general, GISs are more expensive than other 
automated information processing systems. The higher cost, however, 
may be justified under the following conditions: 

1. To reduce errors during tedious, manual data entry and 
analysis operations. 

2. To complete spatial data analyses that are to difficult for 
manual analysis. 

3. To efficiently perform repetitious map updating operations. 
4. To selectively change one or more component of the database 

for completing "what-if" or sensitivity studies. 
5. To complete studies that involving the extraction and 

analyses of descriptive statistical data from maps. 
6. To complete multi-discipline siting studies. 
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FIGURE 1. HEIRARCHY OF AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE. 
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GEOREF CAN ENHANCE RESEARCH CAPABILITY IN 
TIIE GEOLOGIST WORKSTATION ENVIRONMENT 

William W. Hambleton 
Kansas Geological Survey 
The University of Kansas 

1930 Constant Ave.--Campus West 
Lawrence, KS 66046 

John G. Mulvihill 
American Geological Institute 

4220 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 22302 

Abstract--The GeoRef Information System, established at the American Geological 
Institute in 1965, now contains nearly 1.5 million bibliographic citations, including 
North American citations to the year 1785. The system provides online search 
capability through contract vendors. Although the entry time-delay for U.S. 
publications is about seven months, priority publications are nearly current. A 
demonstration search, using Pro-search and Dialog on the term "fractal," yielded 85 
domestic and foreign citations from 1980 to 1988 in geological, geophysical, 
astronomical, and engineering serials, conference proceedings, open-file reports, 
and research letters. At a connect time of .032 hours ($3.01) and online printing of 
the ten most recent citations ($4.00), the total search cost was $7.01. GeoRef is 
improving timeliness in citation production through indexer workstations, adoption 
of a new data-entry system, an online thesaurus, priority entry of core journals, and 
purchase of a scanner. GeoRef plans a "previews" data base with weekly-update, 
and has instituted a 50 percent discount for academic users. GeoRef now is on 
STN of Chemical Abstracts Service for world-wide access capability. 

Thousands of organizations and individuals searched GeoRef online during 1987, but most 
users are associated with industry and government. Academic users constitute only 12 percent of 
total. use, thus foregoing the joys and enhancement of online bibliographic search in many 
otherwise admirable workstation environments. We believe that too few academic users are aware 
of the potential of online GeoRef for teaching and research purposes, and intend to describe 
remedies for the problem in this paper, as well as discuss GeoRef history, problems, and plans. 

GeoRef History 

GeoRef had its beginnings during February of 1967 when the National Science Foundation 
convened a meeting of geological scientists in Washington to consider the matter of a national 
geoscience information program. With a grant from the Foundation, President Laurence L. Sloss 
of the American Geological Institute appointed a Committee on Science Information from the 
member societies. Membership included William C. Krumbein, chair, George Beecraft, Cornelius 
F. Burk, Jr., James M. Forgotson, Jr., John C. Griffiths, William W. Hambleton, Clayton E. 
Ray, JohnS. Steinhart, Robert Van Nostrand, and Ray Whitla. The Committee, subsequently 
renamed the Committee on Geoscience Information, among other recommendations, proposed that 
the AGI Board of Directors establish a bibliographic reference center at AGI. The recommendation 
was accepted during July of 1969, and the Board authorized submission of a proposal to the 
National Science Foundation. This proposal was funded. 
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GeoRef also has antecedents in American Geological Institute Geoscience Abstracts, 
Geological Society of America Bibliomphy and Inciex of Geolo~ Exclusive of Nonh America, 
and U.S. Geological Survey Bibliowaphy of North American Geolo~. Through a series of 
agreements among the three organizations, AGI eventually became the sole producer and publisher 
of a comprehensive BibliomlJhY and Index of Geolo~. The Bibliomphy was among the earliest 
of the bibliographic systems to be produced through extensive use of computers for manipulation 
of thousands of citations and index entries, and production of a magnetic tape to drive 
photocomposition equipment from which emerged completely composed camera-ready pages. The 
annual master files of citations on tape from this BibliomlJhY production process were saved, and 
in 1970 identified as the Geological Reference File (GeoRet) in support of the AGI mission for 
promotion of research and dissemination of knowledge in the earth sciences. In 1974, AGI 
licensed GeoRef for online searching, and the file became one of the earliest available online for 
remote searching over telephone lines, directly from a library or the workplace of a geologist. 

A typical citation from online search follows: 

TITLE: U.S. Geological Survey deep seismic reflection profile across the Gulf of 
Maine 

AUTHOR: Hutchinson, D.R.; Klitgord, K.D.; Lee, M.W.; Trehu, A.M. 
AFFTI..: U.S. Geol. Surv., Woods Hole, MA, USA 
SOURCE: Geological Society of America Bulletin 100(2), February 1988, p. 172-

184, 64 refs., illus., 1 table, sketch maps 
SECTION HEADINGS: 16 (Structural Geology); 18 (Geophysics, Applied); 07 

(Marine Geology and Oceanography) 
TERMS: *faults; tectonophysics; crust; seismic surveys; block structures; Nonh 

Atlantic; Gulf of Maine; deep seismic sounding; seismic profiles; multichannel 
methods; reflection methods; Mohorovicic discontinuity; upper mantle; plutons; 
intrusions; decollement; rifting; A val on Zone 

The Section Headings and Terms add substantially to the information content of the title. The 
indexing is done at AGI by persons with degrees in geology who work from the source 
documents. 

Current Status 

GeoRef now includes nearly 1.5 million bibliographic citations, both published and in 
machine retrievable form. Nonh American citations date to 1785, the time of Thomas Jefferson 
and the Lewis and Clark expedition. With the recent addition of Volumes 1 to 30 of the GSA 
Biblio~aphy and Inciex Exclusive of North America. GeoRefhas entered 147,485 new foreign 
citations with abstracts, thus taking the foreign citations back to 1933. The GeoRef Information 
System of AGI, now responsible for acquisition, citation, and indexing the literature, preparation 
and production of Bibliography volumes, and creation of tape files, operates on income from 
publications sales, online search and tape licenses, preparation of special bibliographies (U.S.G.S. 
now available on CD-ROM from AGI) a document delivery service, and industry and U.S.G.S. 
support Industry supports GeoRef improvement through an intentional subscription surcharge 
based on usage. During 1987, a total of 83,324 new citations was entered into the system from 
4,000 journals and numerous books, maps, theses, and government journals. More than three
quarters of these citations were originated by GeoRef staff using the U.S. Geological Survey 
library in Reston, VA. The remaining citations were received through cooperative arrangements 
with Centre N ationale Recherche Scientifique of France and Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften 
und Rohstoffe of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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The system provides online search capability through contract vendors, including Dialog, 
Orbit, and Can/Ole in Canada. GeoRef became available this fall on Chemical Abstracts Service's 
Science and Technology Network (STN) in order to increase access capability, particularly in 
Europe and Japan. A connect hour costs $80; network charges range from $6 to $8 per hour; and 
online hits cost $.40 each. 

Problems. Solutions. and Plans 

Seemingly, a major reason for low academic usage of GeoRef is the perceived high cost, or 
at least fear that introduction of online searching will result in uncontrolled expenditures. In order 
to test these concerns, we conducted a demonstration search on May 17, 1988. We chose the term 
"fractal" as an emerging subject of interest to earth scientists, and elected not to use index terms 
such as "fractal geometry," "self-similarity" or other descriptors in order to peruse the range of 
geological application. The search was structured offline using Pro-search software, and 
conducted online using Dialog. It yielded 85 domestic and foreign citations from 1980 to date of 
search, in geological, geophysical, astronomical, and engineering serials, conference proceedings, 
open-file reports, and research letters. The subject matter ranged through stratigraphic hiatuses, 
sediment transport, reservoir analysis, petroleum migration, electrical conductivity, diagenesis, 
beach cusps, channel length-area relationships, earthquake frequencies, karst features, surface 
ro-qghness of fractures, microfractures, tectonics, and others. At a connect time of .032 hours for 
a cost of $3.01, and online printing of the ten most recent citations at a cost of $4.00, the total 
search cost was $7.01. We have not tested this search against the body of earth science "fractal" 
literature. However, we judge that the search cost was trivial compared to the time-cost of 
searching a wide body of published literature, and that the search could be made even more 
efficient through the use of appropriate index terms. 

Ofcourse, charges can mount if a search is inefficient or if hundreds of records are 
retrieved. For a more typical GeoRef search lasting ten minutes with fifty citations printed or 
downloaded to disk, charges would be $14.50 for connect time ($87 x 10 minutes), $1.17 for 
network charges ($7 x 10 minutes), and $20.00 for printed citations ($.40 x 50), or a total cost of 
$35.67. In an effort to increase academic usage, the GeoRef Advisory Committee recommended a 
50 percent discount on GeoRef online searches for academic institutions that subscribe to the 
Bibliography and Index of Geolo~. This discount was approved, and implemented on September 
1, 1988. It will be evaluated after two years. 

Other reasons for low academic usage seemingly are the perceptions that searches often are 
unsatisfactory because a search yields unneeded literature, entries are not current and timely, the 
system does not yield abstracts except for 1933-1968, and the full text is not retrievable. Some of 
these perceptions are correct; others are not. However, AGI is striving to improve the system. 

An unsatisfactory search may be caused by inexperience in searching GeoRef. AGI 
attempts to remedy this problem by conducting workshops, both on demand and at meetings such 
as the 1988 GSA meeting in Denver. GeoRef staff members demonstrate how to search GeoRef in 
the AGI booth each day during annual GSA meetings, and conduct free workshops at these 
meetings, sponsored by AGI and the Geoscience Information Society. Information on other 
workshops can be secured by contacting AGI. The college and university discount program also 
should alleviate the inexperience problem. 

Although entry time-delay for U.S. issues is an average of 6.6 months for the latest five 
years and 14.9 months for combined domestic and foreign issues, the improvement is dramatic 
from 5 years ago when the delay was 19.3 months for U.S. issues and 29.4 months for all issues. 
Related to the effort to improve currency is the establishment of a list of 100 core journals that 
receive priority entry into GeoRef. The list, compiled by the Serials and Coverage Task Force 
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chaired by Charlotte Derksen of Stanford University, may be obtained from AGI. Entry time
delay for core journals was dramatically better, 3.2 months in September, 1988. 

Additionally, a new production system is being developed and implemented at GeoRef. 
Entry of bibliographic data is being separated from indexing, and indexers will use COMPAC
NOVEll-AREV workstations, thus reducing from 10 to 2 the maximum number of screens 
displayed for each citation. A system is being developed on AREV to check for duplication of 
citations, detect gaps in coverage, and measure time lag. Addition of a scanner soon will permit 
rapid entry of authors, titles, and abstracts; and analysis of abstracts for index terms by matching 
abstract index terms with online thesaurus-derived index terms on a split screen. GeoRef also 
plans a "previews" data base prior to indexing that will be updated weekly. As to full text retrieval, 
GeoRef already offers document delivery service at a cost of $14 per item. 

GeoRef indeed is reaching maturity as part of the workstation environment, and should 
become a more powerful tool for academic research and teaching along with its already 
demonstrated use in government and industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

THE ACADEMIC WORKSTATION 

John C. Butler 

Department of Geosciences 

University of Houston 

Houston, Texas 77204 

In many areas of endeavor the academic environment may appear 

to lag behind its counterparts in industry and private practice. 

This seems to be the case with respect to the distribution of 

microcomputers - workstations. In part this is related to cost and 

in part to the independence (stubbornness?) of faculty (and 

students!) when it comes to adopting a particular brand or 

configuration of instruments. 

The academic workstation should be just that. A place where 
individuals can work. As the variety of tasks in an academic 

environment are diverse, the workstation must be rather broad in 

its capabilities. If attainment of computer literacy is a goal, as 

it should be, the workstation must also encourage the individual to 

do more work with the workstation than without it. In other words, 

the workstation should not just replace the typewriter, paper file 

system, catalog of specimens, etc . . Rather, it should help to 

stimulate acquisition of new skills and e xtend previously mastered 
skills. 

Is there a difference between a workstation in an academic 

environment as opposed to any other environment? In broad terms, 

the answer is "probably not". However, the academic environment is 

one in which learning is emphasized and many of the students (and, 

today at least, some of the faculty) will be exposed for the first 
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time to a workstation environment in a university or college 

setting. Encouragement of experimentation must be facilitated in 

the academic environment ... with words, forms of data analysis, data 

reduction, interpretation and forms of presentation . 
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THE ACADEMIC WORKSTATION 

Introduction 

Dr. E. H. Timothy Whitten, Vice President for Academic affa i rs 

at Michigan Technological University, recently noted that 

university educators spend a great deal of time and effort 
attempting to achieve "computer literacy" among their students, 

faculty and staff. Unfortunately, within this group of educators 

there is not a consensus as to what "computer literacy" is, how to 
att a i n " i t" or even how to recognize " i ts" attainment. Whitten 
(1985) notes that geologic problems currently being worked on by 
computer literate geoscientists fall into one of the following 

categories: 

(1) inventory and databases, 

(2) natural-law finding, or 

(3) modeling and hypothesis testing. 

He concluded that part of becoming computer literate requires being 

comfortable in using computers as an "extension of one's mind and 

hands on a daily basis"; that is, being familiar enough with the 

technology to use it as a stimulation of and extension of one's 

continuing and ongoing activities and thinking (Whitten, 1985) . A 

second part of attaining computer literacy requires a sufficient 

depth of understanding of the physical, chemical and biological 

bases of geosciences that deterministic or probabilistic, 

pr ocess-response models can be constructed. (Whitten, 1985) . 

Clearly, a key concept in Whitten's definition is that of the 

stimulation and extension of one's abilities. Using a computer 

merely as a replacement for a device - such as a typewriter, or a 

filing cabinet, or a pencil and pad of paper - may entitle the 

i ndividual to claim to be a "user", or even a "knowledgeable user" 

but not a member of the "literati". As much of interest to 
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geologists has escaped or defied quantification, the wise and 

profitable use of computers may, of necessity, involve changes in 

the ways that the practit ioners think about geologic problems as 

well as the acquisition of mechanical skills required for using 

computer systems . 

There is truly a s upermarket of information available to 

geoscientists and with relatively little effort (and dollars) one 

can literally "hook into" a veritable wealth of data. Frankly, 

however, I am most concerned about making the wealth of data that 

faculty and students have already been exposed to more useful. 

That, in my mind, is the primary function of the academic 

workstation. 

Acquisition o~ Academic Workstations 

Personally, much of what Whitten (1983, 1985) has written about 

computer applications and computer literacy in geology in 

particular and science in general makes sense, and I find that it 

is influencing my thoughts as to where our current systems (in the 

Department of Geosciences and in the College of Natural Sciences 

and Mathemat ics at the University of Houston) should be going. The 

evolution of the academic workstation(s) at the University of 

Houston, in most instances, however, was not directed by an 

underlying set of necessarily sound and well thought out 

guidelines. Rather, our evolution proceed by a series of "fits and 

spurts" punctuated by "false premises and unreal istic expectations" 

under the guidance of talented and not-so-talented individuals. 

To take advantage of the Supermarket of Geoscience Information 

requires a commitment of human and financial resources. Decisions 

leading up to this commitment appear to have been driven by 

different forces in academia as compared with industry and 

government. Being in Houston, Texas for the past twenty years 

has given me the opportunity to interact with geosci entists 

employed in the petroleum-related industries. To a limited extent 
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I keep up with the careers of former students - I visit them and 

often am impressed with their "high-tech", modern facilities which 

more often than not contain an abundance of computing devices. 

They visit the campus and marvel at the outward lack of change. 

Admittedly, there is a tendency to "lust after" the modern 

facilities that characterize many industrial workplaces. Are the 

myriads of stand-alone microcomputers, smart terminals, clusters, 

workstations etc. being used to full advantage? Sometimes I think 

not and sometimes I know it. The fact remains, however, that most 

of the geoscience community has accepted the computer as a too l and 

that our students will be more competitive if they are compute r 

literate in Whitten's terms. Clearly, in addition to the financial 

commitment, this calls for attainment of some level of computer 

literacy on the parts of the faculty and staff. 

Certainly, the above should not be taken as an admission guilt 

for being "old-fashioned" on my part or on the parts of my 

colleagues in academia. The "first computer-aided revolution in 

the geosciences" in the 60's and early 70's was stimulated by the 

work of academicians (Whitten, Krumbein, Griffiths to name just 

three from the list of many) and their students who entered the 

geoscience workplace. Projects that included trend surface 

analysis, computer mapping, modeling, and the application of 

multivariate statistics were aided by the relatively widespread 

availability of mainframe computers and were the "in things" on 

many campuses and research laboratories. Having played a small 

r ole in that revolution, it is clear to me, from the advantage of 

hindsight, that the total percentage of geoscientists involved was 

quite small and that the revolution was much more evident in the 

research laboratory than in the general classroom or office. The 

widespread availability in the 80's of low cost, table-top, 

"everyone can afford one", microcomputers with more processing 

"power" than many of us had twenty years ago, has led to the 
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"second computer-aided revolution in the geosciences". 

At an intermediate sized university with 3,000 faculty and 

staff and nearly 30,000 students, the goal of providing "computer 

power to the people" at a cost of $3,000 per system per person 

would cost near l y $100,000,000 - approximately the annual state 

budget for the University of Houston. Of course, this one-time 

expenditure would not cover the costs of supplies and expendables, 

software and site licenses, maintenance and repairs, and up-grades . 

Clearly, one solution would be to require each student to come to 

campus equipped with his/her own personal computer - a strategy 

that has been adopted at some private institutions but one that 

certainly would fail at state-supported schools . 

An underlying premise is that someone will decide or would have 

decided just what type of system constitutes the "university 

approved and supported" system(s) . The one such attempt with which 

I am intimately familiar is most kindly remembered (by most but 

perhaps not all of us) as a dismal failure in that it was driven by 

the belief that the distribution of hardware was all that was 

required to develop a computer intensive environment. Software, 

maintenance and repairs, supplies and expendable and, most 

importantly, instruction, would somehow follow the delivery of the 

machines themselves. The end result was, in the words of our Vice 

President for Computing, a "computer barel y adequate environment" 

and the progress that was made was largely due to the actions of 

individuals working alone or in small groups rather than a 

universal response to a proclamation from the "upper 

administration". Another approach to answering the question as to 

what to do and how to do it, would have been to turn the matter 

over to the faculty-staff-student committee bureaucracy that exists 

on most campuses with the end result that it probably would have 

been thrashed to death with words and memos and lost i n a morass of 

seemingly endless reports, recriminations and recommendations. 
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In the industrial environment, it would appear that such 

decisions often are made with less concern for input consisting of 

individual preferences and experiences. Still, the same concerns 

about support exist in the industrial workplace as in academia and 

entering into a workstation environment requires a non-trivial 

commitment of financial and human resources regardless of the 

setting. 

Six years ago there was a plan for the seven departments in the 

college to use the same basic microcomputer/workstation system . 

There would be benefits to such a common equipment environment with 

respect to sharing data, electronic mail and transfer of knowledge 

gained. However, even on this much smaller scale (250 faculty and 

staff and 3,500 students) there was a great deal of reluctance to 

accept such an edict which was viewed as an infringement on 

individual preference not to mention the costs, most of which would 

be covered by the individual departments. During the past eight 

years my personal computing environment has changed from Apple IIs 

to Rainbows to Macintoshes; each step accompanied by changing or 

modifying software, learning new operating procedures and revising 

course notes and homework problems. In general, many of my 

colleagues have experienced similar changes and we have served as 

valuable sounding boards for each other. As of today, five of the 

seven departments in the College are using Macintoshes for much, 

but certainly not all, of their daily activities and the 

anticipated sharing is taking place. 

However, a quick survey of the offices and the teaching and 

research laboratories would reveal a wide variety of machines, each 

performing a particular (and sometimes peculiar) function. Given 

the individuality of our faculty, staff, and students, the lack of 

a unique, common system, is to be expected as the diversity of 

needs cannot yet be met by a single supplier. Personally, I 

believe that what appears to have been a slow rate of acceptance of 
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workstations in academia has not been a negative experience. 

· Technology has advanced so rapidly during the past half decade t ha t 

a major commitment of f unding in the early 80's would most like ly 

have had to have been repeated by 1988 . Time to experiment with 

options has led t o a bet ter understanding of what is needed. Mos t 

of the Departments of Geo l ogy/ Geophys i cs which I am familiar wi th 

have made a commitment to providing faculty and student 

workstations and most have r eached their present position as a 

result of slowly adding to existing s ystems and taking advantage o f 

deals and options rather than hav ing participated in a one time 

infusion of a common set of equipment. Thus, to be able to 

part i cipate i n the supermarket of information, many of us have had 

to use the conven ience store approach . 
The Workstation in Academia 

Use of the term works t a t ion i s almost guaranteed to start an 

animated discussion as many people immediately think about hardware 

and the ensui ng discourse oft en degenerates quickly to a comparison 

of clock speeds, RAM, ROM and other interesting components. 

However, I prefer to view a workstation as an assembl age of devices 

that allows me to more efficient ly perform those t asks that need to 

be done - at that moment. This may involve preparation of a 

manuscript (requiring a typewriter) that requires access to a set 

of wet chemical analyses of basalts (a set of pages in a f i le 

folder) and a calculator so t hat the normative components can be 

computed. In addition, gr aph paper will be required for the 

preparation of a number of f i gur es to illustrate comparisons within 

thi s set of anal yses and among this set and several reference 

suites. My non-computeri zed workstat i on consists of a number of 

familiar items arranged, hopefully, so that most, if not all of the 

things that are required are readily available. A computer 

workstation should allow me t o per form the same tasks and, ideally, 

stimulate me to do more because the software has removed some of 
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the more mechanical aspects of the task(s) at hand. In addition, 

the presence of the workstation should encourage me to experiment -

with words, concepts, ideas, alternative forms of analysis and 

displays of information. 

Each segment of the geosciences community has a particular 

charge. For some it is performing tasks for a client. For others, 

it is making a profit for its stockholders. Ideally, the charge 

given to a particular workplace will help to define the type of 

workstation that is required. As a University is charged with the 

discovery, transmission and application of knowledge, its 

workstations should facilitate the understanding of basic concepts 

through analysis, simulation, and modeling as well as facilitate 

expression of these ideas. Although certainly not unique to the 

academic environment, the ability to efficiently transfer data from 

one application to another cannot be over stressed. The greater 

the percentage of time the user spends in reentering data in each 

of several applications, the greater the frustration level. In 

large part the frustration arises because of the mechanical aspect 

of data entry which detracts from doing something more profitable 

and innovative with the data. 

Expectations 

It is totally unrealistic to expect that each student will have 

his/her own workstation on our campus. Not only is the cost 

prohibitive but the space issue is non-trivial. If you could fit a 

workstation into 10 square feet then our college would need 35,000 

square feet order to house equipment - 35,000 square feet t h at we 

would be hard pressed to find. Access to workstations rather than 

personal possession is probably the best solution for state 

supported universities. Still, however, the availability of 

workstations will not guarantee that the maximum return on 

investment will be realized. Neither is it sufficient for the 

faculty to be familiar with and users of computing equipment; it is 
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imperative that the workstation play a role in formal course work . 

In the freshman geology laboratory the instructor can draw on a 

series of interactive programs designed to encourage the student to 

play the" ... what if . . . " game. For example, Fox (1985) has 

developed programs that illustrate concepts in plate tectonics and 

oceanography. Students have the opportunity to change the values 

of some of the variables and see for themselves what happens. 

Burger (1985) noted that the introduction of programs that simulate 

geologic processes can enhance the presentation of fundamental 

concepts and: 

(1) increase student ent husiasm, 

(2) improve problem-solving skills, and 

(3) enhance the learning process in ways that carry over into 

the laboratory sessions and field trips. 

Additionally, the availability of interactive "canned" programs 

early in a student's academic career may remove preconceived 

"fears" of computing and computers with the result that there will 

be lessened reluctance to learn a programming language or a more 

advanced application later on. In fact, these early experiences 

may result in fostering an inquisitiveness which will evolve 

throughout the student's career. 

What about the preconceived "fears" of computing and computers 

held by members of the faculty? Clearly, until the majority of the 

faculty are computer literate, the students will sense that "fear" 

and the maximum benefit of the workstation in academia will not be 

realized. It has been my experience that word (or idea) processing 

is an ideal way to introduce faculty to the workstation. A decade 

ago most of my colleagues would admit to possession of at least 

minimal typing skills and some would attempt to type at least a 

very rough first draft of an exam or a manuscript rather than 

subject students or staff to their hand written copy. The ease 

with which one can electronically cut and paste and make changes 
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generally is sufficient to encourage all but the most computer 

cynical faculty members to experiment with word processing - even 

if their initial attempts are confined to the privacy of their 

offices. The same carrot works well with students who were not 

introduced to computing earlier in their careers. The ability to 

~reduce a clean copy, free from spelling mistakes and bizarre word 

choices by taking advantage of spelling and style checkers, is 

often sufficient to make the investment of time and effort 

worthwhile. About ten years a~o the associate dean for academic 

affairs in our college became concerned about the quality of theses 

and dissertations being submitted for binding. He began to read 

the manuscripts not only for content, but for style and grammatical 

constructions as well. The students were crushed to learn that 

they had to make changes, most of which were relatively minor ~ 

one were a trained typist and ~ the changes did not change the 

pagination. Ten years ago almost .all of the theses and 

dissertations were typed by an understanding spouse or a mercenary. 

It was difficult to adopt a willingness to experiment with words 

and ideas when the dollar cost per page was high. Today, almost 

all of our students type their own manuscripts and exhibit more of 

a willingness to experiment. As noted by Balestri (1988), the 

availability of a word processing application may produce a better 

appearing final product but in and of itself is no guarantee that 

the novice writer will become a b~tter writer. Here again, the 

challenge is for the instructor/advisor to take advantage of the 

application and use it to foster a spirit of experimentation - in 

this case with words and ideas. 

Interestingly, the adoption of workstations in departmental 

offices may be playing a major role in the evolution of the office 

staff. Several departments are reducing the number of typists and 

other paper-oriented staff members and replacing them with 

technical staff while staying within a fixed budget. Most of our 
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departments are rapidly moving ahead with plans to "computerize the 

office" and most have elected to use a system similar to that used 

for teaching and research. 
A Final Example - Geochemical Modeling 

One of Whitten's (1985) three current areas of endeavor of 

computer literate geoscientists noted above is modeling and 

hypothesis testing. It is critical that geoscientists become 

proficient in identifying the variables significant to the explicit 

stated objective and in building (using the principles of 

chemistry, physics, biology and/or geology) a quantitative 

process-response model relating these variables to a specific 

objective. Earlier, the "what if" aspect of teaching was presented 

as a desirable adjunct to classroom and laboratory experiences . 
The combination of model building with the ability to easily 

interact with the model makes for a powerful learning/exploring 

tool. 

The " ... what would happen if ... " approach to solving geoscience 

problems is very common. For example, what would happen if the 

amount of C02 in the atmosphere were suddenly doubled? What would 

happen if photosynthesis ceased? What would happen to the rate of 

flow of hydrocarbons if the permeability in a reservoir were to 

decrease logarithmically during a 25 year period? Typically, one 

assumes that a system under investigation is in dynamic equilibrium 

prior to the advent of the di sturbance. How will the parts of the 

system adjust to the disturbance? Will dynamic equilibrium be 

restored and if so, what are the parameters of the new system and 

how long will restoration take? Or, will the change result in a 

transient or non-steady state cycle? 

In both the classroom and the workplace, the ability to deal 

successfully with a "what if" conundrum not only may provide an 

answer to a question but effort devoted to formulation may lead to 

a better understanding of the problem itself. Perhaps the most 
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common geoscience application of the principles of dynamic 

equilibrium has been in aqueous geochemistry; especially in the 

modeling of natural chemical cycles. Garrels, Mackenzie and Hunt 

(1975) provide an excellent introduction to quantitative modeling 

and a wealth of numerical characterizations of the earth's 

atmosphere, oceans and continents. Typically, a global dispersion 

model, as described by Garrels et al. (1975), deals with the rates 

of transfer of material (flux) among several reservoirs; such as, 

for example, the oceans, atmosphere, sediments and continents. The 

quality of such a model is a function of the accuracy of the mass 

balance for each reservoir. 

The agents responsible for the transport of materials from one 

reservoir to another may be physical entities such as streams, 

ground-water, wind, etc. or processes such as oxidation, settling, 

photosynthesis, etc. The simplest of all approaches is to treat 

the magnitudes of the fluxes as proportional to the amounts 

(concentrations) of the species in the reservoirs: 

F· · = k· ·M· ~J ~J ~ 
( 1) 

where kij is a rate constant whose dimensions is time-1 (Lerman, 

Mackenzie and Garrels, 1975). If, as noted by Garrels et al. 

(1975), a steady state is assumed for the model, there is no 

accumulation or removal of material in the reservoir and the mass 

balance is equal to zero. Once a steady state model is defined 

(and verified!) the user can begin to play the "what if" game and 

upset the dynamic equi l ibrium. 

An example of a previously published simplified geochemical 

model illustrating the oceanic cycle of phosphorous (Garrels et 

al . , 1975 and Lerman et al., 1975) is given in Figure 1. In the 

reservoirs (boxes) the amounts of phosphorous are given in un i ts of 

1012 grams; the fluxes are portrayed as the connections between the 

reservoirs in units of 1012 grams of phosphorous per year; and the 

rate constants (in units of year-1) are given below the box 
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diagram. Garrels et al. (1975, p. 161-165) provide a detailed 

summary of how the reservoir amounts and the fluxes were 

established. The user cou l d confirm that the model i n Figure 1 i s 

in a steady state by computing t he amounts of phosphorous in each 

reservoir as a function of t i me (that is, per year) ; the amounts 

should not vary as a function of increasing time . 

Now the "what if" game can be initiated. For example, how 

would the system change if the rate constant for the photosynthes i s 

reaction (k12 in Figure 1) were instantaneously halved at the end 

of fifty years (or any convenient time period) of steady state 

behavior? 

Lerman et al. (1975) not e that in a transient or nonsteady 

state cyc l e, the rate of input to a reservo i r is not ba l anced by 

the rate of removal and the amount of material in the reservoir 

must change with time. For a system of N reservoirs, the amount of 

a species in each reservoir (Mi) as a function of time can be 

obtained by solving N simultaneous differential equations - a task 

clearly not well suited to a pencil and paper approach. There are 

numerous software packages available that will perform a stepwise 

integration of a system of equations whose solutions are desired 

and relatively complicated systems can be evaluated in a short 

period of time. Many of t hese packages, however, require a 

relatively sophisticated user or an envi ronment in which all of the 

"hard work" i s done by someone else and playing the "what if" game 

from the ground-up is not encouraged. STELLA, a relatively new 

software package for the Mac i ntosh family truly brings dynami c 

modeling into the classroom and workstation environments in a form 

which is conducive to exploring relationships among variables. In 

fact, STELLA combines both aspects of computer literacy as defined 

previous l y. [STELLA can be obtained from High Performance Systems , 

13 Dartmouth College Highway , Lyme, New Hampshire, 03768 . ] A brie f 

description of STELLA is nece ssary to i l lustrate how dynamic 
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modeling can be facilitated with only four model construction tools 

(stocks, flows, converters and connectors) and three tool 

manipulators (the hand, ghosts and a stick of dynamite) . The 

results described in the following text were obtained with STELLA 

and a Macintosh SE with a 20 megabyte hard disk. 

When a STELLA worksheet is opened up the tools and tool 

manipulators are arranged along the left-hand side of the screen. 

The hand allows the user to select (with the familiar mouse click 

and drag operation) and position individual tools. The ghost is 

used to duplicate or copy a tool already in place and pieces of a 

model are removed by invoking the action of the stick of dynamite. 

A simple STELLA model representing flow into and out of a reservoir 

is reproduced in Figure 2. Stocks (such as reservoir in Figure 

2) are synonymous with reservoirs as defined above; that is, a 

stock accumulates or looses something per unit time. Flows into 

and out of the reservoir are controlled by the flow symbol (an 

arrow with a valved-container; the arrow points in the direction of 

flow). The cloud (four-lobed shape at the end of the arrow) 

represents an infinite supply (influx) or storage area (outflow) . 

Converters (circles) combine one or more inputs into a single 

output; flux_in and flux_out in Figure 2. In this model the 

converters contain the values of the appropriate rate constants. 

Connectors (lines or curves with an arrow at one end and a circle 

at the other) are used to link stocks, flows and converters. 

Double clicking on a tool opens a definition window for that tool. 

Reservoirs, for example, must be assigned an initial value; the 

amount in the reservoir at time equals zero - 50 liters in this 

case. In this model flux in and flux out are defined (in the 

definition windows) as 6 liters per minute. Note that flux in and 

reservoir are connected to influx; that is, the flow into the 

reservoir is a function of the amount in the reservoir at a 

particular time and the value of flux in. In this model influx is 
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defined as reservoir/flux in and outflow as reservoir/flux out and 

influx (and outflow) is equal to: 

50 liters/6 liters/minute or 8.33 per minute. 
The user controls the time increment (dt) . For each step in the 

iteration, reservoir is defined as: 

reservoir= reservoir+ dt*(influx-outflow). 

As influx and outflow are equal to each other, the amount of 

material in the reservoir does not change with time and the model 

is in a steady state. STELLA al l ows the user to display results on 

user defined plots (time series and/or scatter diagrams) or in 

t able form. In addition, there are three computational algorithms 

which can be preselected before running a model. All operational 

procedures are clearly described by Richmond, Peterson and Vescuso 
(1987) . 

The STELLA equivalent of Figure 1 is reproduced in Figure 3. 

Initial amounts in each of the three reservoirs, values of the 

seven flows and corresponding rate constants (kij) are those given 

in Figure 1. The steady state nature of the model was confirmed by 

examining the values of each of the stocks after each time 

increment (dt = 0.125 years in this model); all stocks remained 

constant as a function of increasing time. 

Following Garrels et al. (1975, p. 162-63), it is assumed that 

the rate of photosynthesis (k12 in Figures 1 and 3) is 

instantaneously halved - from 0.384/year to 0.197/year - after the 

system has been at equil ibrium for 50 years. Given the definition 

of k12 i n equation (1), the rate constant can be expressed as a 

half-life by dividing the rate constant into 0.693 (ln(2)). Thus, 

halving the rate constant doubles the half-life of phosphorous in 

the surface ocean reservoir . A plot of the contents of reservoirs 

one, two and three versus time is given in Figure 4 and a time 

series plot for the five fluxes is given in Figure 5 . The 
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horizontal trends for the three reservoirs up to year 50 reflect 

dynamic equilibrium. The change in k12 is accomplished through its 

original definition: 

k12 = IF TIME>SO THEN 0.192 ELSE 0.384. 

In this model all other rate constants were held constant; thus, 

the phosphorous must be redistributed among the three reservoirs 

and the flows (or fluxes) will adjust (see Figure 5) . From 

Figure 4, note that the Oceanic Biota reservoir is reduced to 

approximately 69 phosphorous units almost instantaneously ; 

actually, the minimum is reached before the beginning of year 52 . 

With increasing time, the phosphorous tied up in the biomass begins 

to increase and levels out at a value of 106 g. phosphorous 

approximately 400 years after the disturbance. As might be 

expected, the phosphorous content of the Deep Ocean reservoir (3) 

decreases whereas that in the Surface Ocean reservoir (1) 

increases. After approximately 400 years a new condition of 

dynamic equilibrium is established. A comparison of the initial 

(pre-disturbance) and final contents of the reservoirs and the 

fluxes is made in Table 1. 

Summary 

The nature of the workplace should dictate the resources needed 

for an effective workstation. In academia the workstation should: 

(1) enhance the cabilities of the users; and 

(2) encourage experimentation and modeling. 

The ideal workstation will allow the users (faculty and students) 

to make better use of information already mastered and so as 

profitably anticipate what additional data are needed from the 

supermarket of information. 
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Table 1 

Comparison of Reservoir Contents and Fluxes Before and After 

Halving the Photosynthetic Rate Constant 

Reservoir 

Surface Ocean 

Oceanic Biota 

Deep Ocean 

85,665 

1 times 1012 g . 

Before 1 

2,710 

13 

87,100 

Before1 

1,040 g . P/yr. 

998 g. P/yr. 

16 g. P/yr. 

58 g. P/yr. 

42 g. P/yr. 

42 

After1 

4,176 

106 

After1 

801 g . P/yr . 

769 g. P/yr. 

24.7 g . P/yr. 

57 g. P/yr. 

32.4 g . P/yr. 
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F1gure 1. Ocean1c cycle of PHosphorous (after Garrels et al., 1975). 
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Figure 2. A STELLA model of flow 1nto and out of a reservo1r. 
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F1gure J. STELLA model of the oceantc cycle of Phosphorous. 
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F1gure 4. A t1me sertes plot of the three reservo1rs 111ustrated 1n Ftgures 

1 and 3 -Surface Ocean, Oceantc Btota and Deep Ocean. 
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F1gure 5. A t1me sertes plot of the f tve fluxes. 
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COMPONENTS OF A PETROLEUM EXPLORATIONIST'S FUTURE WORKSYSTEM 
ENVIRONMENT 

Paul J. Yarka 
Shell Oil Company, Pecten International, Houston, TX 

Explorationists employed by major oil companies are about to enter a new computer era that may impact 
exploration success with results that rival those of common-depth-point seismic technology and plate 
tectonics. Migration of explorationists from systems that employ abundant use of paper, diverse suites of 
mainframe- and pc-based application programs and data bases, arrays of user interfaces and graphics 
capabilities, dominantly single-site non-digital and digital data bases, and varying amounts of manual drafting 
and CAD, has begun. Objective of this migration is the future worksystem environment, which will consist 
of seamlessly integrated, high-performance graphics workstation, advanced communications technology, file
server-and mainframe-based data bases, and application programs with a common touch and feel. 
Furthermore, future worksystems will provide a comprehensive data compilation, analysis, and interpretation 
environment that accommodates daily interpretation activities and personal interpretation style. 

For the first time, recent technological innovations, such as X-Windows, multitasking operating systems, real
time 3-0 graphics, and spatial data bases, will enable routine geological and geophysical interpretation in 
a manner that accommodates user-determined and not programmer-determined interpretation methodologies. 
Future worksystems will foster interpretation integration, even though explorationists may become more 
specialized as geological and geophysical technology and understanding grow. Heightened worksystem 
processing performance will readily support compute-intensive activities, like basin modelling, process 
simulation, interactive imagery analysis, and 3-0 rendering and imaging. Examples of how future worksystem 
environments will accommodate personal interpretation style and routine subsurface interpretation, promote 
interpretation integration, and support compute-intensive processing will be discussed. 
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DIGITAL DATA FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY USE ON WORKSTATIONS: 

A HEW OPPORTUNITY FOR SCIENTISTS AND INFORMATION MANAGERS 

David A. Hastings 

NOAA National Geophysical Data Center 
325 Broadway 

Boulder, Colorado 80303 

Please note that several observations contained in this paper do 
not necessarily represent the opinions of the author, let alone 
any agency. Topics in data management often involve a flow of 
intellectual thought. This paper tries to represent some of that 
flow . In many cas~s, this discussion is still underway without 
any permanent conclusion to date. 

Abstract 

Online access to data is a popular desire. Many highly popular 
data bases, upon which the user may make a sophisticated search 
to reduce the needed amount of data from megabytes to a few 
hundred bytes, particularly data that are needed immediately, are 
well suited for online access. Many other data bases, which the 
user may want in large volumes, and can wait a few days for, are 
not so amenable to online access. 

This paper reviews several guidelines on possible appropriateness 
or impracticality for online access, based on volumes of data 
stored and accessed, popularity of the data base, promptness of 
delivery needed, cost and resources of managing and delivering 
the data in various forms, and security considerations. 

In many cases, alternative delivery via compact disk, tape, or 
other physical media can be quicker, more secure, and/or cheaper 
than transmission through online networks using current 
technology . 

A greater appetite for digital data 

The advent of high density computer storage media is timely. 
The need for such storage is burgeoning, along with the size, 
complexity, and sophistication of applications of 
multidisciplinary data bases. 

The options include larger, faster, magnetic media such as 
fixed or removable hard disks, removable tape cartridges, optical 
systems such as Compact Disc Read-Only-Memory (CD-ROM), Write
Once-Read-Mostly (WORM) systems, and erasable optical media. 
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Each has its relative advantages and disadvantages as reported in 
a variety of publications. The advantage . to institutions over 
the past decade has been the decentralizing of computer 
processing from the "computer center" of the past few decades to 
the individual user or group of users, perhaps still assisted by 
a computer center containing a supercomputer. 

This decentralization has had profound effects on data 
management. These include: 

1. Putting data management responsibilities into the hands of 
indivi- duals whose prime interest is NOT data management, but 
rather in the application of the data. 

2. Giving such individuals the tools (such as Data Base Management 
systems) for powerful manipulation of data. 

3. In many cases , NOT providing the intellectual tools to assist 
these individuals. A short course in dBASE II does not make a 
sophisticated data base manager. Regrettably few individuals 
have taken the time to take a single full-length formal course in 
data base management. This situation will undoubtedly change 
over time - but is a serious problem now. 

4. Instilling individuals with a voracious appetite for digital 
data. They are attracted to the concept of on-line access, 
perhaps with inadequate concern with data integrity or the cost 
of putting data literally on-line. Individuals are not always 
aware that some alternatives may be more cost-effective providers 
of some types of data than on-line access. 

5. opportunities are developing for professional information 
managers to provide advice and services in the management of 
digital data beyond their existing responsibilities with hardcopy 
materials and digital information (used here to denote such 
textural information as bibliographies, abstracts, digested 
information of currently popular dial-up information facilities 
as opposed to the more raw, undigested, form of numerical data 
being discussed here). 

How might information managers treat digital data? 

Information managers are entering a new era, helping to 
coordinate collections of DIGITAL data needed by a variety of 
users. It is no longer appropriate for data to be squirreled 
away in dark corners without ready access by others. Gone are 
the days when geological data are used merely by geologists, 
biological data by bioscientists, etc. The International Council 
of Scientific Unions' International Geosphere Biosphere Program , 
The National Academy of Sciences' Earth System Science, and 
NOAA's Climate and Global Change programs, among others, 
encourage the cross-production and use of scientific and other 
data. 
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We are beginning to see more distributed data systems; 
producers of data or their proxies manage data bases, allowing 
network access to others. Large or mature data sets may be 
published on optical media, for inexpensive distribution to 
libraries, for sharing to others via the communications network. 
Such data can be inexpensively and rapidly accessed by individual 
workstations, via the network or via the workstations' own 
optical disk drives. Public and private data management 
facilities provide data, advice, and services. 

Online access is not automatically the best method 

Although a national network of high-speed data links can be 
predicted for the future, it is not here now. This severely 
restricts the volumes of data that can be more efficiently 
transmitted online than can be sent on storage media through the 
mails. In most cases, only relatively small data sets (which 
might be small portions of larger data bases) are currently 
appropriate for online distribution. 

The National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) has experimented 
with online access with disappointing results. Data bases with 
large numbers of users (who only want small volumes of data) may 
justify online access. Georef is the standard example in the 
geosciences. But NGDC manages dozens of data bases, ranging from 
a few hundred bytes to over 100 terrabytes (millions of 
megabytes) , each of which would need at least semi-customized 
reconfiguration for on-line access. 

NGDC's sister National Climatic Data Center 
Satellite Data Services Division 
World Weather Building, Room 100 
Washington, DC 20233 

Telephone: (301) 763-8111 

has an online catalogue of its main holdings of public domain 
Polar Orbiting Environmental satellite (POES) satellite imagery. 
This catalogue handles a large number of entries of a select few 
data sets. It is an excellent use of online cataloguing. But 
the data themselves are FAR too great in volume (each full 
satellite scene is as many as 50 megabytes - the entire Earth is 
covered each day by each of two such satellites) for online 
access to the data themselves. 

several points against online access for many data sets are: 

1. In most cases, NGDC' s data are needed in relatively large 
volumes. Those of you familiar with online retrieval systems know 
that it can take agonizingly long just to receive a single stock 
quote through a comprehensive system such as Compuserve, with all 
the menus to go through to find what you want. Without a very 
high speed communications link, you can get large volumes of data 
faster by overnight express than by online transmission. 
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2. Many data are less expens i ve to maintain offline. The ratio 
of data stored to data copied is high for such facilities as 
ours. (Indeed, the National Space Science Data Center has 
estimated that only about 1% of its entire holdings are EVER 
accessed by the public.) The cost of putting such holdings 
online would be prohibitive. Even for public facilities that 
must only recover their costs without profit, cost recovery for 
putting such data online would make the supply-demand curves 
intersect below the Earth's core ! 

3. For the few data sets that are used enough to justify online 
storage, we usually still find it cheaper to copy from disk to 
tape or floppy disk than to p r ov i de online transmission of data. 

4. Then there i s the question of security. We would have to 
increase our hardware, software , and personnel resources 
immeasurably to put data online a nd to monitor their integrity . 
Accidental or intentiona l corruption of the data could go 
unnoticed until data errors caused a tragic accident (such as a 
plane flying into a hill tha t got accidentally deleted from a 
digital elevation data set used in developing flight patterns for 
automatic pilots) • Public data managers have enough trouble 
keeping up with errors ori ginally created in data sets without 
having to monitor large onl i ne holdings of data. Costs would 
likely rise to an unacceptable level for many users. 

5. In summary, online access may raise costs of making some large 
data sets available to t he pub l ic. As one common instruction is 
to manage data efficiently i n order to minimize costs, online 
access to such data might conflict with a prime objective of many 
data managers. 

Many users of scientific data want large volumes of data at 
low cost. They are willing to wait a few days to receive the 
data by mail. 

Many other users of s cientific information do not want the 
data at all. They want a s i mple distillation of the data. 

For example, NGDC wi ll g ive the casual inqui rer the magnetic 
declination at a point on t he Earth as a free service. This 
service is popular with surveyors, pilots, and others. NGDC has 
learned that it is easier fo r thi s casual user to telephone us, 
so that WE run the program and give a verbal or written reply 
than to ask the casual user to learn to run the program. 

In addition, charts are ava i lable for each state, to give a 
visual representation of the magnetic declination. 

The more frequent requester o f such information can order 
the models and programs at a nominal charge, and will receive 
them on floppy disk or tape in a few days to run them at will on 
a personal computer. 
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Some alternatives 

Of course technology changes. We are likely to see 
improvements and price - reductions in high density data storage, 
as well as in transmission of data over communication links. We 
will also likely see improvements in security provisions for data 
(despite increased capabilities of hackers to get past these 
security provisions). But for the meantime, offline distribution 
of large, relatively infrequently accessed data bases is 
considered preferable by many data managers. 

1. Tapes or floppy disks can be copied in minutes or hours, 
depending on the volume and condition of the data. These tapes 
or disks can be delivered the next day to most areas within one 
country, and within a few days almost anywhere in the world . 

2. Where data bases are large enough to require several standard 
6250 Bits-Per-Inch magnetic tapes, other offline digital media 
are becoming available. Currently available WORM platters can 
hold as much as two gigabytes of data, or the contents of many 
tapes. customized data sets of such size can be developed and 
sent to users. The development time would most likely far exceed 
the shipment time. Online transmission would be far slower to 
the average customer of such data. 

3. If the data are mature (likely to change little), large in 
volume, and likely to be sufficiently popular, they may justify 
putting on compact disc. A single CD-ROM can hold about 600 
megabytes, so one can literally store gigabytes of data on a 
desktop, and still leave room for the computer. 

NGDC has produced CD-ROM disks of data for marine 
geosciences (with the USGS and the Joint Oceanographic 
Institutions, Inc.;u. s. Science Support Program through a 
contract with the National Science Foundation), geomagnetism (in 
cooperation with NASA), and (in support of GSA's Decade of North 
American Geology) , of North American geosciences. These disks 
include software for easy access, display, and interface of the 
data with other applications. 

Properly prepared CD-ROMs improve the access of users to 
large volumes of data. For example, NGDC's Geophysics of North 
America CD-ROM contains gridded gravity and aeromagnetic anomaly 
data, topography a.pd earthquake seismicity data, satellite 
imagery, and other data. The data base includes software for 
showing data as colored images, contour maps and plots, or 
combinations of the two. These capabilities are part of the 
display and accession aids that accompany the discs. A user with 
a personal computer and CD-ROM reader has a simple but powerful 
tool for working with such data. 

Coordinated management of digital data within an organization 
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It is easy to envisage data users developing libraries of 
such materials - mixed between tapes, floppy disks, WORM and CD
ROM discs as appropriate. Some data may be of general enough use 
for the main library to stock, while others may be more 
appropriate for a department or institute to hold. 

One can see such holdings developing on an ad-hoc basis, 
with some duplication of holdings such as digital elevation 
models among departments . One can also see a need to coordinate 
information about hold ings in order to reduce unnecessary 
duplication of data. Eventually one can predict some form of 
coordination arising from the confusion: 

1. A catalogue of digital data holdings might be developed and 
managed by a central informat ion manager. This catalogue would 
guide interested parties to the local source of the data. 

2. A protocol could be developed for exchanging such data: 
Mounting tapes or CD-ROMs on a server for a local area network 
(LAN) would allow rapid transfer of the data to the new user, 
without having the data leave the domain of the actual holder of 
that data set. Libraries mi ght become key nodes on the LAN, 
feeding the basic data (such as base map information, census 
data, climate or elevation data) 
to new users. 

Where LANs exist, the development of a node might only 
entail the attachment of an IBM AT-compatible computer, CD-ROM 
reader, and perhaps a 9-track tape drive. Typical costs might be 
$2500 for the computer, $750 for the CD-ROM reader, and $3000-
10000 for the tape drive. Adequate communications software can 
be obtained very inexpensively. So the cost of exchanging the 
data might be dominated by the shared cost of the LAN. 

Thus, in the future , we may see a combination of: 

1. Online access to data bases with a large enough user base, 
where sufficiently small amounts of data need to be transferred, 
and 

2 o Improved offline access to large data bases by means of 
improved optical andjor magnetic storage devices and efficient 
physical delivery systems. 
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Abstract--Integration and workstation are buzzwords that abound in the 
trade publications in commercial Earth Science industries. A review of the 
various interpretations of these words, including problems of single-user 
versus multi-user systems, networks, hardware compatability, dedicated 
versus general-use systems and PC versus mainframes, lead us to the 
conclusion that an integrated workstation must be software rather than 
hardware driven. Our contention is that true integration involves the 
transfer of data into and out of the software system in a rapid, efficient 
and easy to achieve manner. Integration can be recognised by the user as 
the seamless transfer of data and operations from, for example, seismic 
interpretation to mapping to log analysis, back to mapping, or to other 
geological analytical functions. Workstations that employ these functions 
have a central database and controller that links all modules of the system 
to the data in an invisible form. The system should be flexible, be menu 
and command driven, employ user-friendly, interactive color graphics, 
utilize the latest software technology, such as windows, and should be 
essentially independent of the computer with a range of installations from 
PC's to mainframes in single- and multi-user environments. 

Introduction 

Integration and workstations are buzzwords that abound in the trade 
publications of commercial Earth Sciences (Mouton and Valusek, 1988; Dyer 
et al. 1985; Brown, 1986; Crane and Milam, 1986; Nelson and Jarzabek, 
1986). However, there are almost as many interpretations as to what 
constitutes a workstation and integration as references to the concepts. 
In some cases, it is seen, typically by university geology departments, as 
little more than a personal computer with some useful stand alone 
programs, having a valuable role to play in teaching, whilst at the other 
extreme, it comprises a powerful computer with networking and 
sophisticated graphics, running highly specialized software in the 
hydrocarbon field (Livermore, 1988, p.4). 
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Workstations 

A workstation is coming to be defined in the computer. press as 
including "a large, high-resoluti on monitor with graphical displays under a 
windowing system; a fast, powerful 32-bit microprocessor; at least 2Mbyte 
to 4Mbyte of RAM installed, with the potential to add at least 8Mbyte to 
16Mbyte more; a fast, large-capacity hard disc; the ability to run the Unix 
operating system; and the capability to make networking easy, probably by 
including built-in network connections for a widely used standard such as 
Ethernet" (Seymour, 1988, p.29). 

In other words, a workstation is primarily a hardware innovation 
developed to provide processing power, operations speed and quality 
output. · Traditionally, workstations were developed because of the 
specialist technical requirements of scientists and engineers needing to 
perform extensive and sometimes complex calculations or simulations and 
yet display the output with enhanced graphics. Single-user, CAD/CAM 
systems were developed to answer these needs and were differentiated from 
small office computers by a gul f in power, speed, graphics and, naturally, 
cost. They represented computer innovation driven by application 
(software) requirements but restricted in use because of hardware 
constraints. Until recently this statement could also be applied to seismic 
interpretation systems that were restricted to highly specialized hardware. 

Similarly, it could be argued that the early workstations were 
developed with specialized software to meet the needs of the scientist or 
engineer with CAD/CAM applications. In particular, innovations included 
multi-tasking, Unix operating system and high quality graphics. 

However, there is now a significant convergence in hardware and 
system software technology with the current crop of 386-based PC's moving 
rapidly towards meeting the workstation hardware definition above: 

There is a clear move towards larger, higher-resolution displays for 
high-end PCs (VGA, IBM 8514 display, etc). 

Intel 32-bit 80386 chip provides impressive competition for the 
traditional Motorola 68000-series microprocessor. 

Systems are being supported currently by vendors with 1 to 2 Mbyte 
RAM although most 386 PCs accept several megabytes of RAM within 
motherboards and all can create significant additional capacity via 
plug-in memory cards. 

Large, fast hard-discs are becoming standard. Anything from 40 to 
150 Mbyte with sub-20ms access times and substantial data transfer 
rates are common. 

Operating systems such as Unix, Xenix, Ultrix or equivalents are now 
widely available. Unix has been available in workstations for many 
years as it is multi-tasking and the address arithmetic is independent 
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of word length of the processor, so that the amount of memory that 
can be directly addressed is not a fundamentally fixed constant but is 
dependent on implementation. 

Networking using Ethernet or via plug-in network cards are optional 
on many 386 PCs. 

Development of window-based front ends for operating systems i.e. 
Windows, Icons, Mouses and Pull-down menus (WIMPS) are now the 
order of the day (e.g. Windows/386, Multiview, Presentation 
Manager). 

Does this mean that PC' s have turned into workstations? In the 
Earth Sciences, the answer matters a great deal and not just because as 
cynics will note, vendors prices for workstation-level PCs are $10000 and 
more, whereas well-equipped AT-Clones have fallen below $2000. The 
high-end 20MHz 386 PCs from IBM, Compaq, Dell and others make good 
dual-purpose DOS/Unix workstations so we do not need to give up the 
breadth of sophisticated DOS applications to get the muscle of Unix 
technical applications in engineering or Earth Sciences. Which is why the 
workstation-PC convergence is as welcome as it is overdue. 

In addition, the technology convergence has also resulted in the 
creation of a variety of hardware workstations supporting different Earth 
Science applications. For example, applications in geology are frequently 
computationally less intensive but probably more "fuzzy" than equivalents 
in reservoir engineering or geophysics, due to the imprecise nature of 
many geological analyses. Consequently, a workstation for geological 
applications may require a lower power, less specialized system than one 
for a geophysicist, but still with high quality graphics. Now, a range of 
hardware and system software can be supplied that supports the range of 
applications needed by the Earth Scientist, but a single workstation 
configuration for all oil exploration and development applications, for 
example, is neither required nor desirable. 

In fact at present, the software system reflecting user application 
needs is tending to provide the driving mechanism behind the new breed 
of geologic workstation. Now, with sophisticated PC workstation costs 
decreasing markedly, perhaps we should state that the application software 
is the workstation. 

Integration 

Integration is perhaps the dominant and yet, until recently, the most 
neglected aspect of a geologic workstation, because of vendors 
preoccupation with the hardware. Also, when workstations are examined 
from the hardware view point, the concept of integration translates into 
terms of how well the different parts of the hardware workstation mesh 
together. Therefore, in the hardware sense, "integration" has a special 
connotation. 
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However, as described previously, a true workstation in essence is 
the software and, in this light, "integration" takes on a different and more 
complex meaning. In terms of the software definition of a workstation, 
integration becomes paramount as one is unlikely to have a practical and 
useable workstation without integration. One has merely a collection of 
separate, stand-alone software packages. Therefore, let us delve more 
deeply into the concept of "integration" and discuss what it means in the 
geological workstation environment. 

The basic and essential application of integration is I/O between 
software modules, operations and geological applications. A workstation 
must have the capability to pass data or instructions from one application 
to another within the same system in a seamless, but well structured 
manner. This implies that there is no need for reformatting the data. If 
the data must be reformatted, either by the user or even in a manner 
transparent to the user, the system is not an integrated workstation in 
our terminology. Therefore, the ability to seamlessly pass data within and 
among applications in the workstation is essential. 

However, as there are geological, geophysical, geochemical and many 
other types of data involved in oil exploration and production, it is 
unrealistic to expect that they will all be in the same format. Indeed, by 
the very nature of the diverse types of data their formats must be 
different. This problem is compounded by the vendors of third party data 
who package data in their own company format rather than in a standard 
communication format (e.g . Shaw and Waller, 1988). 

In addition, it has been stated by Mouton and Valusek (1988, p.48 
and 49), that there are currently no standards for software compatability. 
However, "without an environment firmly based on industry standards, it 
was nearly impossible to take full advantage of the rapid advancements in 
computers and applications. In the quest for an integrated approach, 
users of technology have begun to move away from proprietary systems 
toward open standards . This movement represents one of the most 
fundamental changes in the use of technology since the introduction of 
personal computers in the late 1970s. Characterized as an "end-user 
uprising", the standards movement seeks not just hardware independence 
(which fails to alleviate software dependence) , but total vendor 
independence, which is necesary to fulfill the goal of true integration". 

Some of the most important areas of emerging industry standards are: 

Database Access/Management 
Graphic Display 
Programming Languages 
Operating Systems 
Communication/Networking protocols 

Standards in each of these areas are contributing to the overall goal of 
integration in the geological workstation. 
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Database Access/Management 

One vitally important aspect of integration within ·a workstation: the 
need to maintain all the data for a given project or study in an internal 
database. This database is the internal repository and dispenser of all 
data used by the workstation. It contains, tracks and manages all the 
data being used in a particular project or study. It is independent of 
other databases although it could be obtained from them by downloading a 
subset of a corporate database. It is defined for the project or study at 
hand and maintains all the data relevant to that project, and, because this 
database is internal to the workstation, it contains all the data necessary 
in the proper format for all the applications that comprise the workstation. 
There is, therefore, no need to reformat data between applications. 

The internal project- or study-oriented database is central to the 
workstation. However, it must receive data in the proper workstation 
format so that it will not have to reformat data. This can be achieved 
with a series of workstation ancillary programs whose task it is to obtain 
data from corporate databases, commercial databases, wireline service field 
or library tapes, SEGY data tapes, and so forth, and to recast, organize 
and reformat them for the workstation. Thus, reformatting is performed 
outside the workstation and none of the workstation resources are needed 
for reorganizing the data. Once data are in the workstation format and 
are a part of a project or study database, they may be passed effortlessly 
from one project to another. 

It is imperative in the workstation environment that the integrity of 
the data be maintained as they are passed to downstream applications. As 
discussed previously, the integrated geology workstation comprises a 
spectrum of applications that range from the geophysical, through the 
geological to reservoir engineering and management, and, because it would 
be imprudent to attempt all applications on the same computer platform, the 
workstation must have the capability to pass data and analytical results 
downstream. The internal workstation database fulfills this function and 
the integrity of the data is maintained. Although not all data are passed 
downstream in the application spectrum of the workstation, those that have 
been corrected and/or calculated in one application stage are available for 
other, downstream applications . Data from the log analysis portion of the 
workstation, for example, are easily passed to the geological and reservoir 
engineering portions of the spectrum. 

The most popular approach to the storage and organization of data in 
oil exploration and development is the relational database management 
system. It is considered by many to be the optimum method of managing 
the variety and complexity of geological, geophysical, geochemical and 
other Earth Science data as it stores information in simple rows and 
columns and, unlike hierarchicial or network database management systems, 
is based on the sound theoretical foundations of set theory. It is 
particularly relevent to today's needs as it has a fundamental commitment 
to the idea that unanticipated demands will be made on the data base, in 
some cases by end users themselves. There are no explicit links between 
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the separate data groups, connections are made when required (as 
illustrated by Landmark and Cogniseis in their use of the software bus 
concept, Mouton and Valusek, 1988, p.54). 

Retrieval of information from a relational database in the future will 
probably be performed using a structured query language (SQL), a well 
used, yet informal standard for database interrogation. 

Graphic Display/Management 

Increasing use is made in geology of CAD and similar workstations for 
the interactive analysis and generation of maps, stratigraphic 
cross-sections, correlation diagrams, seismic sections and balanced sections 
and for their updating and editing. However, no graphics standard has 
yet emerged to compliment the database and operating systems becoming 
accepted in the oil exploration and production industry. EGA has been 
available for many years and is widely utilized by terminals and 
workstations . However, the poor quality, low-resolution screens preclude 
accurate geological analysis and have deterred some geologists from 
employing workstations rigorously. VGA is now becoming the concensus 
graphics standard of the future and the high resolution it provides makes 
sense of the windowing capabilities of WIMP front ends. 

In addition, windows technology is becoming a standard that provides 
common programming tools for designing user interfaces. It allows users 
to view applications running on different computers linked by a network, 
in separate windows on a single screen. Also it provides a potentially 
friendly user interface in front of the legendarily hostile command line of 
Unix. 

Programming Languages 

Although not a significant contributor to integration, the gradual 
movement of users towards language standards is assisting the 
programmer/analysts task of preparing user-friendly code. FORTRAN 
remains an industry favourite because of its wide use and availability . 
However, with the new breed of programmer versed in the technical 
advantages of pascal, C or other structured programming languages, being 
brought into major software houses in the North America and Europe, 
there should be some rapid advances in programming skills and 
capabilities. 

Operating Systems 

The major reason why PC' s have been traditionally held back from 
large geologic workstation applications has been the operating system. 
The 640K limit imposed by MS-DOS was a severe constraint on many tasks. 
Ad hoc schemes such as the LIM special memory boards do allow programs 
to address more memory but impose a time penalty. The MAC operating 
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system of Apple Corporation provides a much larger linear address space 
because of the chip employed, but the ultra-friendly operating system 
itself imposes an overhead, as significant amounts of processing power and 
memory are tied up in running it. OS/2 has overcome the 640K restriction 
but only raises the directly addressable memory space to 16Mbyte in the 
latest versions. 

However, as Unix can address a variable amount of memory dependent 
on implementation, Unix is the preferred workstation operating system for 
many scientists, although this may not be immediately obvious as it is 
represented under a variety of names on different vendors hardware e.g. 
Ultrix (DEC), HP/UX (Hewlett-Packard), Domain IX (Apollo) and Sun OS 
(Sun) . 

Unix scores in other ways over MS-DOS and OS/2. The kind of 
applications run on geologic workstations often involve the extensive 
sharing of data between members of the workgroup. Unix was designed 
from the outset as a multi-user operating system. It is now the closest 
the computer industry has come to a standard operating system which can 
work on the largest mainframe computer to the smallest PCs across a wide 
range of manufacturers systems. Software written for Unix is highly 
portable and as ·· single-user computers have developed the hardware 
capacity (memory overhead and fast discs), so geologic workstations can 
run software which originated on <!- minicomputer or mainframe. This is 
particularly important to oil exploration and production organisations that 
developed many geology, geophysics and engineering software packages on 
mainframes and can now run them on workstations. 

Batch mode operations versus interactive processing have traditionally 
been one of the distinguishing features between mainframes and hardware 
workstations. However, we challenge the concept that total interactivity is 
the hallmark of a true workstation. When one recognizes and accepts that 
workstations are indeed software driven, then the distinction between 
mainframe and hardware workstation disappears, and so does the 
definition based on batch versus interactive. In a software workstation, 
there are places and need for both batch and interactive processing. This 
is, according to our definition, independent of the platform upon which the 
workstation resides. 

However, interactive processing is essential for some Earth Science 
applications and many geophysical operations, for example, including fault 
interpretation, section balancing, and 3D and 2D seismic interpretation are 
best accomplished interactively. Other activities that are perhaps best 
performed interactively on the workstation include stratigraphic 
correlation, log analysis, mapping and structural interpretation. Editing 
data, establishing parameters for analysis, running sensitivity tests and 
establishing the precision of analytical procedures are also 
characteristically interactive procedures. Playing "what-if" games with 
one's data are best achieved by interactive procedure. It is, therefore, 
essential that a workstation allows one to perform interactive analysis 
for immediate applications such as these. 
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There are, however, numerous tasks that are often best performed in 
batch mode. These are the activities that are not immediate and do not 
require the hands-on input and monitoring of the analyst. Front-end 
processing operations in geophysics are perhaps best accomplished in batch 
mode as are many of the initial activities in log analysis, in particular if 
the same parameters are run for many analyses. Only those activities that 
require the immediate input and monitoring of the analyst should be 
performed in batch mode. Today, with the increasing acceptance of 
Unix-based platforms for workstations, batch and interactive activities can 
be run on the same hardware and, with windows and networking 
environments, they can run simultaneously. It is interesting to note that 
command files or batch files themse lves are created best in the interactive 
environment. 

One must keep these distinctions in mind when developing a software
driven workstation. Interfaces for interactive applications must be 
relatively elaborate, but batch mode applications do not need complicated 
or elaborate interfaces. Batch procedures are therefore generally easier to 
set up and build into the workstation than interactive versions. 
Workstations should include batch processing as a standard option in order 
to maximize the utility of the system. 

Communications/Networking protocols 

The final feature of a workstation important to improved integration of 
applications is the ability to transfer or communicate data between 
computers and systems. Many geological projects where workstations are 
used are too large for a single individual. Therefore, the work is divided 
into work groups and in order that the team can coordinate their work, a 
method of sharing data and results is necessary and a network is employed. 

The current defacto standard is Ethernet, developed by DEC. It is widely 
used in local area networks, particularly in seismic processing and analysis, 
as it provides an independent hardware and software connection between 
computers. More recently TCP /IP has been recognized as an additional 
defacto standard, following Ethernet and Unix's commitments to this public 
domain software networking protocol (Mouton and Valusek, 1988, p .49). 

Case Study 

As an example of how an integrated geologic workstation can be used 
in a detailed field evaluation, we will focus on the Sorrento Field in 
southeastern Colorado, a Pennsylvanian Morrow sandstone oil discovery 
from the Denver Basin, USA (Sonnenberg, 1985). Four separate types of 
data were input into the integrated project database. Well history and 
base map data from Petroleum Informati-on (PI Online Services) were 
reformatted by the system and loaded into the internal integrated format of 
the workstation. Log curve data were digitized into the project database 
via the workstation's own digitizing routine. IP data, obtained from scout 
tickets, were finally entered via the keyboard. The figures included here 
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were captured in black and white from the color EGA monitor of 
TERRASCIENCES proprietary workstation, the TerraStation. 

Figure 1 is a quick-look map of the top of the Morrow Formation. 
Although Figure 1 is reproduced in black and white here, the color coding 
displayed on the workstation monitor makes the maps much faster to draw 
on the screen and easy to interpret. Quick-look maps such as these 
produced by the TerraStation allow users to obtain an overall view of the 
structure of the rock system as well as a check for possible errors in the 
input data. The cluster of wells shown in Figure 1 mark the Sorrento 
Field. 

In order to make a more detailed interpretation of the stratigraphy of 
the Sorrento Field, log curve data are used to interactively derive 
stratigraphic picks. Figure 2 is a correlation panel of six user-selected 
wells, showing the top of the Morrow, as downloaded from Petroleum 
Information, as well as the top and bottom of a sandstone lens within the 
Upper Morrow (identified by the pronounced leftward bend of the GR log 
curves). Also shown on the correlation panel is a marker horizon below 
the Upper Morrow sandstone, defined by a pronounced decrease in the GR 
curve in each well near the base of the correlation panel. The top and 
bottom of the sandstone and the lower subsand marker horizon were picked 
interactively by pointing the mouse cursor to the selected horizons 
identified from the logs in each well. By clicking the mouse at these 
levels, the TerraStation automatically writes the stratigraphic surfaces as 
subsea surface elevations into the map file within the integrated project 
database. These surfaces are then immediately available for mapping 
within the workstation e. g. the quick-look map of the top of the Upper 
Morrow sandstone (Figure 3) indicates an elongate high that trends west of 
north. Also, because the integrated workstation provides a grid for 
mapping, the grid can be displayed as a three dimensional block diagram. 
The sandstone surface is shown in "fishnet" form in Figure 4. 

Having picked the top and bottom of the Upper Morrow sandstone in 
the correlation panels, one can easily subtract the surfaces and create an 
additional map data set, the sandstone isopach. The isopach quick-look 
map is shown in Figure 5 and shows a northwest trending rock body that 
is absent from the northeast and southwestern portions of the map area. 

Other map data sets can be generated mathematically within the 
geologic workstation because of the integrated nature of the internal 
project database and applications. 

To look at the Upper Morrow in the vertical dimension, a line of 
section is drawn through the area by selecting a sequence of wells from 
the map (Figure 6). Two types of cross section are available: a structural 
section (Figure 7) and a stratigraphic section (Figure 8). In each of 
the cross sections presented here, the color-coded stratigraphic horizons 
are depicted here in black and white. The stratigraphy shown is the top 
of the Morrow, the top and base of the Upper Morrow sandstone and the 
lower subsand marker. The stratigraphic section, Figure 8, is hung from 
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Figure 1. Quick-look structural contour map; Morrow Formation. Black and 
white screen capture of color monitor display. Contour lines are color 
coded, keyed to the color legend bars at the side of the map. 

Figure 2. Six well correlation panel. Black and white screen capture of 
color monitor display. Log curves and stratigraphic picks are color coded. 
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Figure 3. Quick-look structural contour map; Upper Morrow sandstone 
(see Figure 2). Contour lines are color coded on Terra Station monitor. 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional, "fishnet" diagram of structural surface; 
Upper Morrow sandstone. 
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Figure 5. Quick-look isopach map of Upper Morrow sandstone. Note 
strong NW-SE trend. 
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Figure 6. Line of section made on TerraStation monitor by choosing wells 
with mouse. Menu bar at bottom of screen. 
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Figure 7. Structural cross section based on wells picked in Figure 6. 
Stratigraphy and log curves are color coded on TerraStation monitor. 
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Figure 8. Stratigraphic cross section based on wells picked in Figure 6. 
Stratigraphy hung on subsand marker. Log curves omitted. 
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the lower subsand marker and shows the nature of the sand development. 
This reveals an interesting result derived from these quick-look cross 
sections because in this area, the Morrow sandstone has been cited as an 
example of a channel fill (Sonnenberg, 1985; Orchard and Kidwall, 1984), 
whereas the nearly uniform thickness of the subsand unit across the line 
of section. suggests a non-channel origin for the sandstone body. 

Integration of data and applications within a geologic workstation 
provides the capability of readily gathering additional information on a 
project area. To continue with the Sorrento Field example, we can use the 
same log curve data that were used for stratigraphic correlations to gain a 
more complete understanding and interpretation of the geology of the area. 
A histogram of the GR values within one of the wells of the Sorrento Field 
(Figure 9) shows a strong bimodal distribution, as well as a significant 
shale (high GR) component to the Upper Morrow sandstone. Statistics of 
the distribution are given on the histogram. An integrated workstation 
allows the user the ability to easily collect the statistics of any log curve 
for any stratigraphic interval without leaving the system to perform 
calculations externally. The average GR from each well in the project was 
collected and the workstation automatically copied the results into the . map 
file of the project database. The quick-look map of the average GR in the 
Upper Morrow sandstone (Figure 10) or "shaliness" shows that the cleanest 
portion of the sand body is also the thickest. 

As the workstation is integrated, the user can display log curve data 
as a depth plot and can enhance the display to bring out or emphasize 
user-defined attributes. For example, Figure 11 is a logplot in which 
shading has been applied to the shale (as defined by GR greater than 80 
API units) and the density-neutron crossover in the middle track, 
emphasizing hydrocarbon effects. Separatipn of the resistivity curves is 
shown in track three. The low shale value of the sandstone (unshaded) 
suggests that we may not need to correct the neutron-density crossplot 
porosities in the sandstone for shale. Also, a shale-free model for water 
saturation might be appropriate for the Upper Morrow sandstone. 

Flexible, interactive, mouse-driven graphics helps the 
interrogate the relationship between log curves in crossplots. Figure 
a neutron-density crossplot that allows us to recognize the abnormally 
density of the Upper Morrow sandstone due to ankaritic cement. 

user 
12 is 
high 

In order to estimate the volumes of hydrocarbons present in the 
Upper Morrow sandstone, the workstation is used initially to calculate the 
crossplot porosity of the sandstone. The data extraction feature of the 
workstation then enables us to make an average porosity map of the 
sandstone (Figure 13). With Rw estimated from a Pickett crossplot (Figure 
14), the water saturation in the sandstone can be calculated for each of 
the wells. The results of several models can be displayed (Figure 15) to 
evaluate which model is most appropriate. Again, because of the 
integration of the system presented here, the average water saturation is 
extracted and mapped rapidly, as shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 9. Histogram showing bimodal distribution of G R values in a single 
well from the Sorrento Field. Statistics of distribution given at the top of 
the histogram. 

Figure 10. Quick-look map of average G R values ("shaliness") within the 
Upper Morrow sandstone. Note NW-SE elongate trend of low GR values. 
Compare with quick-look isopach map in Figure 5. 
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Figure 11. Enhanced logplot of one well. Shales shaded in track 1. Note 
hydrocarbon effect (shaded) in trace 2. 
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Figure 13. Quick-look map of average porosity; Upper Morrow sandstone. 
distribution does not follow closely "shaliness" or isopach (Figures 10 and 
5. respectively). 
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Figure 14. Pickett plot used to estimate Rw. 
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Figure 15. Comparison of fou r water saturation models for one well. 
Shale is shaded in track 1 for reference. 
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Figure 16. Quick-look map of average water saturation; Upper Morrow 
sandstone. 
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The integrated nature of the data and the applications within the 
TerraStat_ion allowed the calculation of porosity and water saturation and 
the extraction and quick-look mapping of the average values for the Upper 
Morrow sandstone to be performed in a rapid, user-friendly manner. 
Other variables could be calculated and automatically stored in the internal 
project database for critical examination. Statistics of the porosity and 
water saturation, for example, could have been calculated and mapped. 
Additional input data, such as the IP values for the Sorrento Field (Figure 
17), can be mapped and merged with the analytical data in order to 
maximize recoveries. 

Conclusions 

The ideal geologic workstation comprises a unified series of 
applications ranging from initial exploration activities through apprai sal and 
production analysis to possible downstream reservoir engineering funct i ons. 
The applications that constitute the workstation are linked via a common 
internal database and use common data files that may be passed seamlessly 
within the workstation. 

As a result of the Sorrento and other detailed field and exploration 
studies, numerous important characteristics of an ideal integrated geologic 
workstation have been identified (see also Leonard, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c): 

1. Seamless transfer of data and operations 
2. Modular 
3. Menu and command driven 
4. User friendly 
5. Interactive and batch processing 
6. High quality color graphics 
7. Independent of hardware 
8. Centralized (relational) database 
9. Rapid, simple and flexible input/output 
10. Automatic, instantaneous database updates 
11. Single or multi-tasking, including windowing, environment 

Additionally, these studies support our contention that 

a. Geologic workstations are effectively driven by the application and 
that a geologic workstation is no longer hardware alone. The 
requirements of the application determine the hardware technology to 
be employed. 

b. Integration of the internal database and workstation applications is 
the key concept and essential ingredient of a geologic workstation. 
Without integration in · the system, data cannot be shared simply, 
easily and effortlessly among the different applications. The resident 
software packages are just that: resident, individual software 
packages. Integration turns them into a workstation. 
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Figure 17. Quick-look map of IP values for the Sorrento field. 
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USING WORKSTATIONS TO DEVELOP DIGITAL MODELS OF THE EARTH'S 

CRUST ALONG A TRANSECT THROUGH THE NORTHERN APPALACHIANS 
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Reston, VA 22092 

ABSTRACT--Color graphics workstations will be increasingly impor
tant in the preparation, analysis, and display of a digitized 
Global Geoscience Transect. The transect we are modeling extends 
880 km from the stable continental craton in central Quebec, 
across the Appalachian orogen of Maine and the Gulf of Maine, and 
ends at the edge of the Atlantic Ocean basin. Our model of the 
crust along this transect is defined by a strip 100 km wide and 
as much as 45 km deep. Five principal data sets are used to 
construct the model: 1) seismic reflection profiles, 2) seismic 
refraction data, 3) gravity models, 4) magnetic models, and 5) a 
geological bedrock map. These five sources of information are . 
being analyzed by using 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional Geogra
phic Information Systems (GIS) software and will be used concur
rently to assemble a closest fit model of the transect area. 

To date, most of our modeling has been done with isolated 
minicomputers connected to · a few graphics terminals and worksta
tions. However, to integrate our modeling and display capabil i 
ties, we are changing to a smaller, but more powerful system, 
consisting of interconnected 32-bit supermicrocomputers and 
graphics workstations. Because of their high resolution graphic 
displays and high-speed computing capabilities, workstations are 
particularly well-suited to the analysis and display of 2-dimen
sional and 3-dimensional GIS data. Workstations make powerful 
standalone systems but are most efficient when used as part of a 
networked system. A high-speed network can link file servers 
with large data storage capacities, which can be used to store 
the data and software necessary for our analyses, and individual 
workstations. The network can be used to move data files rapidly 
from system to system, to access software not available locally, 
and to maximize the use of expensive resources such as color 
electrostatic plotters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation 
with the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) is constructing a 
digital geological/geophysical transect across the Northern 
Appalachians of North America. This transect (NA-1) is part of 
the Global Geoscience Transect Project of the International 
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Commission on the Lithosphere. The transect begins near Quebec 
City on the edge of the North American Precambrian craton, enters 
the Appalachian orogen in southern Quebec, extends across this 
mountain belt in Maine and cont inues offshore across the Gulf of 
Maine, and ends just southeast of Georges Bank at the edge of the 
Atlantic Ocean basin (figure 1 ) . Figure 1 shows the transect 
boundaries as an irregular polygonal area, and test area 
rectangle located in central Maine inside the transect. 

1 is the 
The 

heavy lines inside and out
side of the transect are 
the seismic reflection pro
files and the dotted lines 
show the refraction deploy
ments . All of the major 
data sets that comprise 
this transect have been 
digitized, and our goal is 
to use workstations to pro
duce this transect as a 3-
dimensional digital model 
of the crust along a 
corridor 880 km long, 100 
km wide, and as much as 45 
km deep. In this model we 
are striving to depict the 
major geological and geo
physical boundaries present 
in the earth's crust to the 
greatest detail possible 
given the limitations of 
our knowledge and the cap
abilities of the computer 
tools being used. 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

••• ... 

200 

Figure 1: Map of the Northeastern 
United States and adjacent Canada 
s howing some of the major structural 
features of the region. The pat
terned areas are outcrops of Precam
brian basement rocks. 

The composite 3-dimensional model that will be discussed is 
based on interpretations of five data sets: the bedrock geology, 
the seismic reflection and seismic refraction data, and the 
gridded Bouguer gravity and aeromagnetic data. To begin, the 
computer network used in our study will be described, and then we 
will discuss the individual data sets and how they are inter
preted and integrated to construct our model. 
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A variety of minicomputers, workstations, and personal 
computers have been used in our project. Figure 2 shows how 
these computers are linked together with local and remote net
works. The computers located physically away from Reston are 
networked to the rest of the system through the USGS Information 
Systems Division's VAX 11/780. The network depicted in figure 2 
has developed over a period of four to five years. During the 
initial data acquisition and reduction stages of our project, we 
relied on minicomputers because at that time they were the only 
hardware that could handle the large data sets and run the soft
ware required to process these data. As we proceeded into the 
stages of data analysis, synthesis, and display, individual 
workstations began to play an increasingly important role in our 
r·------ --------- ---------, r--------- ----- -- ----- , project. ' EJ The primary data set for 

50 ~~= D111S
1730
co any project such as ours 

VAX 111750 
ARC/INFo • must be the surface bedrock 

: ~ • geology. This information 
,__ __ ...,~ provides "ground truth" for 

' 
GIS l..abomory (NMD) 

L- -------------- ---- ------

the other data and is the 2-
dimensional foundation upon 
which the rest of the model 
must be constructed. The 
geological data for our 
transect are derived from 
three major sources: for 
Maine from Osberg, et al 
(1985); for southern Quebec, 
St. Julien and Slivitsky 
(1985) and Globensky (1985); 
and for the Gulf of Maine, 
Klitgord, et al (1988). The 
maps for Quebec and Maine 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram showing 
the different computer systems used 
by our study and the networks that 
interconnect them. 

maps, which had to be digi
tized before they could be 
used in our study. The geo
logic data for Maine were 
digitized by scanning the 
Maine state geologic map 
with SCITEX hardware and 
software at the USGS. The 
raster data from the SCITEX 
process were converted into 
a vector format, Digital 
Line Graph (DLG), and 
transferred in that format 

to the GIS Laboratory VAX 11/750, where they were read by 
ARC/INFO, a GIS software package marketed by ESRI. 

In trying to determine the best methods and procedures to 
work with the geology and with the other data sets within the 
transect, we chose test areas within the transect boundaries that 
contained all of the representative data sets and where we could 
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experiment with the techniques we plan to use for the transect as 
a whole. Test area 1 is shown in figure 1, and the remainder of 
this paper will focus on the results of our efforts to date with 
modeling the crust in the 50 x 70 km area shown in that figure 
and detailed in figure 3. 

The level of detail at which the bedrock geology was mapped 
in test area 1 is greater than that which can be modeled in the 
subsurface; therefore, we must consider a simpler, more general
ized representation of the geology when creating the 3-dimen
sional models. The complete geologic information was transferred 
in DLG format from the GIS Laboratory VAX 11/750 (figure 2) to 
the PRIME 9950 in the same facility, which runs Interactive 
Surface Modeling (ISM) a 3-dimensional modeling software package 
marketed by Dynamics Graphics Corporation. The geology was sim
plified i n that environment to produce figure 3. Although all 
the major geological featur es were retained, many of the smaller 
units were lumped into larger entities by generalizing the 
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m Mafic Units 

D S-D Metasedimentary 
Units 

~ C-0 Sedimentary 
E3 Units 
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KILOMETERS 

Maine 

Figure 3: A simplified geologic map of test area 1 in the 
Quebec - Maine - Gulf of Maine transect. 

bedrock geology and editing the data after they had been trans
ferred to ISM and incorporated in that package as a surface 
annotation file. 

The geologic data are used primarily to provide absolute 
controls for the surface of the 3-dimensional model and to give 
the viewer a visual tie with those elements of the model that 
intersect the earth's surface . Therefore, the simplified bedrock 
geology is displayed by being draped over the gridded surface 
elevation data. 
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Of course, information such as strikes and dips of the major 
geologic structures are used to project the bedrock geology into 
the third dimension, especially in the shallowest parts of the 
model and where the geophysical data are ambiguous or absent. 

The entire transect area is well covered by seismic reflec
tion and refraction data (figure 1), and test area 1 shown in 
figure 3 contains a major deep reflection profile, A-A'; sections 
of two refraction profiles, B-B' and c-C'; and parts of two 
refraction fans, D-D' and E-E'. The acquisition and processing 
of the reflection and refraction data are described by stewart et 
al. (1986); Unger et al. (1987); Luetgert et al. (1987); and 
Spencer et al. (1988). The accurate location of each of these 
data sets is vital for constructing a sensible and consistent 
model. The principal type of information that we get from the 
seismic data is a profile or pseudo-cross section through the 
crust. For the reflection lines, we use common mid-point (CMP) 
stacked data that have been migrated to display the major reflec

A A' 

->0 

NW SE 

Kilometers 

Figure 4: Migrated seismic reflec
tion section for test area 1 (A -
A', figure 3). The heavy lines 
show the groups of reflectors that 
were chosen to represent major 
interfaces in the 3-dimensional 
modelling process. 

tors seen along the profiles 
(figure 4). The reflector
free area at the top of 
figure 4 correspond to the 
gravity model of the 
Lexington batholith as are. 
shown in figure 7. The 
stacked data as received 
from the contractor were 
interpreted and line draw
ings of the reflectors were 
digitized. These digitized 
line drawings were migrated 
using a IBM-PC compatible 
computer running software 
developed by the USGS 
(Unger, 1988). We then sim
plified the patterns of 
migrated reflectors by 
interpreting which of them 
represent major crustal 
boundaries (figure 4). The 
interpreted major bound
aries, such as the MOHO, are 
then used to construct or 
constrain the 3-dimensional 
model. However, we retain 
the ability to project the 

original migrated data on the model after it is constructed to 
verify our interpretations. For an example of this procedure, 
see figure 9, where a cross-section through the model was chosen 
to pass through the same surface locations as the seismic 
reflection profile in figure 4. In this way, a direct comparison 
can be made between the reflectors and various elements of the 
model. 

For the refraction data, three separate studies were carried 
out using the VAX 11/780 in Menlo Park (figure 2). First, ray 
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Figure 5: A velocity model of the upper 10 km of the crust 
from seismic refraction ray tracing along deployment B - B' 
(figure 3). 

tracing modeling was done in the upper 10 km of the crust along 
all of the refraction deployments (Luetgert et al. 1987). These 
studies define the shallow velocity structure of the materials 
beneath the refraction deployment (figure 5). Second, reflected 
arrivals from deeper surfaces seen from wide-angle reflections -in 
the normal refraction deployments were examined and processed us
ing normal moveout techniques similar to those used for high
angle reflection data analysis. Third, wide-angle reflections 
from "fan" deployments (Klemperer and Luetgert, 1987), where the 
signal source was located 
perpendicular to the align
ment of recording instru
ments, were also processed 
using normal moveout tech
niques to define mid- and 
deep-crustal reflector sur- ~ 
faces such as the MOHO (fig- 5 
ure 6) . Measurements of ti 
the gravity field that had ~ 

0 been collected throughout ~ 
the transect area were com- ~ 
piled (Stewart et al. 1986), 
and combined with new grav
ity measurements (Phillips 
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et al. 1988). We took 
advantage of the accurate 
elevations and locations 
computed for the seismic 
reflection stations to make 
new, closely spaced gravity 
measurements along all of 
these reflection profiles. 
The gravity data were then 
processed and the results 
interpolated and extrapo
lated using the Geophysics 

Figure 6: A profile showing the 
strongest wide angle reflection 
picks from refraction fan 2 (C -
C', figure 3). The deepest reflec
tions are from the MOHO; other mid
crustal reflectors are shown by the 
horizons labeled R1 and R2. 
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VAX 11/780 in Reston (figure 2) to form a 2-dimensional grid of 
Bouguer gravity anomaly values over the transect and test areas. 
The grid spacing used for the calculated gravity anomaly values 
is 1 km. 

These data reduction programs were first developed on VAX 
minicomputers but are being ported to Unix workstations like the 
Sun 3/160 and Sun 386i computers. Software on these workstations 
can expedite potential field data analysis by producing graphical 
output such as the 2 1/2-dimensional model through the Lexington 
Batholith shown in figure 7. 

The 2 1/2-dimensional potential field modeling process 
compensates for rocks lying outside the plane of the profile but 
assumes no changes in the geologic structure in this direction. 
We can construct these model cross sections through any part of 
the area where we perceive the existence of geologic problem 
areas, or we can make model cross sections that coincide with the 
reflection or refraction profiles in order to compare and confirm 
our interpretations. 

WORKSTATIONS AND THE MODELING PROCESS 

Our final task was to 
the five data sets to form a 
crustal model of test area 1 
utilizing networked worksta
tions and personal computers 
in the final phase of our 
study: the integration, syn- ~ 
thesis, display of our ~ 
models. The network shown 
in figure 2 has made it pos
sible to use a single work
station running ISM software 
to assemble the elements of 
our 3-dimensional model into 
one composite model for the 
test area. 

-60 

NW SE 

our emphasis in this 
process was to create the 
surfaces of the model in a 
manner consistent with the 
information contained in our 
diverse data sets. This 

Figure 7: The results of gravity 
modelling along A - A' in figure 3. 

operation allows us to compare and contrast features or surfaces 
that are defined by two or more of the data sets. One example of 
a critical constraint is that all of the model's boundaries that 
intersect the surface have to agree with the known bedrock 
geology. 

Where the data sets overlap, we can directly compare the 
elements of our model with the original data used to define the 
model surfaces. For example, we can compare the 2 1/2 - dimen
sional gravity model (figure 7) with the reflectors seen in the 
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stacked seismic section (figure 4) 

Figure 8: A perspective view of the 
3-dimensional ISM model constructed 
for test area 1. This model shows 
the major interfaces currently 
defined for this volume of the 
crust. 

and the results of the seismic 
refraction modeling (figures 
5 and 6). We could then use 
our workstations to con
struct and display a compo
site 3-dimensional model of 
the test area (figure 8) and 
then display arbitrary ver
tical cross-sections through 
this model (figure 9). 

One of the best-defined 
interfaces seen by our data 
is the MOHO. This boundary 
was well imaged by both the 
high-angle seismic reflec
tion survey and by the wide
angle reflection data from 
the refraction experiment. 
The corresponding crustal 
thickness from these inde
pendent measurements agree 
well with one another where 
the data sets coincide. The 
general shape and orienta
tion are also evident in the 
long wavelength portion of 
the filtered aeromagnetic 
data. 

To construct a 3-dimensional model using our workstations 
and the ISM software, one must first define a set of interfaces 
or surfaces, which in our model correspond to the contacts 
between geologic units. To define a surface, ISM is given a set 
of points in x, y, z space that lies on some boundary. ISM uses 
these data and a bicubic spline algorithm to construct a grid or 
surface of z values at a uniform x, y spacing for the boundary. 
Obviously, the quality of such a gridded surface depends on the 
density of the data points used to define it. Some of the sur
faces used in our model, such as the MOHO and the bottom of the 
Lexington batholith, are relatively well defined. Others, such 
as the bottom of the Kearsarge-Central Maine synclinorium are 
less well known and have been extrapolated from sparser data. 
ISM supports grid sizes up to an x, y dimension of 512 x 512. 
For our data sets, a square grid with a 500 m spacing is suffic
iently detailed to support the modeling effort and large enough 
to display a reasonable part of the transect with a single model. 

There appear to be two keys steps to accomplishing the goal 
of creating a true 3-dimensional model of the earth's crust. 
First, we have to construct our model using the geological and 
geophysical data just described, after organizing these data in 
such a way that they are accessible by graphics workstations. 
Second, we must display the model in the most revealing and flex
ible way. At the present stage of development of 3-dimensional 
software, no single program is available that can do both of 
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these tasks. Therefore, our approach has been to use ISM to 
construct the model using our digital data sets and our knowledge 
of the region. We can do a certain amount of limited display of 
the data using ISM; in fact, many of the final figures in this 
paper were prepared using ISM. However, this program is limited 
in its display capabilities compared to other, state-of-the-art 
software and hardware systems. 

One problem with ISM is that only 2-dimensional surfaces 
within an arbitrary rectangular volume can be defined. Informa
tion about the rocks between two surfaces is conveyed only by 
inference. It is this fact that distinguishes ISM from a true 3-
dimensional volume modeling program. Our present task is to take 
the surface model as defined by ISM and convert it into a voxel 
model where each of the 
individual cubes or voxels 
that make up the discreet 
elements of a volume can be 
assigned various attri
butes. 

A A' 

One hardware;software 
system that possesses pow- "' _, , 
erful capabilities to dis- ~ 

" play and manipulate true 3- ~ -
dimensional data in this ~ 
form is the PIXAR work
station (figure 2). The 
USGS has recently acquired 
a PIXAR system and our cur
rent research efforts cen
ter around using this 
system to display our model 
of test area 1. We ulti
mately hope to use the 
PIXAR to view the digital 
transect model. Currently, 
the PIXAR does not have a 
good method to construct a 
3-dimensional model 

Kilom eter s 

Figure 9: A cross-section taken 
through our 3-dimensional model 
shown in figure 9. This section is 
oriented along the reflection pro
file A- A' (figure 3). 

directly from data sets such as ours, so we are forced to rely on 
vector or surface-oriented software like ISM to put our data into 
a model and then convert these ISM data to a voxel-based data set 
where they can be displayed and manipulated with the PIXAR or 
other comparable systems. 

If our project were beginning today rather than 5 years ago, 
we would rely more on workstations in the early part of the data 
reduction and analysis than we actually did. The real strength 
of workstations is their ability to supply individuals with 
access to our diverse data sets and the computer hardware and 
software power needed to analyze and interpret them. 
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POLAR EARTH SCIENCE COLLECTION AT SCOTT POLAR 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE LIBRARY 

Triplehorn, Julia H. 
Geophysical Institute 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775 

Abstract -- With renewed geologic interest in the Arctic and 
Antarctic, polar ~. Lbraries are becoming increasingly important to 
support the resea~ ~h efforts in these areas. This paper will 
describe the unique collection in earth sciences at Scott Polar 
Research Institute, University of Cambridge. 

The library is in a state of transition from the old card catalog 
to a new computerized information retrieval system which was 
developed especially for this collection. All holdings since 1985 
are listed on the new system with the rest being rapidly added. 
The computer retrieval system has a unique relevance feedback 
feature which improves search results. This system is the basis for 
Glaciological Citations and Recent Polar and Glaciological 
Literature which the Institute publishes and is also being utilized 
in an international pilot project on the indexing of polar 
materials. 

Publications are arranged· in subject and regional sequences in 
accordance with the Universal Decimal Classification for Use in 
Polar Libraries. This classification also provides extra index 
terms for the information retrieval systems. The regional approach 
is especially valuable for geologists seeking material on a 
particular area, such as Svalbard or interior Alaska. 

The Research Library Group Conspectus is being utilized to evaluate 
the earth science collection at the Institute. These results will 
be of interest to other geological and polar libraries. 

Introduction 

With the renewed geologic interest in the Arctic and Antarctic, 
polar libraries are becoming increasingly important to support the 
research efforts in these areas. One such library is Scott Polar 
Research Institute Library, University of Cambridge. My purpose 
is to describe this library with emphasis on its unique earth 
science collection. The discussion begins with background 
information on the history of the Institute and its specific areas 
of research emphasis. This is followed by a general description 
of the library and a detailed analysis of the earth science 
collection. Archives and publications are briefly described with 
emphasis on earth sciences. 
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Institute History 

Scott Polar Research Institute was founded in 1920 in memory 
of Captain Robert Falcon Scot t, R.N. and his companions who died 
returning from the South Pole i n March 1912. Two of the expedition 
members, Frank Debenham and Raymond Priestly, envisioned the 
Institute; as a place where information could be exchanged by polar 
explorers, past and future. This lead to the establishment of the 
archives of books, diaries, and other expedition memorabilia. 

From its early beginnings in one room at the Sedgewick Museum 
of Geology on the Cambridge campus, the Institute expanded into a 
new building in 1934 with a l i brary, museum, gallery, and research 
rooms. During this period, it served as a base for a number of 
scientific expeditions to the Arctic and the Polar Record, a 
research journal was started. 

During the war years, 1939-1945, the Institute's polar 
information was important for research in cold weather warfare, 
clothing and equipment. In t h e mid-SO's the Institute became a 
Department in the Faculty of Geography and Geology at the 
University of Cambridge, a nd a post was established for a 
librarian. The Institute's polar program continued to expand.and 
in 1968 the Ford Foundation provided a grant for an addition to the 
building more than doubling the space. More recently in 1985, an 
extension was added to the library. 

The Institute is the secr etariat site for three International 
Groups: World Data Centre c for Glaciology, Scientific Committee 
on Antarctic Research (SCAR) , and International Glaciological 
Society, and assists in their information retrieval and 
dissemination by publishing some of their materials. 

Research 

Through the years the Institute' s research has covered a broad 
spectrum of topics reflecting the subject interests of the academic 
staff and visitors. In sci ence, some of the research topics have 
included sea ice , glaciology , Arctic and Antarctic geology, mining, 

. penguins, Arctic and Antarcti c birds, and marine mammals. In 
social sciences the Arctic r esearch has included anthropology, 
modern native peoples, transportation systems, Arctic pol icy, 
environmental concerns, and exploration history, while the 
Antarctic research has centered primarily on exploration history, 
environmental issues and the Antarctic Treaty negotiations. 

Glaciology is the most active area of current research by the 
permanent Scott Polar Research staff. Current topics include 
geophysical studies of polar ice sheets in Antarctica, Northern 
Canada and Svalbard, the phys i cal aspects of sea ice, marginal ice 
zones and the physical behavior of icebergs. Satellite remote 
sensing has been utilized in a number of the above studies and is 
itself a major topic of resear ch. 
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Library 

The library is the core for the Institute's research 
activities and each year attracts many academic visitors to use the 
collection. Here in_one location is the largest single collection 
of both published and unpublished material on the Arctic and 
Antarctic. · ' 

The library is divided into four areas: periodicals, books, 
pamphlets and reprints, and maps. As in most research libraries, 
the periodical collection is the most significant part. 960 
current periodicals are received annually on exchange or 
subscription. This extensive periodical collection contains 2000 
titles in many languages with almost all being complete runs. A 
catalog of the extensive soviet journal holdings has been produced 
and can be obtained upon request. 

Books form the second most valuable area of this collection 
with 1695 books and pamphlets being added in 1987. These are 
selected and cataloged by the four regional bibliographers, one 
each for Russia, Scandinavia, North America (Alaska and Canada) and 
Antarctica. The pamphlet and reprint collection covers 30,000 
items on polar topics not included in the library periodical 
collection. These are individually cataloged and are a valuable 
source for polar geologic information. The map collection is a 
valuable supporting resource and is much used in research projects 
of the visitors and staff. 

The four types of publications are separately arranged in 
subject and regional sequences in accordance with the Universal 
Decimal Classification for Use in Polar Libraries CUDCl . · This 
classification also provides additional index terms for the 
information retrieval systems. The regional approach is especially 
valuable for geologists seeking material on particular areas, such 
as Svalbard or interior Alaska. 

The library is in a state of transition from the old card 
catalog to a new computerized information retrieval system which 
was developed especially for this collection. All holdings since 
1985 are listed on the new system with the rest being rapidly 
added. These are searchable by author, key word in title, date and 
UDC Classification. There is a unique relevance feedback feature 
which improves the search results. 

This computerized system is now available as SPRI on QL 
Systems Limited of Calgary, Canada. It contains 2 5, 0 0 0 
bibliographic references (1985 and forward) concerning political, 
industrial, scientific, social and other aspects of the polar 
regions. New entries will be added at the rate of 6,000 per year. 
The retrospective conversion of 90,000 cards, which is the rest of 
the Scott Polar library holdings, will be added at the rate of 
about 5,000 per year. 
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The System 1 s database is 
Citations and Recent Polar and 
Institute publishes. These 
publications in this paper. 

also the basis for Glaciological 
Glaciological Literature which the 
will be discussed later under 

The database is also to be utilized in an international pilot 
project on the indexing of polar materials. Scott Polar Research 
Institute, the Boreal Institute (Canada), British Antarctic Survey, 
Alfred Wegener Institute (West Germany) and Australia - Antarctic 
Division are research partners in this. 

Earth Science Collection Suryey 

The three previous sections on history, research and the 
library have provided the background for this section on the earth 
science collection survey. 

This Survey of the monograph collection evolved as a Fulbright 
project to study the scope and content of the polar science 
1 i terature held at the Scott Polar Library. The results will 
assist their librarians in recogn~z~ng the strengths and 
limitations of the collection and can be utilized in book selection 
and collection development. Since this is the largest polar 
collection in the world, it will enable other libraries in the 
United States and Canada to compare their collection with this 
well-known library. Only the earth science collections will be 
considered here. 

The survey was made with the Research Libraries Group (RLG) 
Conspectus. RLG is a network of large American universities and 
research libraries. In the early 1980 1 s they developed the 
Conspectus which combines a number of survey methods. This 
quantitative/qualitative survey enables libraries to record their 
collection strengths and current collecting in subject terms in a 
standardized form which is then comparable with other libraries. 
The United Kingdom and Canada are also implementing the Conspectus; 
the British Library has completed its survey and it is available 
on microfiche. The Scott Polar Library is the first British 
special library to be reviewed using the Conspectus methodology. 

The earth sciences section of the Universal Decimal 
Classification for Use in Polar Libraries was used as the basis for 
this survey and its worksheets. The head librarian analyzed this 
section and clustered the subjects to meet the specific collection 
goals of the library. In each cluster, books were counted in both 
the general and regional areas, as well as in the circulation 
files. 

Only monographs were considered in this review. The 
periodical collection is extensive and the assumption was made that 
it reflects the strength of the monograph coll~ction. No 
classified list of the 2,000 periodical titles could be made in the 
short time available. The pamphlet file (reprints and reports) is 
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another valuable part of the collection but was considered to be 
beyond the scope of the Conspectus. 

An evaluation team was selected for each subject area with one 
member usually being a research staff member from the Institute. 
The team surveyed the collection using the following evaluation 
tools: 

1. Criteria for Assessing Collections (Table 1) 

These are the standard elements for consideration in 
evaluations as developed by the RLG Conspectus. All of these 
elements were utilized, except the item on periodical coverage 
as previously mentioned. 

2. British Library Language Code (Table 2) 

This code indicates the symbols for foreign language 
collection strengths. The British Library adapted these from 
the RLG Conspectus language code. 

3. Collection Level Indicators (Table 3) 

The Pacific Northwest Collection Assessment indicators were 
utilized because of the expanded coverage to a, b, and c 
levels (Table 3). These give a more precise evaluation than 
the British Library ones (Table 4). When the final evaluation 
is presented to the British Library, these can be easily 
translated to the British system. 

Table 1 

Criteria for Assessing Collections 

from RLG Collection Development Manual, 2nd ed. 

1 . Chronological coverage 

Are older and newer materials consistently represented? 
Should they be? 

2. Language coverage 

How extensive is appropriate or significant foreign language 
coverage of the subject in the collection? 

3. Principal authors 

Are the standard, chief, or more important authorities and 
authors included? 
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4. Principal works 

Are the classic, standard, essential and important works in 
the collection? 

5. Primary sources 

Are critically edited original texts and documents included? 
How extensively? . 

6. Criticism/commentary/interpretation 

How complete is secondary monographic or critical treatment? 

7. Complete sets 

Are sets and series well represented in the collection? Are 
they complete? 

8. Periodical coverage 

How extensive is periodical coverage of the subject? Are the 
chief titles included? 

9. Number of volumes 

Count for shelf-list, or approximation based on 10 volumes 
per foot of shelf occupancy. 

10. Circulation data 

Circulation records may need to be checked to add to 
assessments above. In addition, circulation or use data may 
be helpful in assigning collection goals. 

Table 2 

British Library Revised Language Code 

E Principally English language material 

F Principally a mixture of English and other European languages 

W Material in both European and non-European languages 

Y Principally one or more languages (other than English) from 
one linguistic or geographical area 
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Table 3 

Collection Level Indicators 

Pacific Northwest Collection Assessment 

(Developed by the Alaska Statewide Collection 
Steering Committee) 

Adapted from RLG Collection Development Manual, 2nd ed. 

o. out of Scope 

The library does not collect in this area. 

la. Minimal, with Uneven Coverage 

Unsystematic representation of subject. 

lb. Minimal, but Chosen Well 

Few selections made, but basic authors, core works, and 
ideological balance are represented. Can support fundamental 
inquiries. 

2a. Basic Information Level 

A collection of up-to-date general materials that serve to 
introduce and define a subject and to indicate the varieties 
of information available elsewhere. It may include 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, historical surveys, 
bibliographies, and periodicals in the minimum number that 
will serve the purpose. A basic information collection can 
support school instruction and routine public inquiries, but 
it is not sufficiently intensive to support higher-level 
academic courses or independent study or the wide-ranging 
recreational reading demands of a highly educated general 
public. 

2b. Augmented Information Level 

As above, except more major periodicals, selected editions of 
important works, wider selection of reference materials. 

3a. Basic Study Level 

Includes the most important primary and secondary literature, 
a selection of basic representative journals/periodicals, and 
the fundamental reference and bibliographical tools pertaining 
to the subject. Adequate for curriculum support for basic 
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undergraduate instruction. Adequate for independent study and 
the lifelong learning needs of the general public, with 
coverage at all appropriate readings level. 

3b. Intermediate Study Level 

As above, except a wider range of basic monographs, wider 
selection of the more important writers and secondary 
materials, stronger jour nal/periodical support. Collection 
adequate to support college-level term paper writing. 

3c. Advanced Study Level 

As above, except adequate for honours undergraduate or most 
graduate instruction or sustained independent study; adequate 
to maintain knowledge of a subject required for limited or 
general purposes but not strong enough for original research 
in a subject. It includes complete collections of the works 
of secondary writers, a selection of representative 
journals/periodicals, and all the reference tools and 
fundamental bibliographic apparatur pertaining to the subject. 

4. Research Level 

A collection that includes the major published source 
materials required for dissertations and independent research, 
including materials containing research reporting, new 
findings, scientific experimental results, and other 
information useful to researchers. It is intended to include 
all important reference works and a wide selection of 
specialized monographs, as well as very extensive collection 
of journals and major indexing and abstracting services in the 
field. Older . material is retained for historical research. 

5. Comprehensive Level 

A collection in which a library endeavors, so far as is 
reasonably possible, to include all significant works of 
recorded knowledge (publication, manuscripts, other forms), 
in all applicable languages, for a necessarily defined and 
limited field. This level of collection intensity is one that 
maintains a "special col l ection". Older material is retained 
for historical research. 
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Table 4 

Collection Level Indicators 

Research Library Group Conspectus 

0. Out of Scope 

The library does not collect in this area. 

1. Minimal Level 

A subject area in which few selections are made beyond very 
basic works. 

2. Basic Information Level 

A collection of up-to-date general materials that serve to 
introduce and define a subject and to indicate the varieties 
of information available elsewhere. It may include 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, selected editions of important 
works, historical surveys, bibliographies, handbooks, a few 
major periodicals. A basic information collection is not 
sufficiently intensive to support any courses or independent 
study in the subject area involved. 

3. Instructional Support Level 

A collection that is adequate to support undergraduate 
instruction, or sustained independent study, that is, adequate 
to maintain knowledge of a subject required for limited or 
generalized purposes, of less than research intensity. It 
includes a wide range of basic monographs, complete 
collections of works of more important writers, selections 
from the works of secondary writers, a selection of 
representative journals, and the reference tools and 
fundamental bibliographical apparatus pertaining to the 
subject. 

4. Research Level 

A collection that includes the major published source 
materials required for dissertations and independent research, 
including materials containing research reporting, new 
findings, scientific experimental results, and other 
information useful to researchers. It is intended to include 
all important reference works and a wide selection of 
specialized monographs, as well as a very extensive collection 
of journals and major indexing and abstracting services in the 
field. Older material is retained for historical research. 
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5. Comprehensive Level 

A collection in which a library endeavors, so far as is 
reasonably possible, to include all significant works of 
recorded knowledge (publications, manuscripts, other forms), 
in all applicable languages, for a necessarily defined and 
limited field. This level of collecting intensity is one that 
maintains a 'special collection'; the aim, if not the 
achievement, is exhaustiveness. Older material is retained 
for historical research. 

Assessment of the collection by the team was made in three 
areas for each of the earth science subject areas: Existing 
Collection Strength, Current Collecting Intensity and Goal. The 
Existing Collection Strength was the evaluation level of the 
present collection on the shelf and in circulation. current 
Collecting Intensity indicated the present level of collection 
building and Goal was the long-range goal for the subject area. 

The final results of the survey appear in Table 5 Significant 
Subject Areas in Earth Science and Table 6 Minor Subject Areas in 
Earth Science. · 

Table s 

SIGNIFICANT SUBJECT AREAS IN EARTH SCIENCE 

Co II ee t ion COI.I'lt Exi st i ng Current Goal More than 15 Books 
General Region Col lect ion Collecting in a Regional Area 

Strength Intensity 

Avalanches 41 4F 4F 4W 
15 

Floating Ice 124 3cF 4F 4W Arc t i c 
106 Ocean 

Glacial Geology 108 4E 4F 4W USSR 
59 

Glaciology 177 3cF 4W 4W Greenland 
62 

Ice and Snow ll 3bE 4W 4W 
4 

Alaska, 
Greenland, 

Land I c e , 104 4F 4F 4W Antarctica 
Glacier Ice 244 u s s R , 

Nonpolar 
Countries 
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Collection Count Existing Current Goal More than 15 Books 
General Region Collection Collecting in a Regional Area 

Strength Intensity 

Permafrost 116 4F 4W 4W USSR 
114 

N 0 r t h 
Pacific, 

p h y s i c a 1 129 1aE 3cF 3cW Antarctica 
Oceanography 198 A r c t i c 

0 c e a n I 

N 0 r t h 
Atlantic 

Remote Sensing .!J. 3bE 4E 4E 
10 

Snow Cover 32 3cE 4F 4W 
17 

Snow Surveys 24 3cE 4F 4W 
11 
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Table 6 

MINOR SUBJECT AREAS IN EARTH SCIENCE 

Collection Count Ex isting Current Goal More than 15 Books 
General Region Co ll ection Collecting in a Regional Area 

St rength Intensity 

Econ. Geol. L 2bF lbF lbF USSR 
273 

u s s R ' Geology 61 3bF 3bF 3bF Iceland 
409 Svalbard, 

Antarctica 

Geomorphology 26 2aF 2F 3aF USSR 
105 

Geophysics 70 JaW 3bW 3bW 
58 

M a r i n e 10 laE lE lbE Antarctica 
Formation 50 

Paleontology .L laF lbF lbF USSR 
73 

Petrology .L laF lbF lbF USSR 
128 

Stratigraphy 1.§_ laW lbW JaW 
182 
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The subjects are arranged alphabetically for easy reading. 
The first column indicates the subject area being evaluated. The 
second column shows the collection count with the general count 
above the line and the regional count below the line. The third 
through the fifth columns are the evaluations by subject area. 
(3c) Advanced Study Level and (4) Research Level were included in 
Table 5 as Significant Subject Area. Table 6 includes· other areas 
which were evaluated. 

The survey {Table 5) shows significant collections in Ice, 
Snow, Glacial Geology, Glaciology, Permafrost, Remote Sensing, and 
other areas closely associated with these. Some of the present 
collections were Advanced Study Level, but the current collecting 
is at a research level. General Physical Oceanography was a 
surprise in that the existing collection is at a lower level than 
expected. With the current interest in Polar Oceanography, a 
concentrated effort is being made to bring this up to an Advance 
Study Level. 

Table 6 indicates the minor subject area in the collection. 
Geology and Geophysics both have ratings in the Basic Study Level 
(Ja-b) range. Geology is a broad term in the UDC classification 
covering volcanoes, weathering, continental drift and geotectonics. 
Sixty one books were in the broad subject Geology section while 409 
were in the regional. The geographic distribution is wide with 
half of the regional ones centering on the USSR. A number of 
subjects have low collecting intensity: Stratigraphy, Petrology, 
Economics Geology, Paleontology, Geomorphology, Marine Formations. 
Some Geomorphology is included in Geology, so it is higher than it 
appears. Economic Geology has a high regional count with a wide 
geographic distribution but with a weak subject content. 

Areas which have more than 15 books were noted in the tables. 
A quick glance indicates the collection strengths in Russian and 
Antarctic materials. The high regional counts can indicate a broad 
geographic distribution with specific concentrations indicated in 
areas of more than 15 books. 

These tables have presented a broad overview of the 
collection. A detailed analysis of the data is available from 
Scott Polar Library. 

Archives 

The expedition members who envisioned the Institute would be 
astounded at the extensive collection of Arctic and Antarctic 
archival material which has been assembled for research and 
preservation; diaries, manuscripts, field notebooks, photographs, 
films, recordings, newspaper clippings, artworks and expedition 
relics. The public enjoy seeing these when they are on display in 
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the museum area. 

One of the outstanding collections is the Franklin one which 
includes not only the Sir John Franklin journals and correspondence 
during his-Arctic expedition of 1819-22 and 1825-27, but also those 
of his wife, an interesting personality in her own right. Other 
letters and papers from the 1800's include those of Sir James Clark 
Ross, Sir William Parry, Sir George Back, Dr. John Rae, Captain 
William Penny, Benjamin Leigh Smith and F.G. Jackson. From the 
1900's the collection contains papers from W. S. Bruce, Rudmose 
Brown, R.E. Priestly, L.E.G. Oates, E.A. Wilson, R.E. Scott, Sir 
Ernest Shackleton and many others. 

A unique aspect of the archives is the art collection: Edward 
Wilson's water colors from the Discovery and Terra Nova, John 
Ross's water colors during his Northwest Passage expedition 1829-
33 and David Smith's water colors, etchings and paintings from his 
Antarctic trip in the 1970's. 

The photograph collection provides the visual history for many 
of the above mentioned expeditions. Photography in extreme 
temperatures is quite a feat and the high quality of many of the 
earlier photographs is remarkable. Some collections of note would 
be the ones from Sir John Franklin's Northwest Passage Expedition 
1845, Leopold McClintock's Fox Expedition 1857-59, and the British 
Arctic Expedition of 1875-76. 

The archival collection has been briefly reviewed here. A 
printed catalog of the archival holdings has been published for 
polar researchers. 

Publications 

Scott Polar Research Institute currently produces three 
periodicals: Polar Record , Recent Polar and Glaciological 
Literature. and Glaciological citations. 

Polar Record, originated in 1931, and is the oldest journal 
devoted to polar research. It's multidisiplinary subject content 
for both poles makes it a valuable research journal worldwide. The 
contents cover research papers, reviews, book reviews and 
obituaries. An additional section in each issue is the SCAR 
(Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research) Bulletin with 
information on the committees of this group. Its inclusion is 
appropriate since the secretariat office for SCAR is at Scott 
Polar. The Polar Record publication frequency has varied. In 
1988, it will be issued quarterly to publish the increasing number 
of articles. It is now set and produced inhouse, but currently 
printed and sold through Cambridge Journals, a division of 
Cambridge University Press. 

Recent Polar and Glaciological Literature is an annotated 
bibliography of the new material added to the Scott Polar Research 
Library and since 1988 is issued quarterly. It covers a selective 
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listing of the recently published literature of the polar regions, 
not only books, but also journal articles, conference proceedings, 
government reports, pamphlets, theses. The goal is for 
comprehensive coverage of all relevant materials on polar subjects. 
It is supplemented by contributions from the World Data Centre C 
for Glaciology and from the International Glaciological Society. 
This Data Centre publishes a separate index entitled Glaciological 
Citations. It is issued monthly and is annotated. Further 
inquiries about it and the SDI services can be made from the World 
Data Centre C for Glaciology office at the Institute. 

Polar Monographs is a new series in preparation that will 
cover longer research papers and reviews. These will be published 
5 or 6 times a year. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper has presented a description of Scott 
Polar Research Institute and its library's earth science collection 
and archives. The library's holdings are particularly extensive 
in glaciology, sea ice, snow and ice, and regional geology with 
good Russian and Antarctic coverage in most topics. The library's 
recent accessions can be obtained on-line with QL Systems Limited 
from Calgary, Glaciological Citations or Recent Polar and 
Glaciological Literature. 
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LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES: 
Working Together to Benefit Scientists 

Janice Sorensen 
Kansas Geological Survey 

1930 Constant Ave., University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66046 

Abstract-In most library systems, the library and the archives are separated because of the materials collected. The 
library is responsible for collecting published materials, such as monographs and journals; the archives is primarily 
interested in lDlpublished manuscripts and the records of the an individual or an agency. Scientists interested in 
obtaining information pertinent to their field of research usually begin their search at the library, where available data 
are confined withing the boundaries of published materials. Information at the library can be located through the card 
catalog and by accessing specialized bibliographic data bases. If the library specializes in geological research, 
unpublished materials such as theses and open-flle reports may also be available. Archival records are processed under 
different guidelines from published materials and not listed in the card catalog or bibliographic databases. Inventories 
of archival records are prepared by the archivist and located in the archives' reference room. Therefore, researchers 
need direction if they are to benefit from data contained in lDlpublished manuscripts, project flies, and reprint 
collections stored in archives. Researchers can be directed to archival records through the library's card catalog, 
bibliographic data bases, or a library-information referral directory. For example, the Kansas Geological Survey's 
bibliographic data base informs users of reprints available in the library's reprint collection and theses that are in open
file. To assist users, librarians and archivists should develop guidelines for integrating references to archival records 
with the library's holdings. 

LffiRARY AND ARCHIVES: 
Working Together to Benefit Scientists 

In most library systems, the library and the archives are physically separated from one another due to the nature of 
the materials collected. Information contained in libraries is generally already assembled in monographs, journals, and other 
published sources. Archives material contains unassembled data collected by organizations orindividuals and not necessarily 
created with intellectual order in mind (Durr, 1984). Therefore, in addition to the physical separation, libraries and archives 
have basic philosophical differences in collection and management strategies. As defined in Webster's New Collegiate 
Dictionary (1979): 

• library: a place in which literary, musical, artistic, or reference materials are kept for use but not for sale 
• archive: a place in which public records or historical documents are preserved 

These definitions very simply illustrate the basic differences in the systems. As repositories of published information,library 
foundations are built upon the principle of making published data available to users. Archives, on the other hand, are 
concerned more with the preservation and management of records for historical purposes rather than their potential for use 
(Durr. 1984 ). Although the separation of records is understandable, the division can be a hindrance to users. Archival records 
have always been recognized by historians for their resource contributions. Their importance should also be recognized by 
scientists. To some degree scientists can be compared to historians. They are concerned not only with the results of present 
on-going research, but the data found during past studies. Scientists would be aided if they were made aware of available 
resource materials such as manuscripts, reprint collections, geologic field notebooks, field maps, and project flles. Therefore, 
the integration of archive holdings to library catalogs would connect potential users with materials available in both areas. 
Without this type of integration, the likelihood that related information may also reside in archives will probably not occur 
to researchers. 

Information Setvices to Scientists 

The relationship between library holdings and archival records may or may not be difficult for librarians and 
archivists to perceive. Library holdings and archival records in most library facilities are housed in separate sections or 
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buildings, and different cataloging and processing guidelines applied to documents within each system. Depending on the 
research needs of users, archival records may hold as much vital information and data as published monographs and journals. 

Libraries 

Libraries serve their users by acquisition and subsequent management of materials that develop the library's 
collection. Libraries are primarily responsible for acquiring works that support the user's needs and interests. Monographs, 
journals, periodicals, newspapers, and directories are acquired, processed, and made available for use. Library-holdings 
information is available to users by means of a hard copy or online catalog. In addition to holdings information, published 
bibliographies, and reference materials, users may also have access to commerical bibliographic data bases, if online service 
is available. By supplying information by way of card catalogs as well as access to specialized bibliographic data bases, 
libraries are supporting researchers. With advances made in library technology, users can expect to benefit from the continual 
upgrade of information systems. For example, libraries that have converted to online card catalogs are capable of placing 
information on the shelf faster, they report increased patron use (Drake, 1987). Futhermore, commerical bibliographic data 
bases are within reach, and networking within library systems assists with interlibrary loan needs. 

Archives 

Archives have been primarily concerned with the conservation and preservation of records such as agency flles, 
personal papers, and historical documents. Yet the ultimate goal of archival work is to identify and perserve information that 
will be put to use by people (Dearstyne, 1987). While public use as well as research use of records is usually acceptable, 
depending upon the condition of records, users may not know how to access flles. Reference keys such as inventories or 
collection descriptions may only be available at the archives. Even though original data files are more complex and requests 
for assistance to use flles should be directed to archivists, the key to their ayailability may be lacking. During the past few 
years, archivists have begun to recognize the advantages of computer-based record files. Unfortunately, few archivists think 
of themselves as information professionals, and management of information is what computers are designed for (Durr, 1984 ). 
However, with the 1984 publication of the MARC Archival and Manuscripts Control format for standardized machine-reader 
archival description, archivists are beginning to explore the possibilities of automated record-management (Gilliland, 1988). 

Searching for Information 

Interaction Berween Libraries and Archives 

Mainstreaming information on archival records into library card catalogs will be determined by individual libraries. 
However, with the technological advances made in the last 15 years, archivists are exploring the possibilities and advantages 
of automation. Archivists are considering the benefits and problems related to the integration of archival records in online 
card catalog environment (Michelson, 1987). Although not concerned necessarily with circulation, acquistions, or serials 
applications, storing records data on computer-based systems would assist archivists with collections management and use 
(Gilliland, 1988). 

In obtaining research data, scientists usually begin searching at the library. Information is made available by the 
following means: 

1. Communication with librarian. 
2. Library card catalog. 
3. Commerical bibliographic data bases. 
4. Published bibliographies. 
5. Published directories. 
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Accessing Information 

Library 

librarian 

card catalog 
bibliographic databases 
published biographies 
published directories 

Archive 

archivist 

card catalog 
· published collection 

infOrmation 

Information Sources at Libraries and Archives. 

If researchers are aware of archival records, information on holdings can be obtained by using the following: 

1. Communication with archivist. 
2. Archives card catalog. 
3. Published collection information. 
4. Inventories of records. 

Researchers usually start at libraries because they are familiar with the setting. Materials located in the library are arranged 
in an order that is easy to understand and usually books and journals can be found conveniently. Libraries have also made 
great strides in putting users in touch with information quickly. Clearly online accessiblity has been accepted and cheered 
by users. Considering that most scientific researchers are now comfortable with locating reference materials in ·an online 
environment, it seems possible that the integration of archival holdings in a centralized data base would also prove helpful 
to users. Over the past few years, archivists have begun to view records as important resources of information, not simply 
records to be preserved (Cook, 1986). Discussion commenced recently (spurred by the American Society of Archivists Task 
Force on Goals and Priorities) in the archivists community concerning the need to encourage use of records and expand upon 
methods of informing users (Gilliland, 1988). Recognizing their goal is to identify and preserve information for use, many 
archivists are turning to automation as a way to record data and promote use (Dearstyne, 1987). Information sharing through 
bibliographic networks would allow archive records to be mainstreamed into library catalogs, allow exchange of information 
on holdings with other archives, and begin the automation process within archival repositories (Michelson, 1987). Un
fortunately, archives have few descriptive standards suitable for automation. Therefore, to progress with automation quickly, 
it will be necessary to depend upon library automation standards. Library cataloging standards may be too general for 
archives; an example is indexing terms. Compared with the usual three to four terms used for monographs, archive records 
may require up to thirteen to fifteen to adequately describe the materials (Michelson, 1987). Library standards will need to 

be modified to handle special feab.lres of archival records. Although using library standards may cause problems for 
archivists, they can serve as guides for the design of archives standards. 

Kansas Geological Survey 
Archive on -line record 

Aut hor : Meek, Fi e ldinQ Bradford, 

Tit l e: Fie l d J our na l, 1858 

Col l ect ion : R.C. Moo r e Collection 

Document Date: 1 858 

Document Type: handwrit t e n manuscr i p t , 

reproduced f rom mi crofilm 

Added Ent r ies: 

qeoloqy- -quidebooks--Iowa 

qeo l oqy--qu·i deboo ks--Kansas 

Ka nsas--desc r iptio n and tra ve l - - 1858 

I owa--descri ption a nd tra ve l - -1 8 58 

Des c r i pt i o n : 3 no t ebooks, 75 p, illus. , 28 em 

Ca l l t : 001 / B21 

Locatio n : Archi ves 

Example of Online Archival Records. 
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Archival Records in Use 

Personal Papers and Manuscripts 

In some cases, descriptions of personal papers have been written and published for historical purposes. For example, 
Henry Fielding Osborn ' s book, Cope, master naturalist; the life and letters of Edward Drinker Cope, was published by 
Princeton University Press (Osborn, 1931). Cope's personal papers were used as foundations for Osborn's book. The 
publication of Cope's letters allows users to access archival information in library. Archive records can also be found in 
references cited in the Geological Society of America's, Decade of North American Geology, Centennial Volume 1, 
Geologists and Ideas; a history of North American geology. The article by Jean C. Prior and Carolyn F. Milligan, 'The Iowa 
landscapes of Orestes St John," cites the following references: 

National Archives and Records Service, Mircrofl.lm Publication M623, Records of the Geological and 
Geographical Survey of the Territories ("Hayden Survey"), 1867-1879, Rolll2, (StJohn to F.V. 
Hayden letters). 

Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7062, Fielding B. Meek Papers, Box 10, "Iowa, Nebraska, 
1867" Notebook. 

Stanford University Archives, Stanford University President's Report of 1922, and Ray Lyman Wilbur 
Papers, Geology Department, 1922. 

For William B. Hansen's article, "Dust in the wind: I. A. Udden' s tum-of-the-century research at Augustana," the following 
archive records have been cited: 

Augustana College Archives, undated, Anomymous personal sketches of Udden's museum by one of his 
students: Manuscript 17. 

Lindahl, Joshua, 1886a, 1866, Letter to J. A. Udden dated November 13, dealing with concepts of physics: 
Augustana College Archives, manuscript 17, carton 1, folder 4. 

___ , 1866b, Letter to J.A. Udden dated December 21, concerning Udden's research interest: Augus
tana College Archives, manuscript 17, carton 1, folder 4. 

Pmject Files and A~ency Recor<is 

In the early 1950's, the Kansas Geological Survey became involved in the study of high-level radioactive-waste 
disposal in Kansas salt beds. Over the past 30 years, because of the visibility and importance of this issue, the Survey has 
continued to be involved with discussion of site suitability. Records are maintained in the Survey's archives and are available 
to staff geologists and the public for review. Project files include correspondence, manuscripts, maps, drilling records, and 
in-house memorandums. In addition to the project files, two unpublished reports, Report on the Geology and Hydrology of 
Lyons, Kansas, Radioactive Waste Repository Site, (preliminary), and Geology and Hydrology of the Proposed Lyons, 
Kansas Radioactive Waste Repository Site, Final Report, prepared by Kansas Geological Survey staff and released by the 
Center for Research, Inc., located at the University of Kansas, are available in the Survey's Library. 

Information that Crosses the Line 

Fortunately for geoscientists, several categories of unpublished data have found their way into library systems. Items 
such as U.S. Geological Survey open-me reports, which are unpublished data, are being acquired and cataloged by libraries. 
As a result, title descriptions are included in card catalogs and bibliographic data bases. Theses and dissertations are also found 
in many technical research libraries. At times the only source of geologic information for a particular area, theses and 
dissertations are noted for their contribution to geologic research. Cataloging is usually performed following Library of 
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Congress guidelines, and title descriptions are entered in card catalogs. Another example is government-funded studies such 
as the U.S. DepartmentofEnergy'sNational Uranium ResourceEvaluationProgram. Because of the importance of the work 
conducted, data were released as open-file. Reports have been cataloged by libraries and titles listed in card catalogs. As 
in the case of U.S. Geological Survey open-file reports, both theses and dissertations and NURE reports have also been 
included in published bibliographies and commerical bibliographic data bases. 

The amount of unpublished information reaching users depends upon the research library. For example, the 
University of Kansas Libraries system recently converted its records to an online system. The system is currently capable 
of handling records that bear Library of Congress or Dewey Decimal call numbers. Because materials located in specialized 
collections such as government documents (which uses the Superintendent of Documents' SuDoc call number system) and 
archives are not classified by LC or Dewey but with in-house accession numbers, merging records at this time is not possible. 
Since these records are to be integrated, the system will either be progammed to accept the call numbers, or gateways will 
be left open to access the records. However, it is important to remember that this question will not be answered quickly nor 
easily. 

Library Information Systems 

Online Systems that Work to lnfoun Users 

Over the past 15 years, libraries have been involved with the conversion of hard-copy card catalogs to online systems. 
With the continual increase of published information, librarians recognized the potential of online systems with library 
management functions: acquisitions, cataloging, serials control, and circulation (Crawford, 1987). However, several library 
systems are now adding new capabilities and other types of data to their data bases. 

Library Information Systems 

Access to 
directories ...._____ 

Referral 
instructions 

Access to 
~ library collections 

Access to 
archival records 

Sample of Access Provided by Library Information Systems. 

Georgia Institute of Technology-The Georgia Institute of Technology Library collects materials related to 
technology and applied science. Therefore, emphasis is placed more on journals, technical reports, patents, and related 
materials. Consequently, having access at article level was considered of primary importance (Zimmerman, 1987). Access 
to commerical bibliographic data bases was built into online capabilities. Georgia Tech has also merged an in-house datafile 
of information about over 40,000 architecture slides into their information system for reference needs. Formerly information 
on the slides had been stored using a word processor on a personal computer (Zimmerman, 1987). The files have now been 
merged into the larger system where access and retrieval functions are more developed. 

Kansas Geological Suryey Library and Archives-Work has begun on the design of an in-house online card catalog 
at the Kansas Geological Survey. The development guidelines and program needs are to include the integration of archival 
records with monographs and journals. At present, data standards have been written and defined for both published and 
archival records. The development of standards has required the modification of Library of Congress MARC record fonnat 
to Survey library requirements. The online catalog will also serve as a referral directory to other in-house datafiles such as 
the Bibliography of Kansas Geology. Information regarding accessing the University of Kansas Libraries online catalog will 
also be included. 
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Nebraska Hjstorial Socjety-The Nebraska Historical Society located in Lincoln has been developing a proposal 
for a centralized holdings data base for the past two years. Although still in the planning stages, the data base will contain 
information on all records maintained by the society. Information on books, journais, photographs, motion pictures, tape 
recordings, and other types of information will be available to users through the information system. The flrst step in the 
program at the Society has been completed; the library's card catalog had been converted to online. At present, standards 
for an institutional thesarus and authority flle are being developed. 

Conclusion 

Library and archival holdings can work to together to benefit scientific research. Integration of archives records with 
library holdings is a method to place users in touch with published and unpublished data. More importantly, geoscientists 
will be made aware of records that could support their research. As with any type of information, if users are not made aware 
of what is available, the resource is of little use. 

Jewett, John Mark , 1896-1970 

photographs manuscripts 
Other 

archival 
resources 

NetworJrins Libruy and Ardli~ Materials 

Sample of Library and Archive Network. 

Several library systems have already developed online information catalogs that support researchers. There is no doubt that 
library automation has revolutionized the dissemination of information. Physically, books and boxes of records may never 
be compatible. However, although not available in all libraries, a computer-based catalog that integrates references to library 
and archive holdings would create an information system that would be the most advantageous. The integration of archives 
with library holdings would close the gap between published and unpublished data and support both librarians and archivists 
in an effort to assist scientists with research endeavors. 
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FIELD TRIP GUIDEBOOKS NEED NOT BE GRAY LITERATURE 

CORBETT, Robert G. , Ph.D. 
Department of Geology 

The University of Akron, 
Akron, Ohio 44325 

ABSTRACT-- Field trip guidebooks from sectional meetings of 
professional societies typically are "orphans" or "gray literature". 
They have limited distribution, may not be shelved or catalogued, and 
consequently are difficult to find and cite. G. S.A . policy of 
sending copies to the U. S . G. S. Library only in part alleviates these 
difficulties . 

Collaboration with one of 38 academies of science which publish 
at least annually a journal, bulletin or other volume can result in 
"immortalizing" valuable information. We have produced the March 
issue of the Ohio Journal of Science dedicated solely to field trips 
associated with N-C G.S .A. meetings. This approach requires greater 
planning and cooperation than traditional field guides . Meetings 
officers, academy board and editor, authors, and benefactors are 
essential in the effort . If cost of copies for the meeting can be 
1/2 of the normal cover price, and considerably less than 
individually produced guidebooks, then it is reasonable to provide a 
copy to each registrant (not just field trip participants), charged 
to registration fees. Attendance is uncertain; therefore, a local 
benefactor (a Dean or a Foundation) is needed to stand behind 
possible financial loss. Costs include page charges, and printing 
and shipping charges for those copies for the meetings . 

An academy board may welcome visibility and greater distribution 
of the journal, and possibly include a membership application in the 
issue. Obviously, wide-ranging research papers related to the field 
trips will make the issue more attractive to academy members. 

Authors will welcome the greater impact of their work , but may 
be concerned about much earlier deadlines, more stringent review, and 
possible request to bear some page charges . 

Our experiment was successful. Five research articles , 4 field 
guides and one extended abstract appear as the March, 1988, issue of 
the Ohio Journal Science. Cost to each registrant (from fees) was 
less than 50% of the non-member price of $8 . 00. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Field trip guidebooks may be produced without particular regard 
to style , format, editing, review or binding. The only deadline for 
an author is that the guidebook be handed out as participants leave 
for the field. 

Even so , many guidebooks are carefully prepared. More the pity , 
because they are destined to become gray literature just as certainly 
as poorly produced guidebooks. 

Ephemera have limited distribution, copies provided to local 
libraries may not be shelved or catalogued, and such literature is 
difficult or impossible to find and cite. Knowledge is unnecessarily 
l ost. 

GRAY LITERATURE CAN BE SAVED 

If a guidebook is worth preparing, it is worth saving . Under 
the heading "Archives Copies ", the Section Meeting Handbook of the 
Geological Society of America (19 75, unpaged) has the following short 
paragraph: "One complimentary copy (preferably two) of each 
guidebook should be deposited with the U.S. Geological Survey 
Library, Gifts and Exchange Section, National Center Mail Stop 950, 
12201 Sunrise Valley Dr i ve, Reston , VA 22092" . 

The significance of this action is probably not widely 
appreciated. First , the U. S . G. S. Library is well versed in 
cataloguing and maintaining ephemera . This is accomplished through 
use of a classification system unique to U.S . G.S. Currently , 
requestors in Reston, Denver , Flagstaff and Menlo Park can use an 
on-line system fo r retrieval. Others can request issue by issue open 
fi le reports entitled New Information Resources of the U. S. 
Geological Survey Library System . In the future, both CD Rom laser 
discs and dial-up access from a computer will be available. 
Addi tionally , MARC records for the guidebooks provide access by 
librarians using O.C . L.C. and provide cataloging authority . 

Second, GEOREF personnel from the American Geological Institute 
view each week new materials received by U.S.G.S. Library. Upon 
inquiry, I was told that the "chances are very great" that field trip 
guidebooks sent to the U.S.G . S. Library would be included in the 
GEOREF database. 

I urge that copies of all fie ld trip guidebooks be sent to 
U. S.G.S . Library. I view it as a professional obligation, and 
suggest the "should" understates the need. Although knowledge is 
saved , potential problems of style, fo r mat, editing, review and 
binding for a given field trip guidebook remain. 
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IMPROVING THE PUBLICATION 

Elevating the guidebook to status of a formal publication 
requires additional effort. However, the resultant guidebook 
benefits through editing for style and format, review for validity, 
and reproduction of better quality . Other results include greater 
distribution and physical availability in more libraries. Formal 
publication can be achieved in at least three ways: issuance by a 
state geological survey as part of a formal series, inclusion in 
formal (but infrequently produced) collections of field trip guides 
such as G.S .A. 's Centennial Field Guide series (Biggs, 1985); or by a 
dedicated issue of a widely distributed journal. I shall elaborate 
on how to accomplish the latter result. 

CAN IT BE DONE? 

At least two years prior to scheduled meetings, the Field Trip 
Chairman or Coordinator must consider potential : leaders (authors) 
and titles of field trips; authors and titles of research reports 
germane to field trips; journals suitable for a dedicated issue; 
costs to be borne; and financing and possible benefactors . 

Leaders and authors should be sought out in coordination with 
the General Chairman of the Meetings, Chairman of Technical Programs, 
and other colleagues. Topics and titles need to represent a broad 
spectrum of interests, particularly if a dedicated issue of an 
interdisciplinary journal is being considered. 

Collaboration with one of the 38 academies of science which 
publish a journal , bulletin or other volume at least annually is 
suggested. A recent issue of the Proceedings, Directory, and 
Handbook of the National Association of Academies of Science provides 
specific information (Majumdar, 1984, p . 96-137). Informal inquiry 
of the editor will provide general answers as to precedent and 
potential for a dedicated issue, normal size of issue, costs, 
deadlines and other requirements. Benefits to the academy include 
greater distribution of an issue, possibly with a membership 
application bound in , and possibly delegation of some editorial tasks 
to the host institution or Field Trip Coordinator . 

Once total costs are estimated (probably including page and/or 
editorial charges, per copy charges for several hundred journals 
beyond the normal run, and shipping charges), the question of 
financial feasibility can be addressed. 

Sources of funds to sponsor the issue may come from: page 
charges provided by authors, departments, colleges or companies; 
assessments against meeting registration fees on a per person basis ; 
additional assessments against field trip registration fees; 
contributions or subsidies from industry, foundations, the host 
college, and/or the academy of science . 
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SOURCES OF FUNDS 

Obtaining reliable commitments for funds is the most difficult 
task in the planning stage. Page charges at rates generally required 
by the journal should be committed by Department Head or Dean for 
potential authors from the host institution. Generally, there are no 
charges borne by the author of the typical field trip guidebook. The 
value of "immortalizing" and raising status of the publication may 
convince outside authors to pay or seek payment for page charges . 
Page charges are less of a problem for authors of related research 
papers, because they normally would anticipate such costs. 

It is essential for the General Chairman of the Meetings, 
possibly in consultation with others, to support the concept of a 
dedicated issue of a journal by a financial commitment from 
registration fees : If planned early, this cost can be built into the 
registration fee. As a working guideline, I suggest that 50% of the 
individual journal issue price be requested. This is possible 
because the incremental cost per copy for an extended printing run 
may be less than 20% of the individual issue price. All groups 
benefit from this approach: the academy has a greater distribution 
of the issue through the meeting, possibly aiding in recruitment of 
new members; the author has a wider distribution to geoscientists of 
the article; participants at the meeting get a copy of the journal at 
a bargain price; field trip participants get a high quality field 
trip guidebook; and the articles are more readily retrievable in the 
future. All aspects of gray literature are gone. 

It is also reasonable to char ge another 50% of the published 
price of the journal against field trip fees, even though 
participants receive only the one copy from their registration . They 
are the immediate beneficiaries of this method of publication, and 
through the double charge to field trip participants, they obtain a 
better quality guidebook at a lower price than would be possible from 
the conventional approach to producing guidebooks. 

Some additional funds are necessary. There will be 
disappointments between the time of early commitment and final layout 
of the journal. Some authors wil l back away, other authors will have 
an article rejected by reviewers , registration of participants at the 
meetings and/or on field trips may fall short of expectations, and 
costs may go up because of length of articles. The most appealing 
way to cover financial shortfall i s to have an industrial or 
foundation source to rely upon, when and if needed. If outside funds 
are not possible, discretionary funds from a dean or development 
office become vital. 

SHOULD IT BE DONE? 

There are at least 6 constituencies of interested persons to be 
satisfied. If any one is dissatisfied or unwilling, the effort may 
fail. Authors must agree that in return for raising the status of 
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their contribution, they will: 
meet strict deadlines 
adhere to journal style 
work diligently to satisfy reviewers 
maintain prearranged length of article 
possibly provide page charges 
join the academy, if appropriate. 

Meetings officers must: 
be willing to distribute the publication to each 

registrant, paying from registration fees for the 
copies 

agree to field trip topics diverse enough to interest 
academy members other than geoscientists. 

Host institution administrators must agree to: 
payment of page charges for authors from the 

institution 
possibly provide a subsidy. 

Academy Directors, Business Officers and/or Editor must: 
commit ' to a dedicated issue 
accept for review only articles first deemed 

appropriate by the Field Trip Coordinator or 
meetings officers 

be willing to expand the number of pages of the issue 
if necessary 

provide copies for the meetings from an extended printing 
at incremental costs 

possibly provide a subsidy . 

Benefactors from industry or private foundations may be needed to 
provide a subsidy . 

The Field Trip Coordinator must: 
be convinced that the product is worth the extra effort 
be willing to provide help to the journal editor by such 

tasks as: serving as or finding a local special issue 
editor, recruiting knowledgeable reviewers, serving as 
initial reviewer, reminding authors of and insisting 
that they meet deadlines, meet deadlines for ordering 
copies for the extended press run and for paying bills . 

Registrants at the meetings and participation in field trips 
must be given a journal issue of high quality and such value that 
they would otherwise have been pleased to pay voluntarily the amount 
charged to their registration fee for the issue. 

A CASE HISTORY 

North Central Section of the Geological Society of America met 
at the University of Akron in April of 1988 . I had been selected as 
the Field Trip Coordinator early in 1986 . As I compiled the 
potential list of field trip leaders from Minnesota, Michigan and 
Ohio, my thoughts dwelled on the logistics, communication, style, 
format and duplication problems associated with producing a series of 
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guidebooks for as many as 8 field trips. 

At some point, the concept of incorporating them as a dedicated 
journal issue struck me. I had published in the Ohio Journal of 
Science in the previous year (Manner, Lee, and Corbett, 1985), and 
was pleased with the international distribution of the journal (as 
evidenced by correspondence and reprint requests) and the attractive 
style of the journal. 

Initial reaction to combining field trip guides into a dedicated 
issue of Ohio Journal of Science varied from positive to negative 
among my colleagues. Throughout the next 18 months, each concern was 
viewed from different perspectives by those with whom I had to 
achieve cooperation. For example , the General Chairman of the 
Meeting was very supportive, but initially felt funding should not 
come from registration fees. He and I were overly optimistic about a 
large subsidy from a major corporation headquartered in the area. 
Our initial inquiries were welcomed and encouraged, but eventually 
the request was denied, the result of corporate difficulties . We 
developed an alternate plan for funding, relying on page charges from 
some authors or institutions , a subsidy from the host institution, 
and a subsidy from registration fees for the meetings. I had hoped 
for a fixed sum from registration fees . A conservative fiscal 
approach involving an uncertain figure of registrants led to a 
per-issue-distributed figure for the subsidy. I accepted the risk 
should attendance be below expectations. The figure agreed upon was 
$3.00 per issue, but for persons going on the field trips an 
additional charge of $3 . 00 was to be levied against field trip fees. 
In short order, two of the potential 8 trips were withdrawn for 
reasons unrelated to publication of the dedicated issue . Of the 6 
remaining trips that were held, 4 guidebooks and one extended 
abstract describing a field trip are incorporated in the journal, 
accompanied by 5 research articles related to the field trips. Two 
separate guidebooks were prepared by field trip leaders. Of these, 
one (for a 2 day trip) could not be condensed to fit into the journal 
issue, and another was late , miss i ng all deadlines and extensions 
after reviewers had required major rev1s1on. This latter situation 
impacted our finances, as it would have provided page charges. Each 
author of a field guide had been allocated up to 8 typeset pages. 
The standard journal format is 48 pages , accommodating 6 field guides 
of 8 pages each . Through the kind cooperation of the academy, we 
were allowed additional pages in groups of 4, in order to accommodate 
our research articles. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Income 
subsidy from O.J.S. Development Fund 
page charges (4 sets of authors, 

two of whom are at The University 
of Akron) 

subsidy from College Dean 
charges against registration 

field trip fees, and other sales 

Expenses 
editorial (page charges) 
650 extra copies 

$750-
2190-

1163-

1605-
$5708-

$5058-
650-

$5708-

We estimated a need for 650 copies, and distributed and/or sold 
about 550 at the meetings. 

TIME SCHEDULE 

Effort began 24 months prior to the actual meetings . Authors 
wanted a deadline closer to the meetings than the journal editor. 
For an April meeting, some authors argued for a late November 
deadline whereas the Journal Editor and Business Officer sought the 
previous May (for the March issue). We negotiated what seems a fair 
compromise in that each party was equally uncomfortable with the 
September deadline. For the September deadline, solemn commitments 
were required from authors to have clean manuscripts, reviewers to 
expedite review, and authors to revise manuscripts with all possible 
care as well as haste. 

To assist others who will incorporate field trip guides in a 
dedicated issue of a professional journal, I have summarized our 
activity and experience into 6 month periods as follows: 

Months 1-6 

o Select Field Trip Coordinator 
o Collect suggestions for field trip leaders and authors of 

related papers 
o Pursue informally funding commitments from a major 

corporation to cover page charges originally estimated 
at $3360 (48 p . + $70/page) 

o Approach the journal on an informal basis 
o Review responses for feasibility 
o Seek support for concept of dedicated issue from G. S . A. 

Section Officers . 
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Months 7-12 

o Submit formal request to Academy Editor and Business 
Office~ 

o Receive Academy Board approval 
o Discuss possible deadlines for submission, review and 

revision of manuscripts with editor 
o Submit formal request for funding to major corporation 
o Send formal letters to potential authors, asking for pledge 

to meet short deadlines. 

Months 13-18 

o Recruit extra reviewers with commitment for timely review 
o Send list of extra reviewers to Editor 
o Receive rejection on funding request from corporation 
o Request $1500 subsidy to serve as backup from College Dean . 
o Obtain agreement to pay page charges for University of 

Akron authors 
o Obtain agreement to provide $3 per copy from registration 

fees. 
o Send instructions on preparation of manuscripts to each · 

potential author , along with concerns about copywrite 
permission, avoidance of encouraging trespass on 
private property , etc. 

o Receive OK for subsidy from Dean 
o Remind authors early in month 15 of manuscript deadline 

early in month 18 
o Receive most manuscripts 
o Read for appropriateness to the dedicated issue 
o Withhold two, for consideration of excess length problem 

Send 3 copies of individual manuscripts to Journal Editor 
o with my comments on separate sheets between the 13th 

of month 18 and 6th of month 19). 

Month 19-24 

o Conclude that one field guide is too long to include and 
cannot be condensed - arrange to have extended 
abstract represent it 

o Finally abandon another field guide after 3 time extensions 
are missed 

o Journal Editor sends copies to outside reviewers, and then 
reviews to the authors (copying me, so that I can 
encourage timely revision) 

o Revisions from authors returned to Editor between 19th of 
month 20 and 25th of month 22, Editor is satisfied. 
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o I send editor preferred sequence of papers (based on 
geologic age of units considered) 

o Galley proofs received by authors on 2nd of month 23, all 
returned to Editor by 16th of month 23. 

o I make final requests for 2 authors to join Academy to 
qualify for lower page charges for members. 

o I order 650 issues on the extended printing for 
our use. 

o Journals are printed and 650 copies are shipped to my 
office in month 24. 

Month 25 

o Distribute journals in registration packets, and have 

Month 26 

extra for sale, along with two other field trip 
guides. 

o Send payment in full to Ohio Academy of Science. Leftover 
copies were purchased at cost from Dean's subsidy, and 
remain for distribution as requested. 
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THE USE OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS BY GEOLOGISTS AS CITED IN THE GEOLOGIC 
LITERATURE AND FROM A CIRCULATION STUDY IN A GEOLOGY BRANCH LIBRARY. 

Barbara E. Haner 
Physical Sciences Library 

University of California, Riverside 
Riverside, CA 92517 

ABSTRACT 

Geology is unique among the sciences as a considerable amount of 
fundamental research is supported by government publications issued by the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) and state geological survey. 

Citation analysis of seven core serials of the geologic literature for 
1985, showed that government document citations averaged 16" of all reference 
citations. Eleven percent of these citations were to material produced by 
geological surveys, 5" USGS publications, 2" state geological surveys, and 4" 
foreign geological surveys. In addition federal agencies contributed 2", state 
universities and university presses 2", and other international government 
agencies 1"· 

High citation rates in journals were found to significantly correlate with 
authorship and type of article. Articles in which over 40" of the citations 
were to government documents usually had at least one author who was a USGS 
staff geologist or from a state geological survey. These articles frequently 
synthesized broad regional studies. In the citation category of 3Q-40", more 
than half the topics were on paleontology. The source journal used for 
paleontology, Journal 21. PaleontologY, was the serial recording the highest 
number of citations per article, 24"· 

A recent circulation study at the Geology-Geophysics Library, University of 
California, Los Angeles, indicated that in the 'Top 50' list of intensively-used 
serials, nine were government publications. These publications accounted for 23 
percent of the total use in this category. 

These studies show that geological research depends to a considerable 
extent upon government documents to form a stable core of literature for 
information. References to early geological literature from the nineteenth 
century, particularize in paleontology, indicates that early reports of the 
state geological surveys are also fundamental for research. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geology and botany are unique among the sciences as .both fields rely upon 
major government agencies to provide fundamental research. Serial citation 
studies of geological journals have shown that two of the most cited serials are 
government publications. Consistently, the USGS Professional Paper and the USGS 
Bulletin have ranked in the top twelve journals cited in most studies (Craig, 
1969; Brown, 1956; Gross and Woodford, 1931; Hawkes, 1967; and Woodford, 
1969.) 
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These publications present the research results of professional geologists 
employed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) which was e_stablished by an act of 
Congress on March 3, 1879 to provide a permanent Federal Agency to conduct 
systematic and scientific "classification of the public lands, and examination 
of the geological structure, mineral resources, and products of the natural 
domain" (Rabbitt, 1978). An integral part of that original mission includes 
publishing and disseminating the earth-science information needed to understand, 
to plan the use of, and to manage the Nation's energy, land, mineral, and water 
resources. 

Individual states have also established geological surveys, but their 
publications are ofte"n local in nature. Before 1900, and prior to the 
establishment of the USGS, these surveys frequently defined type formation 
sections and fossil material which are still valid and referred to today. The 
quality of any state geological survey may vary at different times as personnel 
and emphasis change. Geological surveys have also been established by most 
countries, and emphasize the geological concern~ of the country or region. 

The present study of the geological literature will provide an extension of 
earUer work using citation counting, but placing emphasis on the use of 
government documents and agencies. A comparison with past studies will be made 
where possible and will highlight the retrospective use of geologic literature. 

OBJECTIVES 

Citation analysis studies have been carried out at approximately 20 year 
intervals in the geological sciences and have produced ranked lists of serials 
as they were quoted in the geological serial literature. Although these studies 
have recognized the high ranking status of publications of the USGS, they have 
not identified other government publications or focused on the variety of 
materials quoted in the literature. 

This study was developed with four objectives. The first was to identify 
government agencies and their publications utilized by geologists at the 
federal, state, and international level. The second was to determine the 
retrospective use of this information and to determine variations in the 
subfields of geology including paleontology, mineralogy, and economic geology. 
The third was to analyze factors which influenced high citation results and the 
fourth was to compare these results with other citation studies and the results 
of circulation studies. 

METHODOLOGY 

In 1931, Gross and Woodford ident ified six geological journals which they 
considered to form a key geological journal set. These journals ranked in the 
top ten for geological literature citation studies by Craig ( 1969) and Brown 
(1956). Woodford (1969) increased this list to seven and this set was used by 
Kohut (1974) to determine obsolescence patterns of geologic literature. 

This study utilized the seven journals used by Woodford in 1969 because 
this allowed accurate comparison with earlier studies. These journals cover 
both the broad and specialized . literatu re of geology. This study considers 
three general American geological jour nals; American Journal Qf Science (AJSC), 
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Geological SocietY 2! America Bulletin (GSAB) and Journal Qf Geology (JGEO); and 
four specialized journals, American Association 2! Petroleum Geologists Bulletin 
(AAPG), American Mineralogist (AMMI), Economic Geology (EGEO) and Journal 2t 
Paleontology (JPAL). The choice of source journals was limited to American 
publications in order to show the role of government information as actually 
used by American geologists. Three journals are published by professional 
societies, GSAB, AAPG, and AMMI. All of the journals are refereed and have a 
long publication history. 

Major publication series of the USGS were identified and a record sheet 
created to include USGS publications, state and foreign geological surveys, 
federal agencies, state agencies, university presses, publications from state 
funded universities, and foreign or international government agencies. Only 
university presses from land grant universities were considered in this study. 

The total number of references and government citations were counted and 
recorded for each journal. Citations were recorded for each authored article 
listed in the reference section of each article from the core journal set. 
Excluded were society news items, letters, book reviews, specialized notes e.g. 
Paleontological ~ and discussion and reply comments to previous articles. 
Each article was numbered consecutively per issue, and a government citation was 
recorded by article and year. This allowed retrospective use of government 
citations to be studied. The year 1985 was chosen for this study as all the 
journal issues were available in bound volumes. Five year intervals are al~o a 
convenient measure for data plotting. 

Government citations are recorded as a percentage of the total number of 
citations in an article and as a total percentage of all government citations 
for the journal being considered (table 1). The percentages were rounded using 
the standard rounding rule where a number above 0.55 is rounded up to the 
nearest integer percent. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

General Comments 

Table 1 summarizes the physical format of the journals in 1929, 1967, and 
1985. Although the number of pages have increased by 42 percent since 1929, 
format and presentation changes have resulted in no appreciable page increase 
since 1967, There has been a six-fold increase in references since 1929. None 
of the journals indicate that they have a policy to limit the number of 
references, but the GSAB has accommodated this by reducing the print size for 
references and creating a triple column format. Although there appears to be a 
wide range of differences in the average number of overall citations, EGEO, the 
highest has some long journal articles with very comprehensive citation lists 
which causes this imbalance. 

The journals can be divided into four groups if the average percent for 
government citations is used: over 20 percent (JPAL); 16 - 20 percent (AAPG, 
EGEO, GSAB); and 15 - 10 percent (AMJS, JGEO); and less than 10 percent (AMMI). 
This latter journal has many articles which are geochemical in nature and 
references are derived from the specialized chemical and geochemical literature. 
JPAL also serves a specialized research interest, but as pal~ontological studies 
depend upon accurate comparison with type specimens, often described first in 
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the literature of the state geological surveys, this is reflected in the high 
state government citation rate. A number of university presses have also become 
noted for their specialized contributions to paleontology and 5 percent of the 
references in JPAL came from this source (table 2). In contrast, the three 
journals with 16-20 percent of their references being to government publications 
are noted for their regional studies and GSAB is recognized as a major research 
journal for academia. 
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Gross and Woodford used 1929 as their study year, and in the intervening 56 
years there has been a proliferation of journals which has diluted the average 
citation rate of government documents from 25.4 percent (1929) to 15.8 percent. 
In 1988 Stouffer reported that 15 percent of the citations in the Bibliography 
Arul Index Qf Geology are derived from government sources. This study also 
reflects that today geologists cite approximately the same amount of geologic 
literature. 

Sources gf geologic literature 

Grouping the individual journal citations into t~ree government categories: 
a) federal; b) state; and c) foreign government publications and to identify 
within . each category the geological survey material at that level and then by 
other appropriate agencies allowed individual differences between journals to be 
identified (tables 2 and 3). 
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Table 3: Citation count• to publicatioaa of tbe USGS, atate aeoloaical 
aurveya, aDd foreian aeoloaical aurveya froa tbe core journal aet, 1985. 

OIGAIIIWIOI/ 
PUJLICA1'IOI 

JOOUAL 

AAPG AJIC Mill EGEO GIAI JGEO JPAL TOTAL 

Prof. Papera 63 14 21 96 231 73 523 

..... 44 10 0 19 139 5 7 224 

Open Pile lpta 42 4 4 55 71 9 16 201 

lulletiD 21 15 23 46 53 3 29 190 

Circulan 11 0 0 6 31 56 

Joar. lea. 4 2 4 14 14 5 

Water SIIPPlY 9 0 7 5 2 25 

lliacellueou 3 3 I 6 11 40 

TOTAL 196 55 55 241 545 51 150 1303 

S'l'Afl GJOLOGICAL SUIVE!S 

Pablicatioaa 126 15 11 60 161 13 131 524 

..... 11 9 0 2 40 3 66 

OpeD Pile lpta 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 7 

toTAL 140 24 11 62 212 14 134 597 

l'OIIlGI GJOLOGICAL IUIVEtS 

Pablicatioaa 99 10 79 155 211 39 148 111 

..... 31 3 11 17 23 10 96 

130 13 90 172 241 49 149 914 

Publications of the USGS rank highest in citations reflecting that all the 
publications are American. The international scope of geology is indicated by 
the fact that publications of geological surveys outside of the United States is 
double that of references to state geological publications. In each category, 
citations from the GSAB are the highest, but as this study considered all issues 
of the journal, this should be expected. Economic Geology ranks second for both 
USGS publications and international publications, but considering the scope of 
economic geology this publication ranks fourth in utilizing the reports of the 
state geological surveys. This contrasts with AAPG where local practical 
information is rep<:>rted and publications of the state geological surveys rank 
high. Authors in the Journal 2f. Paleontology also refer to publications of the 
state geological surveys; and are also the highest citers of material produced 
by the state universities and universit y presses. 
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This information is presented graphically in figure 1. The accumulated 
government citations represents the distribution as a function of the total 
number of citations in the study. The journals are represented as a percentage 
of the government citations only otherwise the individual differences would be 
too small to draw graphically. This diagram clearly demonstrates the low 
citation rates within the journals American Journal of Science, American 
Mineralogist, and Journal 2f. Geology. These journals all have citations of one 
percent or less to state geological survey material. 

Table 3 considers only material published by the geological surveys. All 
of the major publications of the USGS are considered individually, and separate 
categories were also created for maps and publications within the state and 
foreign geological survey divisions. Open file reports for state geological 
surveys were also identified as many states have produced open file reports 
since the 1960s. This material is generally not entered onto the GeoRef 
database or included in the Bibliography and Index of Geology. Frequently, open 
file reports are listed separately from the general state geology publication 
lists, and are not routinely collected by libraries. This information may 
represent some of the most current geological information on a region, but as 
this study suggests it is currently underused. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the total use of USGS publications as 
cited in 1985 and expresses their use for each journal as a percentage of the 
total USGS citation use. The ranked list shows that the most heavily cited 
journal is the USGS Professional Paper which is. referenced in all journals 
(Table 3). In 1967 Woodford found that the USGS Professional Paper was the most 
cited government serial. In the overall total figures this is followed by USGS 
maps (17.2%), USGS Open File Reports (15.4%) and the USGS Bulletin (14.6%). 
These four publications account for 87.2% of the tOtal USGS citation use in 
1985. This general pattern is repeated in citations recorded in the GSAB. 
Regional mapping studies and analysis of tectonic and stratigraphic problems are 
often published in GSAB and is reflected in the high number of map citations. 
Maps are less frequently cited in EGEO and AAPG although they reflect a similar 
distribution pattern in ranked importance. The major difference being that in 
EGEO open file reports are utilized more than maps. Open file reports which 
discuss current research, mapping projects, and especially mineral distribution 
may provide more information for economic geology research than standard map 
series of the USGS. Map citations rank low in JPAL with its emphasis on 
paleontology which is usually conducted in a laboratory environment. The USGS 
Bulletins contain significant data and interpretations that are of lasting 
scientific interest, but are generally more limited in scope than professional 
papers. This more specialized function may be why they are cited more 
frequently in AMMI. 

Federal agencies which are cited more than ten times in the citation record 
for 1985 are listed in order of citation rank in table 4. The Final Reports of 
the ~ Sea Drilling Proiect published by the Government Printer provide basic 
research information of interest to geologists especially those involved in 
micropaleontology, marine sedimentation and tectonic reconstruction of ocean 
basins. First published in 1969, their impact as a fundamental research tool 
can be measured as they are cited three times more than the publications from 
the next government institute, the Smithsonian Institution and its bureau, the 
US National Museum. Publications of this institute are cited overwhelmingly by 
authors in the JPAL. The Department of Energy and the US Bureau of Mines are 
both cited most heavily by authors in EGEO and AAPG reflecting the emphasis on 
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energy, and particularly uranium resources. The focus of AMMI towards 
mineralogy is clearly evident in federal government citation~aa it cites 
references to reports published by the US Bureau of Standards and the US 
national laboratories. Overall these seven federal sources for documents 
represent 82.6X of all federal agencies and the additional 17.4 percent are 
represented by 21 agencies. These agencies are listed in table 5 and indicate 
the broad interest of the geological sciences. 

'fable ca re4era1 aupported fOYe1'1UieDt &feDaiea ri tJa OYer to aitatiou 
.. quoted ill tbe oore joaraal aet for 1985 liated ill order of aitatioa • 

.TOftD.L 

UN a.T8C a.% ..., .... .TfiiiO .TDL 'f0'1'Uo 

NDr .. , I I 91 JO 17 111 

8aitbaoDi&D l .. t 0 I 2 2 • 2 57 ., 
/08 ••t .... _ 

Dept beZ'IJY 8 0 1 10 • 0 0 as 
us aureau Ilia•• c 1 • 7 0 0 0 18 

•at hr 8talaclar48 0 2 12 2 0 0 0 11 .,. Dept Ac)riaultur• 1 , 0 0 8 1 0 u .,. ••t Laboratoriea 0 0 8 , 2 0 0 u 
'fO!'U. 78 11 u 21 117 , 74 no 

Table 5: Liat of federal gove~nt agenciea which are reported in the geologic 
literature with 10 or leaa referencea. 

DEPARTKENT/AGEKCY/COMMISION 

Gove~nt Printinq Office 

National Aeronautic• 
' Space Adainiatration NASA 

National Oceanic 
' Ataoapheric Adainiatration 

National Technical Inforaation 
Service (NTIS) 

National Water R••ourcea Agency 

OS Arwy Cold Region Report& 
Aray Corp• Engineer• 
Defence Mappinq Agency 

OS AtO.ic Energy Co.aiaaion 

OS Bureau Cenaua 
OS Bureau Ca.aerce 
OS Bureau Reclaaation 

OS Coaat ' Geodetic Survey 
OS J:nvironaental Protection 

Agency 

OS Dept Interior 
Piah l Wildlife 
IGCP Project 
National Parka Service 

OS Dept Navy 
OS Nuclear Regulatory Agency 
OS Dept Tranaport 
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Retrospective llK 

Throughout the study, the year of publication was recorded for all 
publications. Three geological publications, the USGS Professional Paper, USGS 
maps, and publications of the state geological surveys were plotted for the 
Geological SocietY gf America Bulletin, American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists Bulletin, and the JoUrnal 2! Paleontology (figure 3 ). These three 
journals represent a comprehensive general society journal, and a specialized 
journals in the fields of economic geology and paleontology. In many science 
and technology fields the literature is obsolete after a period of ten years 
(Line, 1979). Kohurt (1974) studying 10 geological journals noted slower 
obsolescence rates in geology. All three journals have some features in common. 
The lack of geological publications during the two World Wars, and the overall 
growth in literature since the 1950s. This is particularly true for maps and 
corresponds to a major expansion of the mappirig programs as exploration for oil, 
gas, and uranium occurred in the late 1950s. All publications hold relatively 
steady during the early part of the century and show a slow growth rate 
especially the .ll.S..Q.S. Professional Paper during the 1920s noted by Kohut (1974). 

GSAB indicates this typical slower obsolescence rate for geological 
literature with the 80 percent use of all three publication formats being 
concentrated over the period of the last 30 years. There is some interest in 
the early USGS map .E2!iQ Series in both the GSAB and AAPG citations, but the 
major contrast of the AAPG and JPAL with the GSAB can be seen when studying the 
state geqlogy survey publications. In the AA.f£i Bulletin the use of state 
publications accelerates markedly in the last 10 years, while in the JPAL state 
publications average between 5 and 10 percent until the pre-1900 period where 
there is a marked increase to 26 percent. Brown (1956, p.104) states that state 
geological ·publications "of the earlier years of this century ••• are of more 
value than those of later years", an observation which is clearly for 
paleontologists who refer to the early surveys extensively for descriptions of 
fossil specimens. This reflects on the taxonomic and research methodology of 
paleontology. 

Historical perspective 

How old is the oldest literature cited in each of the three geological 
survey categories studied, federal, state, and international? The USGS was not 
established until 1879, and prior to this date there had been a number of 
geological and geographical surveys initiated by the US Congress. Table 5 lists 
some early papers within each category and also indicates the journal and 
article from which they were cited. The oldest document under the United States 
federal category was a Senate Executive Document and a similar type of document 
to the Australian Parliament is recorded in the international category. The 
oldest state document was issued in 1838. 

Citation 1:Ak§ 

This study indicates that for the year 1985 the average percent of 
government citations in a journal article was 16 percent. Journal articles were 
studied which had significantly higher rates than average. Articles were chosen 
for analysis when they exceeded two limits: (1) set A, 30 percent (approximately 
double the average government citation rate); and (2) set B, 40 percent. 
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Table 6: Tbe biatorical uae of federal, United State• Geolo1ical Survey, atate 
&Dd iDteraatioD&l 1overa.ent aeolo1ic&l literature && cited iD 1985. 

GUillrt, Q. 1., 1190, Lake loaMYiUe, USGS lloeoarlfll 1. Ul p. 

Voa 1'illl, D. 1., All ..... i~~aer, I. v., ud lbarp, J. v., liltory of Cao1oic uteuioa 
ia cntral S..ier Deeert, .. n-eutral Utall, froe COCOIP Hilaic rlflectioa 
data, ... ricea Aaeociatioa Petrol ... teolaci•t• lalletia, v. 69, p. 1077•1017. 

Walcott, C. D., 1H3, Pre-e.braia ipeou rocltl of till Ullllar terr-. Qrud Caa?oa, 
Ariaou, UIU '-! a.,ort 14, Part II, 520 p. 

11-r, 1., Mlluocyrillioe, a- •- of ltnctvally CCIIIflU lata Protero10ic 
aicrofo81ill froe tllllw .... t r-tioe (Qur Gr-.), Qrud Caa?oa, Ariaou, 
Joaraal of PaleoatolOCY, v. 59, p. 741•765. 

OweD, D. D., 1144, leport of I 110l01ical ..rvey of ViiCODiia, Iowa, aM IlliDOil, 
2Dd IClitioa. u.s. 21tll Collar•••· hute biC1ItiYI ~t, 407:1-191. 

IUtadti, 11. 1., ud lietlcllel, s., IIMecriptioe of U. llllolotne of kl-iua 
I....ai1 0..1, 1152, Joaraal of Pal ... tOlOIY, v. 59, p. 561-571. 

r-11, J. v., 1175, bploratiOII of till ColorMo liYir of till ... t ud itl tri .. tariu 
1169-72, u.s. Govar ... at Priatilla Office, a.itllloeiu Iutitllte hltlicatioe, 291 p. 

Laity, J. E., ud llalia, 11. c., s.,i .. pracuHI ud till ~t of 
tllllter•._.... vall~ 11tworu os till ColorMo Plat-. Geolacical Society 
of ... rica lalletie, v. 96, p. 203·217. 

llatblr, v. v., 1131, 2Dd ~ r~JGrt, Geolocical IVY~ of Olaio, p.201·274. 

ljentedt, 1'. V., ud Pel-.., I. II., Str-tol'fOrOid pal.-yMCOlOIY ia tbl l.llcu 
DoloetODI (lliiWll DIYoaiu) oe llllYI hlud, Ollio, Jouul of PaleoatolOCY 
v. 59, •· 1033-1061. 

1111, J, 1152, Delcriptioea of tile orautc r ... iu of till la-er aiiW.le diviaioa of till lew 
fork Syat .. , lew fork llolocical IVYIY, PaleoatolOIY of lew fork, v. 2, p. 1•362. 

lucll, I. 11., ud lwartl, r. 11., lloltiaa ud uacriptioa of a .. JM.al-u• trilobite 
froe PIBalylvaaia, JOU'ul of PaleoatolOCY, v. 59, p. 1062•1074. 

leek, r. 1., 1166, Delcriptioea of iiYirtellrltll froe tbl Clrlllloliferoaa Syet .. , 
Illiaoil llolacical IVYIY, v. 2, p. 143•411. 

Jloare, I. D., ud Stvaeoa, 11. 1'., 1'M Pnuylvaaiaa autropod PleadoiYIOP11111'a (Pallldo
IYiotl1111'a) fr .. tile App&laclliaa lillie, Jouraal of Paleoatoloay, v. 59, p. 60-71. 

Ift1111A1'IOIAL 

Jo ... toa, I. 11., 1111, Syat ... tic accoaat of tbl tile llolOIY of r ..... ia. Govera.eat 
Prioter, -...rt, 401 p. 

Streit, I., ud Pl-r, I. I., lliclleliaoceratida (Jiaatiloidla) froe till Ordoviciu of 
1'-ia, Allltralia, Jouul of PaleoatolOIY, v. 59, p. 149-159 . 

.,_, A. 1., 1177, Iota oa tlll1'ertiary IODI ud _..rlyilla roc:U of U. oortllwlat 
Pujall, holoaical IVYey of IDdia lecorda, v. 11, p. 107·132. 

lvllull, D. v., ud 1'allirkblli, A. 1., 1'M ..... toltratiar~. fi81i-track datiaa, 
ud atratilrlflliC evolatioa of till ,.,...,... tate,_~ Illata oortllln PakiataD, 
Geolacical Society of ... rica lalletia, v. 96, p. 539-552. 

hlWJ'II, A. 1. c., 1159, teolacical DOtal of a jo.ney ia ._til AutralJ.a froe C.,. 
Jarvia to lloaat Serle, Parli-tary P.,.ra, Allllli .. , uatralia, 10. 20, 4 p. 

C.,.to, 11. ·v., ud cr-11, J.C., lliaratioa of alacial ceater1 ecroe• Goedvaaa dviac 
Paleoaoic Ira, Geolacical laciety of ... rica lalletia, ¥. 96, p. 1020-t~36. 
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Eleven percent of the total number of articles published in the seven 
journals qualified for this analysis (table 7). One third of these articles 
were published in JPAL and represented 20 percent of the papers recorded from 
this journal. Forty-four percent of the articles had at least one author from 
a geological survey. In set B, where more than 40 percent of the citations were 
to government publications, 20 articles had at least one author who was a staff 
member of a geological survey and would be more familiar with geological survey 
literature. An additional 3 authors were professional geologists and employed 
in a museum, institute and oil company. In contrast, 60 percent of all the 
authors in set A were from universities. 

~able 71 Autbor•bip aa4 .ubjeot aaaly•i• of artiol•• witb 90Yeraaeat oitatioa• 
oo.pri•i•9 OY•r 30 pero.Dt aa4 40 peroeat ia tbe oore jouraal ••t. 

JOUDmL 8ft A 8ft. aua.r.C'f 8ft A 8ft. 
o.v 30, o.v 40, o.er 30' o.v 40, 

UN 5 ' aooaoaio 8eol • ' 
wac 0 0 caeo.ozpbOlQ9Y 2 0 

AIIXI 3 0 JliDValQ9Y 4 1 

•cmo • ' PaleoDtOlQ9Y u 5 

a au t 7 ht1'o109Y 4 2 

JCDO 1 0 ae4ia•atary Geol 1 2 

JPAL u 5 atrati~Jrapby 3 2 

!'0'1'AL 42 u ~eotoDio• 4 ' 
'1'0TAL u 24 

AU'fiiOR 8ft A 8ft. 
o.er 30' o.•r 40' 

Aoa4eaio 21 1 

8eol hrYey t 20 

Prof•••ioiUll. 7 3 

!'0'1'AL u u 

The subject material in the two sets also differed. Those in set B were 
predominantly in tectonics and structural synthesis of broad regional areas or 
involved detailed correlation and description of petroleum basins or uranium. 
Five studies did cover paleontological studies, but this contrasts with set A 
where the dominant article topic was paleontology. These articles were all from 
one source journal JPAL which may explain why this particular journal had the 
highest government citation ra~e as identified by this study. 
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Comparison~ other studies 

In 1987-88 the circulation of serials was analyzed at the Geology
Geophysics Library, University of California, Los Angeles as part of a major 
science serial utilization study (Haner, 1988). Six hundred and eighty-five 
titles circulated during the one year study period. In the list of intensively
used serials that had circulated over 20 times and comprise the 'top 50' 
journals, 9 were government publications and account for 23X of the total use in 
this group. Analyzing the publishers of these journals showed that 44X were 
publications of professional societies and 33X were produced by publishing 
houses. Although ·this list comprised only 7X of the total number of journal 
titles used during the period, the circulation of these journals represented 54X 
of the total circulation. 

~able 81 ~· top fifty jouraal• r&Dke4 b7 olroulatloa ... la tbe Geology
aeopby•lo• Library, oai~•r•lty of Callforala, Lo• &a9•1••· 

'!nY DirK an v•• .... 
vaea JTof•••ioaal •apen 1 1tii-IO 1to2 

vaea blletia , 1921-30 1883 

Deep ... Drlllla9 hp0rt8 11 1971-75 1919 

Akad.ala •au ~eeclla9• u 1911-15 1910 

Cal Dl~ Miae• Geology BUll u 1941-50 1922 

vua 0pea I'll• aeport• 15 1971-80 1921 

Cal Dl~ Mia•• Geology apea aepu 11 1971-80 1950 

caaatiaa Jo11Z' -.rtla aol .. oe 17 1971-75 1914 

vaea water aupply •aper• 20 uu-5o 1891 

Table 8 is a ranked list of the government publications from the 'Top 
Fifty' list. The journal with the highest circulation record was the USGS 
Professional Papers with the USGS Bulletin ranking ninth, and the Final Reports 
2f. ~ ~ Sea Drilling Reports eleventh. Circulation studies should only be 
used as a guide, but it is interesting to note, even though USGS .Q.R.!m File 
Reports are usually on microfiche, the importance of this recent information is 
again emphasized by their presence in this 'Top Fifty' list. Two foreign 
government publications are also on this list, from Russia and the Canadian 
Geological Survey. Two publications from the California Division of Mines and 
Geology are also on this list stressing the importance of local material. 

As a part of the circulation study retrospective use was also studied. The 
most recent publications of the USGS ~ File Reports and California Division 
Q! Mines An4 Geology Special Reports were utilized where SOX of their use was 
concentrated in the period from 1976 to the present. The long shelf life of the 
other government publications is verified from this circulation study with the 
shelf life of the USGS Professional Papers extending back to 1956 and the ~ 
Bulletin back to 1921. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study has shown that geological research depends to a considerable 
extent upon government documents to form a stable core of literature for 
information. References to early geological literature from the nineteenth 
century indicate that geological literature created by state geological surveys 
forms an important element for research. 

This citation analysis and the circulation analysis both show that the USGS 
Professional Papers are premier information resources for geologists retaining 
its ranking in the top ten aerials used by geologists as indicated in previous 
studies. The high utilization of USGS ~ .Eik -Reoorts refiects the importance 
of currency and their accessibility through the printed list of the Publications 
21 ~ United States Geological SurveY. Although many states also produce open 
file reports, the low utilization at the state level maybe from the reason that 
many are listed in separate publication lists by many states, are not usually 
entered into the BibliographY and index 2! geology or its online equivalent 
GeoRef, or are used primarily by geological consultants or researchers in 
specialized branches of geology whose work is not normally published in refereed 
journals. 

Citation analysis is strongly infiuenced by the type of sources used for 
the analysis as suggested by Line (1979). The American Journal Q! Science and 
the American Mineralogist are very strongly orientated towards geochemistry and 
crystalline properties of minerals. This information is not strongly developed 
by the U.S. Geological Survey which is orientated towards geologic features, 
energy and mineral potential of the Nation, geologic and hydrologic hazards, and 
topographic surveys. These topics complement research in broad regional 
studies. Paleontology is a subject which requires establishing taxonomic 
fundamentals which were developed by pioneer geologists and the early 
publications of the state geological surveys and the citation distribution 
patterns refiect the importance of this early literature. In contrast in the 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin where current information 
is needed for exploration, the most current information published by the state 
geological surveys is utilized. 

High citation rates in journals were found to significantly correlate with 
knowledge of and easy access to publications of the USGS and state geological 
survey information and the subject of the article. Articles in which over 40% 
of the citations were to government documents were found to have at least one 
author who was a staff member of the U.S. Geological Survey. These articles 
frequently synthesized broad regional studies and correlative work. In the 
category from 3Q-40 percent, more than half the topics were on paleontology. 
The source journal for paleontology, Journal 2! Paleontology, was the journal 
recording the highest number of government citations per journal. 

This study confirms the fundamental importance of government publications 
in geological research. Although they are not cited as frequently as in 1929, 
they still occupy an important niche in research programs. This study also 
emphasizes that unlike other sciences, pre-1900 publications are still utilized 
and the retrospective use of a geological collection is greater than in other 
sciences. 
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Abstract--As part of a project investigating methods used and 
problems encountered by end users in retrieving and process
ing geoscience information, geologists commented on aspects 
of the quality of that information. Through a series of 
interviews and questionnaires they discussed how they judge 
the quality of a published paper, pressures and constraints 
encountered in the publishing process, and the quality of the 
end results--the public scientific record of geological re
search and development . 

Major factors considered when judging the quality of a 
particular publication were reputation of the author, valid
ity and quantity of the data, and whether conclusions and 
interpretations followed from the data. Secondary consider
ations were the reputation of the journal and its publisher, 
analytical techniques used, quality of the abstract, and 
relevance and significance of the work. 

Pressure to publish prematurely and in a repetitive, 
duplicative manner was unique to the academic environment . 
The other extreme--discouraging publication through stated 
policy or lack of time allowed for writing--appeared in the 
private and governmental sectors. Problems also surfaced 
regarding the submission, publication, and use of abstracts. 

The authors suggest possible improvements which could 
have an impact on quality, noting that they may originate 
with authors, employers, funding agencies, and librarians. 
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Introduction 

Geologists and librarians alike complain about the 
quality of geoscience information. For years the "informa
tion explosion" and the "information overload" have been 
discussed with the implication that scientists are finding 
it more and more difficult to keep up in their fields because 
of increasing information. Now talk of the "paper explosion" 
suggests that our problem is also one of repetition, redun
dancy, trivia, gaps, and delays -- that the new and unique in
formation people need is buried in masses of paper, computer 
files, microfiche, and so on, surrounded by ephemera. 

In a series of interviews with geologists we discussed 
a number of issues affecting quality in geoscience informa
tion. These issues arise throughout the entire cycle of 
scientific communication from the initial research and de
velopment stage through publication, distribution, acquisi
tion, organization, and access. In this paper we explore 
some of these issues, emphasizing the views of geoscientists. 

Journal Articles 

For more than 300 years the primary journal has been the 
most important channel for the formal communication of sci 
entific information. As the official public record of sci
ence the journal contains the accumulation of scientific 
knowledge. Journal articles confer prestige and rewards on 
authors, editors, and publishers and frequently are the most 
significant and tangible product of a lifetime of endeavor. 

Academic geologists, in particular, are under pressure 
to publish. Policies of national funding agencies as well 
as those of universities encourage geoscientists to publish 
prematurely when obtaining grants and getting them renewed . 
One geologist told the story of his funding being delay,ed for 
several months and the agency's requesting the first report 
from him the same week the money was received! Academic in
stitutions' dependency on overhead funds escalates the pres
sure . Furthermore , to obtain tenure, promotion, and salary 
increases requires output in the form of published papers, 
and the more the better. So, the "publish or perish" syn
drome is flourishing and results in publishing prematurely, 
breaking up the results of a project into several papers in 
order to play the numbers game, and publishing the same work 
more than once with slight variations. 

Geologists whom we interviewed are very much concerned 
about the result i ng quality of the journal literature, which 
they feel continues to worsen substantially . They made some 
rather straightforward comments: "Too much crap is being 
published; it takes a lot of time to just tread water, winnow 
out the stuff that's no good." "A fifteen page paper may have 
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one good paragraph. " "There are very few good papers . 
Mostly trash is being published." "People can publish any
thing. If they can't get a paper published, they start their 
own damn journal." "There's too much redundancy in the 
literature--people publish the same thing over and over, just 
changing the title a little." "A person probably can publish 
only one or two really good papers in a lifetime." 

At the same time science and technology are legitimately 
expanding- - new specialties emerge with their attendant jour
nals; backlogs accumulate and journals split; the size of 
individual journals expand; and articles on a given subject 
become dispersed in many titles. 

Given the resulting massive volume of journal literature 
which necessitates an individual ' s scanning ten or more 
journal titles to stay current, the ability to judge the 
quality of an article as quickly and accurately as possible 
becomes a critical, time - saving art . We asked geologists how 
they go about this rather subjective process, admittedly 
difficult to articulate. When beginning to read a new paper 
in their field, what factors influence them to continue 
reading? What do they look for? What makes them say "This 
is good work" 7 The most significant characteristics men
tioned are listed below: 

Characteristics Used to Judge Quality of a Published Paper 

•reputation of the author 

•whether conclusions and interpretations follow 
from the data 

•quality, quantity, and validity of the data 

•instrumentation and analytical techniques 

•journal title and reputation of the publisher 

•organization, rationale, clarity, and style 

•well-written abstract 

•up- to-date, appropriate references 

Reputation of the author predisposes many geologists 
favorably or unfavorably before they begin reading. As one 
petroleum geologist observed , "I know who lies and who 
doesn't and who the BS artists are . " This does not imply , 
of course, that geologists read only work by those they ad
mire. If the author is known, however, his or her scientific 
reputation is a critical factor. A few younger geologists, 
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especially, appreciate recommendations; they would feel well 
disposed toward work recommended by their professor, for ex
ample. 

"Data are increasingly important in geology; the once 
highly qualitative approach taken has given way to one more 
rigorous and quantitative," remarked a Survey geologist when 
commenting on his chief concern for quality in primary jour
nals. Conclusions and interpretations must follow from the 
data and should be reasonab l e and succinct. The data them
selves should be of high quality and in sufficient quantity. 
This latter point is particularly critical; many geologists 
seem to feel an adversarial relationship with journal editors 
who want to limit the amount of data in order to save space 
and cut expense. One geophysicist suggested that referees 
should insist that journals publish all the data important 
to the research described in the article. 

A university palaeonto logist explained that interpreta
tions may be nonsense but if the basic data are adequate, he 
can always reinterpret. Data should have adequate internal 
checks and be reproducible . Mathematical interpretations 
should be valid-- the data may not justify a very sophisti
cated mathematical or statistical technique. And when ap
propriate, alternative explanations and interpretations 
should be considered. 

Several geologists pointed out how their opinions of a 
journal title influence the i r views of the quality of an in
dividual article in advance . Some of the commercial jour
nals, especially, received sharp criticism for their 
inadequate refereeing and editing and general lack of stand
ards. "Some journals will publish anything for the almighty 
dollar!" 

The paper should be well organized , clearly written, and 
free from jargon . Language should not be verbose and tortu
ous. Authors should state the purpose, methodology, results, 
and conclusions in a straightforward and concise manner. The 
writing should be interesting and reader-friendly. Inform
ative abstracts should actually summarize the methodology and 
results rather than just state what the work was about . 
References should be relevant and up-to-date. "I always look 
to see if an author has done his homework. Was the good paper 
published last year mentioned?" pointed out a structural 
geologist. 

Abstracts 

Separately published abstracts may be misleading and 
frustrating in the opinion of several interviewees. When 
abstract deadlines for a conference are very early, months 
in advance of the meeting, they may be meaningless by the 
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time the paper is actually presented. Early submission dates 
may mean that the abstract is written before the work is 
completed, thus results are nonexistent. One stratigrapher 
suggested that abstracts may have to be written before the 
work is even begun! 

When these abstracts are indexed and entered into bib
liographies and databases, they continue to cause problems. 
They may be retrieved, but, to the user's great disappoint
ment, only the abstract exists. The work may have been pre
sented at a conference, but no accompanying paper has been 
written. A telephone call to the author verifies the 
deadend, and the user is annoyed and disappointed. 

Omissions from the Public Scientific Record 

Along with problems of material getting published which 
shouldn't be published, we also encountered the opposite 
situation--material which should get into the public record 
and doesn't or else is late. These omissions and delays may 
be attributed to policy-- that of the government (federal or 
state) or private companies. 

Research performed by geologists in state or federal 
government may get bogged down by bureaucratic regulations 
and lack of time and never appear in the formal journal lit
erature. One researcher reported that his work had to go 
through five editorial steps before final publication in a 
numbered survey serial. Another geologist put it: 

The bureaucracy in federal contract work requires 
page after page of sign-offs. A report requires word 
processors, cartographers, and editors, all of whom 
delay the information going out. In addition, there 
are logistical problems such as people being sent the 
wrong tape or a tape which is formatted wrong or is 
unreadable. 

One government geologist has experienced more restrictions 
on her research as additional layers of management personnel 
appear in her organization. She feels that the bureaucracy 
effectively stifles the extra incentive it may take to get 
research results into the literature. 

Industrial geologists complained that their companies 
did not encourage them to publish in the open literature, 
even when the work was nonproprietary . "Outside publication 
keeps people up - to-date, more rigorous. The role of impar
tial, outside reviewers is critical." They would enjoy the 
opportunity of contributing to the literature of geology in 
a significant way. Furthermore, one company was character
ized as "provincial," in that internal reports cited only 
internal publications. Employees felt that the quality of 
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company reports would be greatly improved i'f the public, open 
record were consulted and cited. 

Who Should Be Responsible? 

Universities and funding agencies should give scientists 
more time--time to reflect, time to synthesize, time to com
plete a project before publishing . Universities should give 
faculty "credit" for good review papers, which provide a 
great service to the field itself and to their colleagues . 
A small number of excellent papers should be considered more 
worthwhile than many mediocre ones. "They should stop con
tinually forcing the faculty to publish half-baked papers," 
commented one professor. Twenty years ago Overhage (1967) 
called on universities to take responsibility for the public 
record of science. We reiterate that challenge. 

Government employers should assume some responsibility 
for the integrity of the public record and encourage 
geologists to prepare their work for formal publication. 
Similarly, private industry should give employees time and 
encouragement to publish nonproprietary work. If geologists 
in private firms want to contribute to the public record, 
they should be able to do so. 

Librarians should also join in this quest for quality, 
taking a more active stance than formerly. For most of us, 
the time is past when we could purchase inferior journal ti
tles for the sake of a "complete" collection. Now with the 
budget crunch in many institutions and with escalating serial 
prices, it becomes increasingly necessary to make value 
judgments in cancelling titles and in participating in re
gional and national plans for cooperative collection devel
opment. In fact, we may see more instances of our users 
leading the fight against inferior, expensive journals in the 
kind of action that Mermin (1988) suggests for physicists . 
Journal publishers will listen when their contributors and 
readers join the fray! It must be made clear to publishers 
that they c an no longer count on an automatic library market . 
Through cooperation, libraries and their users can become an 
effective economic force . 
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Abstract - The GeoRef database provides access to the technical geoscience 
literature for the period 1785 to the present. GeoRef became available 
through STN International in the fall of 1988 . The STN implementation of 
GeoRef offers several exciting new features, including an online Thesaurus and 
an improved method for searching geographic coordinates. Specific examples of 
online searching techniques illustrate the unique features available in GeoRef 
on STN. 

Introduction 

The GeoRef database contains citations to the technical geoscience 
literature for the period 1785 to the present. GeoRef became available 
through STN International in September 1988. STN International, the scien
tific and technical information network, is offered cooperatively by the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) in Columbus, Ohio, FIZ Karlsruhe in Karlsruhe, 
Federal Republic of Germany, and the Japan Information Center of Science and 
Technology (JICST) in Tokyo, Japan. 

This paper describes searching techniques for the STN implementation of 
GeoRef . It includes a discussion of how the online GeoRef Thesaurus simplifies 
query construction and enhances a search, and describes an improved method for 
searching with geographic coordinates, in addition to demonstrating several 
other new features available on STN . 

GeoRef Thesaurus 

One of the most exciting characteristics of GeoRef on STN is the online 
GeoRef Thesaurus, associated with the Controlled Term (/CT) field. GeoRef is 
the first database to make use of a new STN feature especially developed for 
using a thesaurus online . 
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The GeoRef Thesaurus contains the controlled vocabulary terms used for 
subject indexing in the GeoRef database. The online Thesaurus is associated 
with the Controlled Term (/CT) field, where these subject terms are searched . 
Thesaurus terms and relationships can be displayed by EXPANDing on terms in 
the /CT field, as shown below : 

=> EXPAND te~+relationship code/CT 

e.g .: •> B LATrcM+ALL/CT 

The feature can also be used to incorporate Thesaurus terms into a search 
with the SEARCH command: 

•> SBARCB te~relationship code/CT 

e . g. : -> S NONTANA+N'l' / CT 

Relationship codes are used to access hierarchical or related terms 
in the Thesaurus. Table 1 lists the relationship codes available for the 
GeoRef Thesaurus. These relationship codes allow precise definition of the 
kinds of terms to be displayed or searched . For instance, the Thesaurus terms 
can be limited to narrower terms or related terms, to broader terms, to old or 
new terms, or to any combination of these. 

Relationship 
Code 

ALL 
AUTO 
BT 
HIE 
INDX * 
KT 

MAPC * 
NEW 
NOTE * 
NT 
OLD 
PFT 
RT 
STD 
UF 
USE 

Table 1. Relationship Codes In the GeoRef Thesaurus 

Description 

All Associated Terms 
Automatic Relationship (NT, OLD and NEW) 
Broader Term 
All Broader and Narrower Terms 
Indexer Note 
Keywo rd Term (Multi-word Phrases containing 

the specifi ed Keyword Term) 
Map Coordinates Associated with Term 
New Term 
Notes associated with Terms 
Narrower Term 
Old Term 
All Preferred and Forbidden Terms 
Related Term (See Also) 
All Broader, Narrower, and Related Terms 
Forbidden Term (Used For) 
Preferred Term 

* This Relationship Code can only be used with the EXPAND command. 
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EXPAND and The GaoRaf Thesaurus 

The STN EXPAND display is altered by the online Thesaurus interaction. 
Since the Thesaurus is associated with the /CT field, an EXPAND in that field 
now results in two posting columns: the "Frequency" column that shows the 
number of postings for the term, and the "Associated Terms" (AT) column that 
shows the number of related terms in the Thesaurus available for display or 
search. For example, an EXPAND on "LATIUM" yields: 

=-> B LAT:roM/CT 
Ef FREQUENCY AT TERM 

El 1 LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS/CT 
E2 1 LATITUDINAL ZONING/CT 
E3 364 12 LATIUM/CT 
E4 2 LATIUM AND LOWER ITALY/CT 
ES 2 LATIUM APENNINES/CT 
E6 1 LATIUM CHASMA/CT 
E7 4 LATIUM REGION/CT 
E8 1 LATIUM VALLEY/CT 
E9 2 LATIUM VOLCANO/CT 
ElO 1 LATIUM- ABRUZZI/CT 
Ell 3 LATIUM-ABRUZZI/CT 
El2 1 LATIUM-ABRUZZI REGION/CT 

There are blanks in the AT column because there are controlled vocabulary 
terms in the GeoRef database that are not listed in the GeoRef Thesaurus, and 
therefore have no related terms. 

The next example shows a display of all 12 of the terms associated with 
"LATIUM" in the online GeoRef Thesaurus . The hierarchical display lists the 
broader terms (BT), the term itself denoted by the arrow, scope notes and 
geographic coordinates, narrower terms (NT), and related terms (RT). 

-> BXPAND LAT:roM+ALL/CT 
El 98452 BT3 Europe/CT 
E2 4792 BT2 Southern Europe 
E3 622 BTl Italy/CT 
E4 364 -> Latium/CT 

ES 3 
E6 12 
E7 140 
E8 7 
E9 19 
ElO 10 
Ell 8 
El2 34 
********* END 

NOTE Autonomous region in W central Italy. 
MAPC N411400N425000E0140000E0113000 
NTl Alban Hills/CT 
NTl Frosinone/CT 
NTl Rome/CT 
NTl Sabatini Mountains/CT 
NTl Tolfa Hills/CT 
NTl University of Rome/CT 
NTl Viterbo/CT 
RT Tiber Valley/CT 

********* 
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E-numbers are absent for the Notes and MAPCoordinates; these relationships 
can only be used with the EXPAND Command. 

The STN "EXPAND CONTINUE" feature can be used with the Thesaurus 
to request a Thesaurus display, and then continue on to a display of the next 
Thesaurus term. In the example below, an EXPAND on the term "SNAKE RIVER" in 
the /CT field identifies three controlled vocabulary terms that occur in the 
Thesaurus: "SNAKE RIVER", "SNAKE RIVER BASIN" , and "SNAKE RIVER CANYON" . The 
E-number for "SNAKE RIVER" (E3) is used to EXPAND again, this time specifying 
the ALL relationship code. Then the STN EXPAND CONTINUE feature is invoked by 
simply entering an "E" at the arrow prompt (•>) to request a display of the 
next term in the Thesaurus. The next term is E9, "SNAKE RIVER BASIN", and the 
example continues in the ALL relationship format as previously specified. 

•> EXPAND SHAD IUVER/CT 
Et FREQUENCY AT TERM 

El 1 
E2 1 
E3 153 
E4 3 
ES 8 
E6 1 
E7 10 
E8 3 
E9 63 
ElO 1 
Ell 47 
El2 1 

-> K K3+ALL 
El 35317 
E2 205110 
E3 153 

E4 43. 
E5 7235 
E6 7529 
E7 10134 
E8 13253 
********* END 

SNAKE RIDGE/CT 
SNAKE RIDGE FORMATION/CT 

8 SNAKE RI VER/CT 
SNAKE RI VER AQUIFER/CT 
SNAKE RIVER AREA/CT 
SNAKE RI VER AT LIME POINT/CT 
SNAKE RI VER BASALT/CT 
SNAKE RI VER BASALTS/CT 

9 SNAKE RI VER BASIN/CT 
SNAKE RIVER BETWEEN BURNT RIVER AND SALT CREEK/CT 

6 SNAKE RI VER CANYON/CT 
SNAKE RI VER CANYON ASOTIN STAGE/CT 

BT2 North Arnerica/CT 
BTl United States/CT 

-> Snake River/CT 
NOTE Rises in Yellowstone National Park and 

flows S, then W, N, and again W into the 
Columbia River in SE Washington. 

INDX Index states as applicable. 
RT Clearwater River/CT 
RT Idaho/CT 
RT Oregon/CT 
RT Washington/CT 
RT Wyorning/CT 

********* 
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-> 1: 
E9 35317 BT2 North America/CT 
ElO 205110 BTl United States/CT 
Ell 63 -> Snake River basin/CT 

INDX Index states as applicable . 
El2 7235 RT Idaho/CT 
El3 10575 RT Nevada/CT 
E14 7529 RT Oregon/CT 
El5 12531 RT Utah/CT 
El6 10134 RT Washington/CT 
El7 13253 RT Wyoming/CT 
********* END ********* 

The online GeoRef Thesaurus offers a special relationship code called KT 
or Keyword Term. This relationship allows the display of all Thesaurus terms 
that contain the desired keyword term (in this case "RIFT"), either as a 
single word or anywpere in a bound phrase: 

-> 1: IUI'T+ltT/CT 
El 15 -> rift/CT 
E2 0 KT Abyssinian Rift valley/CT 

• 
E7 252 KT Baikal rift zone/CT 
E8 166 KT Costa Rica Rift/CT 
E9 169 KT Dead Sea Rift/CT 
ElO 335 KT East African Rift/CT 

• 
• 
• 

E26 872 KT Rio Grande Rift/CT 
E27 1017 KT rift valleys/CT 
E28 3579 KT rift zones/CT 
E29 0 KT zones, rift/CT 
********* END ********* 

If the Thesaurus display scrolls off the terminal screen, the Thesaurus 
display can be reviewed again by entering "DISPLAY SELECT" at the next arrow 
prompt (==>) : 

-> DIS SELECT 
El 35317 
E2 205110 
E3 49640 
E4 22117 
E5 7529 
E6 73 

E7 154 
E8 131 
E9 47 
********* END 

BT5 North America/CT 
BT4 United States/CT 

BT3 Western U. S./CT 
BT2 Pacific Coast/CT 

BTl Oregon/CT 

********* 

-> Mount Mazama/CT 
NOTE Term introduced in 1985 . 

Prehistoric volcano, Klamath 
County, Oregon . Caldera now 
occupied by Crater Lake . 

RT Crater Lake/CT 
RT Klamath County/CT 
RT Mazama Ash/CT 
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SEARCH and the GeoRef Thesaurus 

The STN online thesaurus feature can also be used to incorporate terms 
into a search. After doing an EXPAND, one can search on the E-numbers that 
have been displayed in the usual way . But the powerful STN thesaurus feature 
provides an easier way ! In order t o search on the term "MIGMATITES" , and to 
also i nclude any narrower o r r e l a t e d t erms that may be associated with it, 
just search on "MIGMATI TES" i n the /CT field, and include the NT and RT rela 
tionship codes in the search statement: 

-> S ~GMATITBS+NT,RT/CT 

L2 1849 MIGMATITES+NT , RT/CT (7 TERMS) 

The system shows that the answers are the result of searching on seven 
terms: MIGMATITES, and its six NT or RT t erms. By utilizing the online 
Thesaurus capability, the searcher is able to do a more efficient search; 
query construction is simpler, and requi res less online time and less typing . 
This feature can be used by those who have already identified search terms in 
the online Thesaurus , and also by t h ose who have reviewed the printed GeoRef 
Thesaurus before going online to ident i fy the terms and hierarchies they want 
to search. 

The Automatic Relationship COde 

Another special feature of the online GeoRef Thesaurus is the inclusion 
of an Automatic Relationship Code. This feature allows the automatic inclu
sion of Narrower terms (NT), OLD terms, and NEW terms in an EXPAND or SEARCH. 
To use the Automatic Relationshi p wi t h an EXPAND, enter SET RELATION ON at the 
arrow prompt (->), and t hen EXPAND on the term in the /CT f i eld . Instead of 
the typical alphabetic list seen with the STN EXPAND comman d , any associat ed 
Narrower, OLD , and NEW terms will automatically be displayed without entering 
any relationship codes. 

By using the SET feature, the Automatic Relationship remains active for 
the rest of the online session; to turn o f f the Automatic Relationship 
during the session, enter SET RELAT I ON OFF at the next arrow prompt (=>) . 

-> SKT RZLATION ON 
SET COMMAND COMPLETED 
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-> K K'l'HIOP:IA/C'l' 
E1 1330 -> Ethiopia/CT 
E2 45 OLD Abyssinia/CT 
E3 49 OLD Eritrea/CT 
E4 26 NT1 Addis Ababa/CT 
E5 115 NT1 Afar Depression/CT 
E6 33 NT1 Awash Valley/CT 
E7 73 NT1 Ethiopian Rift/CT 
E8 13 NT1 Fantale/CT 
E9 13 NT1 Harar/CT 
E10 26 NT1 Omo/CT 
Ell 21 NT1 Orno River/CT 
E12 62 NT1 Orno Valley/CT 
E13 12 NT1 Tigre/CT 
********* END ********* 

-> Sl!'l' RJ:L 01'1' 
SET COMMAND COMPLETED 

To activate the Automatic Relationship for a single EXPAND (rather than turn
ing it on for the whole online session), the phrase REL=ON is included in the 
conunand . line: 

•> K ABYSSDMIA/C'l' RI!L=ON 
E1 45 -> Abyssinia/CT 
E2 1330 NEW Ethiopia/CT 
********* END ********* 

The Automatic Relationship can also be used with the SEARCH command. 
In the next example, a search is executed on the term "ZIMBABWE", and the 
Automatic Relationship is turned on in the SEARCH conunand line. Any associ
ated Narrower, NEW, or OLD terms are automatically included: 

=> S ZIMBABWI!/C'l' RI!L=ON 
L11 1271 ZIMBABWE/CT (8 TERMS) · 

=> D HI'l' 1200 

L1 ANSWER 1200 OF 1271 

CT ***Rhodesia*** Historical geology; Lochard 

The output shows that 8 terms were actually searched. Hit-term highlighting 
has been turned on for GeoRef, so the HIT display format can be used to dis
play the term that caused retrieval. Answer 1200 was retrieved because of the 
automatic search on the OLD term " Rhodesia," shown highlighted between the 
asterisks . 

A more detailed description of the STN thesaurus feature, and of the 
GeoRef Thesaurus in particular, can be found in the STN publication 
Technical Note 88/01, "STN International General Enhancements," issued 
September 1988, and in the STN Database Description for GeoRef . 
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Geographic Coordinate Searching 

Since 1977, GeoRef has included longitude and latitude values for the 
geographic area described in a paper . These geographic coordinates can be 
searched on STN by defining North and South Latitudes (/NLAT, /SLAT) and 
East and West Longitudes (/ELON, /WLON) . Precise definition of the regions 
described in the answer set can then be made using the new STN boundary 
search fields: top, bottom, right and/or left boundaries. 

The best way to illustrate the technique for searching geographic 
coordinates on STN is to look at an example. The strategy to follow when 
searching for geoscience information in the area illustrated by Rectangle A is 
outlined below: 

W 1080000 Lon 

D 

. Boundary 
swer, 

D 
An 
u ndesirable 

~ 
B. Contained 
Answer -
Desirable! 

c. Overlapping 
-Answer 

Desirable'? 

W 980000 Lon 

N 350000 L at 

A A. Defined Rectangle 

c 

N 300000 Lat 

First, the rectangle is defined using the latitude and longitude fields. 
GeoRef may index several sets of coordinat es for a record; for example, if a 
paper compared Stillwater Complex rocks in Montana to Bushveld Complex rocks 
in South Africa, the record might have coordinates for a Montana locality and 
for a locality in Transvaal. For this reason, the link proximity operator 
"(L)" is used to ensure that the latitude and longitude being searched are 
from the same coordinate set: 

=> S 300000-350000/NLAT (L) 980000~1080000/WLON 

38.231 300000-350000/NLAT 
22486 980000-1080000/WLON 

L1 6673 300000-350000/NLAT (L) 980000-1080000/WLON 

In this case 6673 answers were retrieved, which include all answers like B, 
C, and D illustrated above. 
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Now, if overlapping rectangles (like C) and totally contained rectangles 
(like B) are desired, the search can be refined using the Boundary Fields to 
eliminate those answers that intersect only on a boundary, like rectangle D. 
Again, use of the proximity operator "(NOTL)" ensures the elimination only of 
those papers with undesirable boundaries in the same coordinate set: 

•> S L1 (NOTL) (300000/TB OR 350000/BB OR 980000/LB OR 
1080000/RB) 

1930 300000/TB 
5152 350000/BB 
1003 980000/LB 

743 1080000/RB 
L2 5437 L1 (NOTL) (300000/TB OR 350000/BB OR 980000/LB OR 1080000/R 

The search has been narrowed to 5437 answers . The use of Boundary Fi elds 
has allo~ed the elimination of any answers l ike D that have a right boundary 
that i s the same as the left boundary of the desired rectangle (A) ; and the 
same was done for each of the other boundaries . 

What if the goal is to retrieve only those answers that are contained 
totally within the defined rectangle A, like rectangle B? Then the Boundary 
Fields can be used to make sure that all four boundaries of each answer fall 
within the defined rectangle : 

•> S L1 AND (300000-350000/TB AND 300000-350000/BB AND 
980000-1080000/LB AND 980000-1080000/RB) 

23736 300000-350000/TB 
30976 300000-350000/BB 
15564 980000-1080000/LB 
16307 980000-1080000/RB 

L3 1693 L1 AND (300000-350000/TB AND 300000-350000/BB AND 

In this case, 4980 answers have been eliminated from our first answer set . 
These were answers that are not totally contained within the defined rec
tangle ; they either overlap the desired rectangle like C, or just 
intersect the desired rectangle on the boundary like D. 

The next example shows the strategy for coordinate searches that cross 
the Equator; this strategy can be applied to searches across the Prime 
Meridi an or the International Dateline as well. The topic of i nterest is a 
l ocality in Brazil lying partially above the Equator and part i a l ly below . 
The strategy must account for this s i tuation . Rectangl e A illustrates the 
desired rectangle: 
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c. Overlapping 
Answer -
Desirable? 

Again, the desired rectangle is defined using latitude and longitude fields. 
In this case, the 0 ~33 000 North Latitudes must be ORed to the 0-100000 South 
Latitudes in order to retrieve answers both above and below the equator : 

•> S (0-33000/NLA~ OR 0-100000/SLA~) (L) 640000-740000/WLON 
5637 0-33000/NLAT 
7898 0-100000/SLAT 
21067 640000-740000/WLON 

Ll 2442 (0-33000/NLAT OR 0-100000/SLAT) (L) 640000-740000/WLON 

Now, to restrict the search to either overlapping rectangles (like C) or to 
totally contained rectangles (like B), the following strategy is used: 

•> S Ll (NOTL) (640000/LB OR 740000/RB OR 100000/TB OR 33000/RB) 
267 640000/LB 

1009 740000/RB 
1543 100000/TB 

343 33000/RB 
L2 2229 Ll (NOTL) (640000/LB OR 740000/RB OR 100000/TB OR 33000/R) 

The strategy to retrieve only those records totally contained in the desired 
rectangle (like B) will be less precise in this case. Limiting answer to 
bottom boundaries of between 0 and 33000 will eliminate answers that have a 
bottom boundary of between 33000 and 100000 South Latitude; but these answers 
are actually desirable . Therefore the most specific strategy will be limiting 
both top and bottom boundaries to 0-100000 , as follows: 

•> S L1 AND (640000-740000/RB AND 640000-740000/LB AND 0-100000/TB 
AND 0-100000/BB) 

15325 640000-740000/RB 
15660 640000-740000/LB 

8826 0-100000 /TB 
10456 0-100000/BB 

L3 63 Ll AND (640000-740000/RB AND 640000-740000/LB AND 
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The Basic Index 

The Basic Index is the "default" search field in GeoRef; if no other 
specific field is requested, the Basic Index will be SEARCHed or EXPANDed. 
The Basic Index contains single words from the Title(s) (/TI), Abstract text, 
Note text, Controlled Terms (/CT), and the Category Code Text (/CC). Terms in 
the Basic Index are searchable with (L), (S), and (W)/(A) proximity. 

Titles 

The GeoRef Title (/TI) field on STN contains single words from 
the original language title (transliterated in the case of non-Roman scripts), 
and the translated title . It also includes words from the Monographic or 
Collective title if the GeoRef record describes a chapter of a book or a 
specific volume of a collection. The Monographic and Collective titles will 
be displayed in the Source (/SO) field, where they can also be searched: 

-> S ORTHOSILICATBS/TI AND (ROCK(W)FORNr.NG(W)MINERALS)/SO 
41 ORTHOSILICATES/TI 

9484 ROCK/SO 
334 FORMING/SO 

9696 MINERALS/SO 
37 (ROCK(W)FORMING(W)MINERALS)/SO 

L5 1 ORTHOSILICATES/TI AND (ROCK(W)FORMING(W)MINERALS)/SO 

-> D HIT 

L5 ANSWER 1 OF 1 

TI ***Orthosilicates*** 
SO 1A. ed . 2. Pub. date: 1982. 919 p. scattered refs., 

illus . ,79 
tables, anal. 
Publisher: Longman Group, London, United Kingdom 
Collective: ***Rock*** ***forming*** ***minerals*** 
ISBN: 0-582-46526-5 

category Codes 

The records in the GeoRef File are assigned one (or more) of 29 Category 
Codes that denote general areas of earth science. The Category Codes were 
first assigned in 1967; on STN, codes assigned from 1967-1974 have been mapped 
to the newer Category Codes assigned since 1975, so searching on the old 
Category Codes is unnecessary. 
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In addition to being searchable in the Basic Index, the Category Codes 
can be searched in the Category Code (/CC) field. These categories are 
searchable using either the category code number or the corresponding text. 
The text is indexed both as bound phrases and as single words. Table 2 lists 
the category codes available in the GeoRef file on STN . To v iew the Category 
Codes during an online session, enter "HELP CCCODE" at the arrow prompt (=>) . 

category 
Code 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

Table 2. GeoRef Category Codes 

Category Code 
Tezt 

Mineralogy and Crystallography 
Geochemistry 
Geochronology 
Extraterrestrial Geology 
Petrology, Igneous and Metamorphic 
Petrology, Sedimentary 
Marine Gedlogy and Oceanography 
Paleontology, General . 
Paleontology, Paleobotany 
Paleontology, Invertebrate 
Paleontology, Vertebrate 
Stratigraphy, Historical Geology and Paleoecology 
Areal Geology, General 
Areal Geology, Maps and Charts 
Mi scellaneous and Mathematical Geology 
Structural Geology 
Geophysics, General 
Geophysics , Solid Earth 
Geophysics, Seismology 
Geophysics, Applied 
Hydrogeology and Hydrology 
Engineering a nd Environmental Geology 
Surficial Geology, Geomorphology 
Surficial Geology, Quaternary Geology 
Surficial Geology, Soils 
Economic Geology, General and Mining Geology 
Economic Geology, Metals 
Economic Geology, Nonmetals 
Economic Geology, Energy Sources 
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Controlled Terms 

The Controlled Te~ (/CT) field contains the controlled vocabulary 
used as subject indexing in the GeoRef database. As mentioned earlier in 
the Thesaurus discussion, not all the controlled te~s can be found in 
the GeoRef Thesaurus . There are two types of controlled te~s missing from 
the Thesaurus: (1) "controlled" vocabulary terms from the earlier portion of 
the database (1785-1977) that were not incorporated into the first edition 
of the Thesaurus (1977); and (2) new subject terms that are used in order to 
keep up with new te~inology and topics. New subject terms may be used for 
indexing in GeoRef before they appear in the Thesaurus; the te~s are then 
added to the Thesaurus when they have more than 15 postings in the database. 

The Controlled Terms are searchable as bound phrases in the /CT 
field. Major emphasis for a controlled te~ is indicated by an asterisk . 
(*) preceding the te~: 

-> s *MONTANA/CT AND LAKB(W)MXSSOULA 
9594 *MONTANA/CT 

39635 LAKE 
374 MISSOULA 

97 LAKE(W)MISSOULA 
L3 36 *MONTANA/CT AND LAKE(W)MISSOULA 

Searching In the Source (/SO) Field 

The Source (/SO) field of a GeoRef record contains a wide range of 
bibliographic information on the original document . Information 
searchable in the Source field includes single words from journal titles, 
map data, meeting information, publisher, CODENs, ISSNs, volume, issue, and 
page numbers, and other specific bibliographic data . Journal names are also 
searchable as bound phrases in the Journal Title (/JT) field . Monographic 
and Collective Titles are also searchable in the /TI field. Publication years 
and dates can be searched as numeric ranges in the Publication Year (/PY) or 
Publication Date (/PD) fields; meeting years or dates can be searched as 
numeric ranges in the Meeting Year (/MY) or Meeting Date (/MD) f i elds . 

-> S (CAMJA9 AND 7 AND 13 AND SOOTHAM)/SO 
371 CAMJA9/SO 

91758 7/SO 
47004 13/SO 

184 SOUTHAM/SO 
L2 3 (CAMJA9 AND 7 AND 13 AND SOUTHAM)/SO 
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•> D BJ:T 

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 3 

SO Canadian Mining Journal, 108( ***7*** ) . Pub. date: Jul. 
1987. p. ***13*** illus. 
Publisher: ***Southam*** Business Publications, Quebec, 
Canada 
ISSN : 0008-4492; CODEN : ***CAMJA9*** 

Because the GeoRef Source field (/SO) on STN contains so much information, 
it can result in a long display. Therefore, STN provides a ~condensed 

Bibliographic" (CBIB) display format containing only the basic information 
necessary to obtain the original document. This display is formatted like the 
entries in the printed Bibliography and Index of Geology: 

-> DJ:S CBJ:B 

LS ANSWER 1 OF 197 

88:38200 GeoRef Messinian facies in the Tyrrhenian 
Sea;drilling results of ODP Leg 107 compared with analogous on
shore sequences. McKenzie,J. A.; Schreiber,B. C . Abstracts, 4. 
Pub . date: 1987. p. 55. Pub. country: United States 
Monographic: SEPM annual midyear meeting. Anonymous 
Conference: SEPM annual midyear meeting, Austin,TX, United 
States, Aug. 20-23,1987. 

Searching for Authors and Roles In the Author (/AU) Field 

Authors are indexed as bound phrases in GeoRef, with a ~," and a space 
before the first initial or name. An EXPAND in the /AU field displays a 
variety of possibilities for an author's name because the name can be posted 
with one or both initials, first name, middle name or initial, etc. Trunca
tion is useful for searching several variations at once. 

Roles, such as "editor" or ~compiler" are also indexed in the /AU 
field, and these roles are linked by ~(L)" proximity to the corresponding 
author's name. 

For example, to retrieve all records in which F. Barker is an 
author instead of an editor, but to also retrieve those in which he is 
both, use the STN ~NOT Proximity" feature, as shown below. In the following 
example the six records in which Barker is both an author and an editor 
are easily retrieved with this new feature . 
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First, "BARKER, F?" is searched in the /AU field. Next, answers in 
which Barker is an editor are eliminated. 

•> S BARKER, F?/AD 
L2 172 BARKER, F?/AU 

•> S L2 NOT (BARKER, r? (L) EDI'l'ORI) /ATJ 
172 BARKER, F?/AU 

147902 EDITORt/AU 
52 (BARKER, F? (L) EDITORt)/AU 

L3 120 L2 NOT (BARKER, F? (L) EDITORt)/AU 

However, by using "NOT" proximity only one step is necessary to retrieve 
records where Barker is an author and at the same time retrieve the 6 records 
in which he is both author and editor: 

•> S BA.RJtZR., F?/AU (NOTL) J:D:ITORI/AD 
i72 BARKER, F?/AU 

147902 EDITORt/AU 
L4 126 BARKER, F?/AU (NOTL) EDITORt/AU 

•> S L4 NO'l' L3 
LS 6 L4 NOT L3 

~> D BI'l' 

LS ANSWER 1 OF 6 

AU ***Barker, F.*** ; Millard, H. T., Jr.; Knight, R. J. 
so p . 531-545. 

Monographic: Trondhjemites, dacites, and related rocks 
***Barker, F . *** (editor) 

Pub. date: 1979. 19 refs . , illus., tables, geol. sketch map 
Publisher: Elsevier Sci. Publ. Co . , Amsterdam, Netherlands 
ISBN: 0444417656 

Corporate Source Field 

The GeoRef Corporate Source (/CS) field contains the corporate source 
or author affiliation information. The /CS field contains both bound phrases 
and single words. Affiliation information is available since 1975 for North 
America and corporate affiliations, and since 1981 for foreign affiliations. 
Author affiliations correspond to the organization at which an author worked 
when the particular research was performed, and are usually given in 
abbreviated form. Multiple affiliations are not linked to a particular 
author; the first affiliation belongs to the first author but subsequent 
affiliations are random. The following example demonstrates the variety of 
formats in the /CS field for the term "BERLOGAR." 
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•> K BERLOGAR/CS 
El 1 BERLINER WASSERWERKE, BERLIN, GERMANY, FEDERAL 

REPUBLIC OF/CS 
E2 1 BERLING/CS 
E3 9 BERLOGAR/CS 
E4 
E5 

E6 

E7 

EB 
E9 
ElO 
Ell 
El2 

-> S B4-K8 

L4 

1 BERLOGAR LONG ASSOC., PALO ALTO,CA, UNITED STATES/CS 
1 BERLOGAR, LONG & ASSOC., PALO ALTO, CALIF . , UNITED 

STATES/CS 
1 BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC., PALO ALTO, CA, UNITED 

STATES/CS 
5 BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC., PALO ALTO, CALIF., UNITED 

STATES/CS 
1 BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC., UNITED STATES/CS 

22 BERMUDA/CS 
1 BERMUDA BIOL. STAT., BERMUDA/CS 
3 BERMUDA BIOL . STN. RES . , BERMUDA/CS 
1 BERMUDA BIOL . STN. RES . , FERRY REACH, BERMUDA/CS 

1 "BERLOGAR LONG ASSOC ., PALO ALTO,CA, UNITED STATES"/CS 
1 "BERLOGAR, LONG & ASSOC., PALO ALTO, CALIF., UNITED 

STATES " 
1 "BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC . , PALO ALTO, CA, UNITED 

STATES"/C 
5 "BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC. , PALO ALTO, CALIF . , UNITED 

STATE 
1 "BERLOGAR, LONG AND ASSOC . , UNITED STATES"/CS 
9 ("BERLOGAR LONG ASSOC . , PALO ALTO , CA, UNITED 

STATES"/CS OR 

Document Types 

Nineteen Document Types, including ABSTRACT, are searchable in the 
Document Type (/DT) field in GeoRef (see Table 3). Document types are 
searched using the complete text of the document type, for example "BOOK/DT" , 
or using a short one- or two-letter code such as B/DT . The "ABSTRACT" docu
ment type allows searchers to easily identify records that describe an 
abstract, such as those from EQ£ or the GSA Abstracts with Programs: 

=-> S B:rC~CARDRI .AND PB'l'R.OLZOK 
156 BIOMARKER# 

59263 PETROLEUM 
L3 70 BIOMARKER# AND PETROLEUM 

=-> S L3 NOT ABSTRACT/DT 
212865 ABSTRACT /DT 

L4 61 L3 NOT ABSTRACT/DT 
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An online help message for GeoRef Document Types is accessed by entering 
"HELP DOCTYPE" at an arrow prompt (•>) . The time period that applies to each 
document type is also provided in the message. 

Table 3. Online Help Message for GeoRef Document Types 

Document types used in the GeoRef file are provided below . 
The dates in parentheses indicate when that document type 
began to be used in GeoRef. A search on that document type 
will only retrieve those documents added to the GeoRef File 
from that year to the present . 

Code 

NONE 
AT 
B 

BI 
BO 
BR-
C 
CR 
CT 
D 

DI 
GB 
GR 
LX 

Document Type 

ABSTRACT (All Years) 
ATLAS (All Years) 
BOOK (From Nov. 1975) 
BIBLIOGRAPHY (All Years) 
BIOGRAPHICAL (All Years) 
BOOK REVIEW (From 1970) 
CONFERENCE (From Nov . 1975) 
COMPUTER READABLE (From Nov. 1975) 
CATALOG (All Years) 
DISSERTATION (From 1967) 
DICTIONARY (From 1937) 
GUIDEBOOK (All Years) 
GENERAL REVIEW (All Years) 
LEXICON (From 1937) 

MA ---- MAP (All Years) 
NA ---- NEWS ANNOUNCEMENT (From 1974) 
R REPORT (From Nov. 1975) 
SE SERIAL (From Nov. 1975) 
TB TEXTBOOK (All Years) 

LANGUAGE and COUNTRY of PUBLICATION 

The Language field (/LA), Summary Language field (/SL), and Country of 
Publication field (/CY) are searched using the complete text of the language 
or country, or by using the two-letter International Standard Organization 
code. Use the "EXPAND" command in the appropriate field to identify the 
correct code or text . 

Every GeoRef record, (even the earliest record from 1785), has been 
assigned a language code on STN. If the language wasn ' t identifiable by 
GeoRef, then the text "UNAVAILABLE" has been indexed. Therefore, to retrieve 
all English-language documents or those documents with English-language 
summaries, use the following strategy: 
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-> S PLATINOM AND CANADA/CY AND (:&:N OR UNAVAI?) /LA, SL 

1738 PLATINUM 
32958 CANADA/CY 

975553 EN/LA 
8853 6 EN/SL 

172210 UNAVAI ? /LA 
0 UNAVAI?/SL 

L2 253 PLATINUM AND CANADA/CY AND (EN OR UNAVAI?)/LA,SL 

File Segments In GeoRef 

The GeoRef file contains a Fi le Segment (/FS) field which allows users 
to search on several file segments. File segments, listed in Table 4, include 
a basic division between OLD records (pre-October, 1975) and NEW Records 
(post - October, 1975 ) . This difference is important because changes were made 
in GeoRef at thi s t ime, e . g . , t he add ition of new fie l ds . F i le segments for 
each of the printed sources are a l so i n GeoRef : Bibliography and Index of 
North American Geology, Bi bliogr aphy a nd I ndex of Geology Exclusive of North 
America, Geo-phys i cal Abstracts , Bibliography of Theses in Geology, and the 
Bi bliography and Index of Geology . 

Table 4. GeoRef File Segments 

OLD Pre-October, 197 5 Recor ds 

NEW Post-October, 1975 Records 

N Bibliography and Index of North American Geology 

E Bibliography and I ndex of Geology Exclusive of North America 

G Geophys i cal Abstract s 

T Bibliography of Theses in Geology 

B Bibliography and Index of Geology 
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IRP Field 

An International Re~earch Program field (/IRP) was added to GeoRef on 
STN to provide easy retrieval of all documents related to the Decade of North 
American Geology (DNAG), the Deep Sea Drilling Programme (DSDP) , or the Inter
national Geological Correlation Project (IGCP). 

Example: 

=> S Mli:DI'l'ElU\ANEAN SI!A/CT AND DSDP/IPR 

L5 

5175 MEDITERRANEAN SEA/CT 
4178 DSDP/IRP 

197 MEDITERRANEAN SEA/CT AND DSDP/IRP 

ORDER Command 

GeoRef is one of the Document Suppliers on STN. Documents can be 
ordered from GeoRef by using the "ORDER GEO" command. Now, documents can be 
ordered by using the L-numbered answer set that contains the desired document, 
as well as by supplying STN accession numbers or bibliographic information. 

Example: 

•> S AOGI'l'Z/CT 
L1 654 AUGITE/CT 

•> ORDER GEO 
PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME, PHONE AND/OR TELEX NUMBER 
:D . STEPP, 614-447-3600 
MAILING ADDRESS • D. STEPP 

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE 
P . O. BOX 3012 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210 

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? (N) OR Y: N 
ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT: (BILL) OR OTHER:. 
ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING : (STANDARD) OR OTHER:. 
ENTER (Ll), L#, ACC, OR BIB : L1 
ENTER ANSWER NUMBER(S), RANGE, OR (END) : 1 - 2 
ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE) :NONE 
DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D284060B ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '1' OF 'L1' 
ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE) : NONE 
DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D284061C ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '2' OF 'L1' 
ENTER ANSWER NUMBER(S), RANGE, OR (END) :END 
ORDER COMMAND COMPLETE 
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Academic Discount 

GeoRef has instituted an Academic Discount of 50% for those academic 
institutions that subscribe to the printed Bibliography and Index of Geology . 
Arrangements have already been made for those authorized academic institution 
that have an STN account (other than a CAS ONLINE Academic Account) to search 
GeoRef on STN at the discounted rate . Those academic instituti ons that need a 
regular STN account should call STN Customer Service (800-848 - 6538) to set one 
up . 

Search Aids for GeoRef on STN 

There are many resources available for help in searching GeoRef on 
STN. STN and GeoRef staff Help Desks that support online searching . Call the 
STN Help Desk at 800-848-6533 or t he GeoRef Action Desk at 800 -336-47 64 . 

Printed Resources from GeoRef 

Printed copies of the GeoRef Thesaurus provide guidance in choosing 
terms for subject searching. A new GeoRef workshop training manual (to be 
issued in early 1989) will include sections that discuss the STN i mplementa
tion of GeoRef. In addition, the GeoRef Newsletter often contains tips and 
search strategies for searching GeoRef online. 

Printed Resources from STN 

The STN International Guide t o Commands contains basic information about 
searching on STN . This reference work includes descriptions of STN commands, 
proximity and numeric operators , logon and logoff procedures, etc. The GeoRef 
Database Summary Sheet provides a brief description of the GeoRef database, 
and includes a list of searchabl e field s and display formats. The GeoRef 
Database Description offers a detailed field-by-field description of how to 
search GeoRef on STN. Two STN Technical Notes, 88/01 and 88/02, specifically 
address the topics of searching geographic coordinates and using the online 
GeoRef Thesaurus. 
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STN Online Help 

Table 5 lists more than twenty online help messages available during an 
online search session in the GeoRef database. A directory of the online Help 
Messages is accessed by entering "HELP DIRECTORY" at an arrow prompt (=>) . 

Table 5. STN Online Help Messages for GeoRef 

The followi ng HELP messages are available to obtain information 
on the GeoRef Fi le : 

HELP ACCESSION 
HELP CCCODE 
HELP COORDINATE 
HELP CONTENT 
HELP COST 
HELP CROSSOVER 
HELP DESK 
HELP DFIELDS 
HELP DOCTYPE 
HELP EFIELDS 
HELP FS 
HELP FORMAT 
HELP HIGHLIGHT 
HELP (L) 
HELP LANGUAGE 
HELP RANGE 
HELP RCODE 
HELP (S) 
HELP SFIELDS 
HELP SNUMERIC 
HELP TERMS 
HELP THESAURUS 
HELP UPDATE/SO! 

- GeoRef accession number formats 
- using Category Codes in the GeoRef File 
- using geographic coordinates 
- general GeoRef File description 
- price schedule for the GeoRef File 
- file crossover searching in GeoRef 
- information on GeoRef File user assistance 
- list of display field codes 
- using document types in the GeoRef File 
- SELECT command and E-number lists 
- using file segments in the GeoRef File 
- predefined formats for display and print 
- information about highlighting in GeoRef 
- use of the (L) operator in the GeoRef File 
- thesaurus language availability 
- RANGE parameters for the GeoRef File 
- relationship code parameters for the GeoRef File 
- use of the (S) operator in the GeoRef File 
- list of search field codes 
- numeric fields and how to search them 
-Terms not searchable as 'term+ALL'/CT 
- Thesaurus description for the GeoRef File 
- manual and automatic update searching 

Summary 

The GeoRef database is an important online source of geoscience 
information. The new STN implementation of GeoRef provides online interaction 
with the GeoRef Thesaurus, an improved method for searching geographic 
coordinates, and many other valuable features . A variety of search aids are 
available to support more efficient and effective searching in GeoRef on STN. 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES FOR MERGING QUALITATIVE 
AND QUANTITATIVE GEOLOGICAL DATA BASES 

Elahe Tabesh 
Geology Dept., Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-1070 

Abstract--Geology is a descriptive science as well as an experimental one that requires the analysis 
of large volumes of numerical data in conjunction with qualitative field observation and 
knowledge. The goals of geologists are to consider all the available relevant information and 
derive the most complete and accurate interpretation that can be supported by the geologic 
evidence. Geologists constantly deal with both quantitative and qualitative field observation 
information. The geologists' interpretation of these data requires specialized geologic training, 
knowledge, and experience. Artificial intelligence techniques can be used effectively by 
geologists for an automatic interpretation of geologic data. An expert system, consisting of a 
knowledge base and a control unit, takes all the data as input and follows a logical path to derive a 
conclusion the same way a human expert interprets the data. Inherent in the development of 
expert systems for geologic analysis and interpretation is the problem of dealing with the 
qualitative information in such a way that it can be digitally processed. These are techniques for 
merging qualitative and quantitative data. One is the classification of numerical data into intervals 
that are assigned nonnumerical codes compatible with the qualitative data base. The categorization 
of qualitative information into numerical form is another technique. In this case, each property is 
treated as a variable and interactively evaluated by the geologist Based on the evaluation, a 
weighted numerical code is assigned to each variable. The third method consists of the separate 
treatment of qualitative and quantitative data bases for later combination using one of the other 
techniques. The expert system shell consists of a knowledge base containing rules or facts, an 
inference mechanism for reasoning and interpretation, and a user interface for interactive 
communication with input and output devices. This shell serves as the framework for the 
development of individual expert systems and is capable of logically implementing the merging 
techniques. 

Introduction 

Although geological information is diverse in nature, it can be divided into two main groups. 
The first one is descriptive data that are collected from direct field observation or based on the 
interpretation of previous models. The second group is numerical data that is the result of 
physical measurements. There is always a need for the efficient filing and analysis of large 
volumes of numerical and nonnumerical data. Traditionally, numerical data have been refined 
with various statistical and analytical tools, with the results displayed in tables, histograms, 
graphs, charts, maps. These tasks have been done by computer since it has was introduced into 
the physical sciences. Typically, such data have to be analyzed by geologists who have 
knowledge in the background and experience in the area; also their geological perceptions will 
help them to have a better understanding of the results of processed numerical data. However, the 
optimum scenario for analyzing data requires the involvement of a specialist, a professional 
whose wisdom, experience, and expertise in several geological fields allow for efficient and 
appropriate interpretation. Unfortunately, often times it is not possible to have access to a person 
with this extensive knowledge. Fortunately, recent developments in computer science, especially 
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in expert systems, have made knowledge from various disciplines available and have enabled 
information of diverse nature to be used to achieve some results. In addition, expert systems 
provide techniques that may lead to completely automatic data interpretation. 

This paper discusses the various forms of geological data, the evolution of the computer in 
geological data handling, and the analysis of problems involved with automatic interpretation, 
including incompatibility of numerical data bases and descriptive knowledge bases. It elaborates 
on the possible design of an expert system that will be able to automatically interpret data, and 
finally, some suggestions are made for merging techniques of numerical and nonnumerical data. 

Nature and Application of Geolo~cal Data 

Geological data is considered to be observational ( Rossmassler & Watson; 1980, Rumble & 
Hampel1984 ); the observations and measurements are time- and space-dependent, and 
nonrepeatable. Consequently, it is important to keep a flle of original data specifying its location 
identification or time dependency. In some cases data analysis is not necessary and a simple data 
display can reveal the needed facts. However, background knowledge is required for 
interpretation. For example, a geologist might look at the distribution of a single element from a 
chemical analysis of rock samples and interpret that "the composition of this igneous mass tends 
to be more acidic toward the northeast." This kind of judgment is possible based upon general 
knowledge of geology as well as field observation. 

If the interpretation must be done by looking at the interaction of large number of elements, it 
is more complex and requires data analysis or statistical treatment The final interpretation will 
then be based on the results of computation, but the interpretation processes will be the similar, 
since background geologic knowledge and information about the specific case are necessary. 
Since the computer is the major processor for vast amount of numerical data and nowadays is able 
to process symbolic data, it can be easily and efficiently used for automatic interpretations. 

The Role of the Computer in Data Handlini 

Data handling by computer started with its use as a simple data storage unit, followed by the 
analysis and representation of data with the help of defined algorithms. Soon, these roles 
expanded to include the exchange of the data flies and it became necessary to establish standard 
formats for data records. To use these files correctly and effectively, the user must be aware of 
the structure and organization of the data file. The introduction of the data base management 
system was the next step that allowed the user to organize the data in a predefined structure. A 
variety of data base systems have been designed and used for different purposes. Still, at this 
stage the user did not have any control over the structure or identification of any deduction 
procedures on the data. Later, the combination of data bases and statistical algorithms created 
"spreadsheets" that have been developed and publicized by the popularization of microcomputers. 

During the past two decades the role of the computer as a numerical data handler has developed 
into a more effective one, and artificial intelligence techniques may change it into a relatively more 
intelligent role that might be able to automatically interpret the information and enhance the ability 
of processing more information in less amount of time. 
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Automatic Interpretation: Problems and Solutions 

Geologists approach a problem in the following manner: they study any previous work, 
collect background knowledge of the area, go out to the field, start observing various geological 
phenomena, and make some measurements. Then, usually they plot the data on maps and make 
early observations by looking at the distribution of data and, based on contextual knowledge, 
come up with a hypothetical model. The next steps are to process the numerical data and interpret 
the results again by using contextual knowledge, which may either support or invalidate the 
model. 

Imitating this process by computer is possible in an expert system framework. Expert systems 
are programs that are capable of accepting information in the form of roles and follow the same 
logical path that a human expert will follow to deduce a certain result 

An expert system for automatic data interpretation will have a knowledge base to store the basic 
geologic roles and any other necessary conceptual information for such an interpretation. This 
system should have two individual data bases: one for nonnumerical information that has been 
collected in the field and one for numerical measurements. To make any interpretation, the system 
must be able to compare, contrast, and combine the two data sets. Expert systems have been 
designed to deal with symbolic information and usually are not appropriate tools for numerical 
processing. · Contextual knowledge is not always quantifiable, and it is not easy to modify the 
numerical data to make them compatible with symbolic knowledge for computer processing. 
Specific techniques are proposed to solve these problems and will be discussed further. 

Components of an Expert System Shell for Geolo~cal Data Interpretation 

The major components of an expert system specializing in geological data interpretation will 
be elaborated on here without getting into technicalities, while also focusing on the parts that have 
to be added to the system to make it effective for particular applications. 

The basic components of an expert system are (1) the knowledge base, (2) the context, (3) the 
inference engine, (4) the development engine, (5) the explanation facility, and (6) the user 
interface (Figure 1). 

Knowled~ base 

The knowledge base of this expert system should house general information that is used to 
interpret geological data. For example, the concept of specific locations on a map and their 
relationship to each other must be part of this information. 

Context 

Context contains the detailed information about the current subject being dealt with. For 
example, if one is trying to use this system to interpret a spontaneous polarization data base, the 
parameter of measurements, the relationship between the measurements, the expected range of the 
values, the concept of high and low value in this data set and their meaning have to be defined. 

Inference Mechanism 

The most important part of an expert system is the inference mechanism, which contains the 
control information. The inference mechanism uses the knowledge base to modify and expand 
the context. The inference should be designed for a low-level operation in order to provide 
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enough flexibility. The following methods for merging numerical data bases with symbolic 
knowledge bases are suggested as pan of the inference mechanism. The structure of inference 
engine in this system is not as complicated as a system of which the major tasks are to make 
decisions. 

Method 1- Quantified data--> Qualified data: Converting the numerical data into nonnumerical 
data is possible by defining intervals or the range of the numbers. Since each individual data 
set deals with specific variables for which the variation is limited. it is possible to define class 
intervals and assign a symbol to each interval. For instance, if the amounts of a certain 
chemical element in rock samples varies between .001 and 5000 ppm. the user can look at the 
data and their variation and match them with proper symbols 

0 .001 
.001 - .1 
. 1 - 1 

1 - 10 

extermely low 
very low 
low 
medium 

10 - 50 
50 - 5000 

5000 -

high 
very high 
extennely high 

Note: The system should have the option of defming the range for each individual data set as 
well as a default option for automatic range assignment. · 

Method 2- Quantified data--> Qualified data: This method is proposed for cases where some 
calculation is needed and the numerical data are not complete. The system must be able to use 
the information extracted from the nonnumerical data base, convert it to numbers, and use 
them in calculations. For example, a geologist has been out to the field and made the 
observation "in an specific area as we go farther to the north, the depth of the layers tends to 
be shallower". A few of measurements may be taken in the southern pan of the area, but 
toward the north a suitable outcrop for measuring the depth of the layers may not be found. 
With this assumption, the system can make an educated guess and assign some numerical 
value for the depth toward the north of the area. In this case, the system must ask the user to 
identify a degree of variation based on the degree of changes to a specific direction. The same 
concept can be used to define the distance and direction of the point or location we are 
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Figure 2: Measured and Estimated Strike and Dip 
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Figure 1: Major Components of Geologic Information Interpreter Expert System 
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interested in. This time, the system is converting the descriptive information into numbers by 
using a regular interpolation technique, and will end up with a series of predicted values for 
the dip in various locations (Figure 2). The designer of the system should be careful about the 
factors that may affect predicating values. 

Method 3- The third method is a combination of the first two previous ones; the numerical data 
base will be divided into several ranges and converted into codes, but this time, instead of 
assigning symbols based on a particular objective, a numerical code should be assigned to 
represent each interval, which is basically applying the same concept that we already 
mentioned in second method. The qualitative information will be converted to numerical 
codes as well. At this point the data is homogeneous for any comparison, contrast, or 
calculation. 

Each of these methods may be used for specific applications but there are advantages and 
disadvantages associated with each of them. The first method is useful for data reduction and is 
the key to automatic intexpretation; it can be used for decision-making puxposes as well. But after 
the data have been converted into symbolic codes, the application of computational algorithms no 
longer possible. The second method is suitable for incomplete data sets. Because the variation of 
data are nonhomogeneous, some of the assigned numbers or codes are estimations, while the 
others are real measurements. Therefore, the computational algorithm must be applied with 
caution. The third method is useful for data reduction and is more suitable for computational 
pUipOses than the former two, but the intexpretation should be done with care. All three methods 
are applicable to location identification data in the form of latitude/longitude or X and Y 
coordinates. Although the application of each of these methods will produce temporary data sets 
'for various attributes, in some cases the intexpretation has to be done by using a series of factors; 
therefore, it is necessary to keep these data sets to the end of intexpretation process. 

Development En~e 

Development engine or knowledge acquisition facility in an expert system is the component 
that acts as an editor and enters any necessary changes. The entered knowledge should be in an 
acceptable form for the expert system. This part of the system could be designed in different 
levels of sophistication; at its extreme, it could be converted into an intelligent part itself with 
specialized features that is able to edit, check for spelling, and change the text to acceptable 
format; it can even be converted into a graphical editor. 

Explanation Facility 

The ability of explanation facilities varies in response to questions and in the explanation of the 
procedural methods. For this specific system, it is not necessary to have extensive explanation 
facilities. The system should reply to questions about the current and former state of the data, 
explain the range and assigned symbols to different intervals, and provide other information that 
the user might need to know about the data. 

User Interface 

User interface is another sensitive part of the expert system and is used to communicate with 
the system. Generally, an interface plays several roles: the user acts as a tutor to enhance the 
expert system by adding knowledge to its knowledge base; the user acts as a client, explains the 
problem, and asks for help; and/or the user acts as a pupil and seeks advice from the system. 

Other interfaces must be added to the system in order to communicate with other software such 
as a numerical data base, a processing algorithm, or a graphics package. 
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Conclusions 

The development of an expert system is suggested here as a tool for the automatic 
interpretation of geological data There are several advantages to using an expert system for 
geological data interpretation. (1) Since the information is diverse in nature and comes from 
entirely different sources, it will be the easiest way to have an early comprehensive picture of the 
data. (2) It aids in handling huge and multiple sources of numerical data bases, eliminates the 
background noise, and emphasizes the significant parts of the data. (3) An expert system makes 
the information from several domains accessible to geologists who intend to interpret numerical 
data bases. (4) In some cases, when archiving huge amounts of numerical data is not feasible, the 
techniques of the system can reduce the volume of data. (5) The merged information file is 
exportable to other expert system, for future applications. (6) It makes the experience and 
knowledge of the experts available to others who need them. 
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Abstract-- Many systems are inhibited by rigid data input 
formats and proprietary databases, making transfer of data 
from one application to another almost impossible. If data is 
transferred at all, it is manually typed from one system to 
another. Further, the use of an application is often 
hardware-dependent due to database requirements. 

An exploration project database system has been 
developed to solve these problems. This relational database 
system, written in standard FORTRAN 77, allows portability of 
data and applications from mainframe to workstation. Each 
project file is self contai ned, consisting of 1) an internal 
schema file, 2) a data file, and 3) an indexing file. The 
design provides many advantages for users. Since the database 
definition is stored internally in the schema file, the 
project database schema is easily expanded as new data fields 
are desired. The indexing feature allows for fast searching 
and sorting of any attribute in the file . 

The principle strength of a common project file is the 
ability to integrate data from several different sources and 
applications. It is common to store formation tops, well 
logs, seismic velocities, gravity data, and core analyses in 
a single file. Various applications can then manipulate this 
project database. We hope this system will generate momentum 
toward defining a database industry standard. 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, exploration applications have been developed 
as independent stand-alone systems. Each system had its own 
input and output format, and its own database, for storing the 
data. Specialized systems were often designed by different 
groups, at different times, with no thought to system interac
tion or integration. As the systems evolved, the output from 
one system became the input for another. Further, vendors' 
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applications were purchased t o complement the in-house systems. 
But vendors intentionally designed applications with proprie
tary data formats, to secure the uniqueness of their products. 

An example of the problem is presented in Figure 1. The 
diagram shows many in-house applications which reside on dif
ferent systems, each with its own database . The addition of 
vendor applications compounds the problem further . In this com
puting environment, transf er of data between applications is 
only accomplished by manually typing data derived from one 
application into another, or by writing customized, single-use 
programs to reformat the data. This scenario limits the effec
tiveness of these applications, since most end-users are not 
proficient in computer programming and repeated manual data 
input is time consuming and e rror-prone. 

Another aspect of the multiple database problem is chang
ing the database description . The database must be enhanced to 
accept new data types as they are identified or needed. Unfor
tunately, most systems employ unwieldy database management 
schemes, requiring a Database Administrator (DBA) to make up
dates to the database structure . The responsibility of the DBA 
includes creating the ori g i nal database, granting authorization 
for access, modifying database descriptions, and providing 
maintenance of the database during its life (Ullman, 1982, p. 
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Figure 1: The "chaos" of exploration applications before BFILE. 
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5). However, as more applications with separate databases are 
created, an increasing number of DBAs are needed to monitor and 
maintain these databases. 

Several earlier papers have offered solutions to these 
problems. Townsend (1979) proposed an ideal exploration soft
ware development scenario around a central database, but only 
briefly mentioned the requirements of this database. Goubin 
(1978) described three databases used for geochemical data. 
Hodgson and Ross (1983) outlined an organization of geophysical 
computing tasks on workstations. Yet, these earlier published 
works lack a detailed plan of how a variety of data, from dif
ferent sources and disciplines, are to be consolidated and 
shared by independent applications . 

THE BFILE SYSTEM 

The BFILE system was developed to integrate exploration 
data of different types into one database, and to simplify user 
access to that data (Figure 2). It was designed to store all 
the data for a single project or geographical area. The system 
incorporates the strengths of large database systems while pro
viding for individual user needs . . The BFILE system is a rela
tional database product with associated tools for editing, 
transporting and maintaining the database. It is written in 
standard FORTRAN 77, to make it portable to different computing 
environments. 

The BFILE system was designed with end-users in mind. The 
idea behind most of the design was "who knows the data better 
than the user?" Thus, in an effort to provide the user with 
more control of their data, many of the functions, once rele
gated to a DBA, are the responsibility of the owner of the 
BFILE project database. These DBA functions have been simpli
fied and are easy to perform, even for users with minimal 
computing experience . 

Each project database is stored in the users' personal 
computing storage area, whether that is a hard disk or floppy 
on a PC or a virtual disk drive on a mainframe user account. 
This storage scheme makes intervention by a DBA to allocate 
project databases unnecessary. Storing the database in the 
user's area makes data security easy, since default access 
restrictions for user accounts apply to the BFILE database. If 
more rigorous security is desired, the user can protect the 
database in its entirety, or restrict access to specific data 
fields. Back-up and clean-up of the database are also performed 
by the users. 
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THE RELATIONAL MODEL 

After several vendor product evaluations and in-house pro
totypes, a relational database structure was selected as the 
basis for the BFILE system. Initially , two other database 
structures were considered: hierarchical and CODASYL. For the 
hierarchical prototype, IMS was used on the IBM MVS environ
ment. Speed and resource requirements were adequate, but analo
gous systems on other computing environments did not exist, 
making portability impossible. Further, IMS is not a dy'namic 
system; once the database structure is defined, adding another 
data field required complete reconstruction of the database 
(IBM, 1987) . 

CODASYL models have been proposed for exploration 
databases (Townsend, 1979, p. 146) and small user databases 
{Date, 1986). CODASYL structures are more dynamic than hierar
chical structures and are capable of supporting a variety of 
computing environments , but are incapable of handling large 
data volumes often associated with Seismic, Well Log, Potential 
Fields, or LANDSAT data. 

An independent relational database structure offers opti
mal speed and resource utilization, while accommodating large 
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data volumes. Further, the relational model supports integra
tion of a large variety of data types. All of the related data 
for different data types are put into separate tables. Each 
table is called a relation, and is made up of rows and columns, 
called tuples and attributes, respectively. Each relation is 
conceptually similar to the records and fields of a sequential 
database with a homogeneous record structure. 

Figure 3 shows two relations for hypothetical well data. 
The WBLLDBSC relation stores descriptive data about specific 
wells. Only one entry per well is required, so this is called a 
singly-occurring relation. For the proprietary core analysis 
data, the CORBDATA relation is used. Since any well might 
include analysis of several zones or depths, with multiple 
entries, CORBDATA is a multiply-occurring relation. 

Note that a common attribute APX occurs in both relations. 
The two relations could be joined with this common attribute to 
create one large table. The large table or view of the data 
would cause multiple entries of the descriptive (singly
occurring) attributes to be attached to the individual core 
analysis (multiply-occurring) attributes. The ability to 
connect logically different data into a single view, and to 

Relation: WELLDESC 
API OPERATOR WELL NO. WELL NAME LAT. LON. 

4234200021 Amoco 1 Jones 27 .33112 94 . 1875 
4234201000 Shell 1-A Dora GU 27 .41256 94 .1711 
4234209111 Exxon 1 Aspen 27 .40103 94 .1994 
4234232222 Amoco 2 Jones 27 .33442 94.1844 

Relation: COREDATA 
API DEPTH POROSITY PERM. LITH. 

4234200021 3601 26 .1 1.40 Sand 
4234200021 7291 19.4 0 .91 Sand 
4234200021 9841 ?? ?? Shale 
4234232222 4438 20 .1 0 .01 Sand 
4234232222 4461 19.4 4 . 11 Sand 

Corwin & Bantall . 1988 

Figure 3: An example of well data relational tables. 
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combine different data types in the same project database, 
makes a relational DBMS a logical choice for exploration data. 

Designing the relations for specific data proves to be 
quite challenging. In Figure 4, two representations of the same 
data are shown. Both are formations tops picked from well logs 
by geologists. These interpreted data were originally stored in 
the singly-occurring FMTOP1 relation. Each of the "??" repre
sents a null value, or "no data available." In general, this 
approach seems more int uitive. However, each null value takes 
up the same space as a data value. If the FMTOPl relation is 
re~esigned to store data more compactly, as in the multiply
occurring FMTOP2 relation in Figure 4, there is nearly a 25% 
reduction ·in storage. By explicitly defining the data field 
("I'M" in this case) and assigning it the associated value 
(transposing the relation), an optimal relation is created. 

To ass i st the user in developing an optimal project 
database for use with a wide variety of applications, guide
lines have been created for relations of commonly used data. 
These standard relations are called the BFILE Information 
System (BFIS), and consist o f a passive data dictionary and a 

Relation: FMTOP1 
API CREt WILCOX ac YEGUA FRIO MIOCENE 

4234200021 ?? ?? ?? 9700 7201 3556 
4234201000 10. 111 7641 ?? ?? ?? ?? 
4234209111 ?? ?? ?? 3500 1021 ?? 
4234232222 ?? ?? 4437 ?? ?? ?? 

Relation: FMTOP2 
API FM DEPTH 

4234200021 Yegua 9700 
4234200021 Frio 7201 
4234200021 Miocene 3556 
4234201000 Cret. 10,111 
4234201000 Wilcox 7641 
4234209111 Yegua 3500 
4234209111 Frio 1021 
4234232222 QC 4437 

Corwin & Buratd. 1988 

Figure 4: An example of formation tops relational tables. 
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directory. The BFIS dictionary defines relations to be filled 
from corporate historical databases. Use of this data dictio
nary raises the level of consistency for BFILE project data
bases across disciplines, and makes the creation of standard 
applications easy. 

BFILE STRUCTURE 

Each BFILE project database consists of three physical 
files: 1) a data file (BFDATA), 2) an internal schema file 
(BFSCHEMA), and 3) an indexing file (BFKEYS). Each group of 
three files is related by internal and external naming conven
tions so a user can have several BFILE project databases in 
their personal storage area. 

A significant BFILE innovation is that the project 
database definition is stored internally, in the BFSCHEMA file, 
instead of in the application programs that use the BFILE 
system. The system allows the programmer to optionally define, 
modify or read the internal schema directly. With schema-depen
dent coding techniques, application program development can 
begin before final file structures are fully formulated. Users 
may modify the schema and quickly add any desired ad hoc data 
fields (attributes) without disturbing existing schema
dependent programs or other users that may eventually read the 
same data. 

Data is stored in the BFDATA file and treated as generic 
relational data, which can be viewed dynamically by the appli
cations and users. If desired data is within a BFILE, and the 
attribute and relation names are known at execution time, any 
data retrieval program can extract necessary project data with
out pre-compiled knowledge of how or where the data is stored 
in the project database. 

In contrast, conventional sequential file-based systems 
have typically used hard-coded (compiled) record and field data 
structure definitions as part of the application source 
program. If several programs use the same file, conventional 
application programming techniques make it difficult, expensive 
and time-consuming to modify data structures or to append ad 
hoc data to an existing file. Moreover, a variety of indexing 
algorithms are used by different systems, some more effective 
than others. 

The BFSCHEMA file is distinct for each BFILE, depending on 
which data a user has defined for the project database. If a 
user working on a geological project does not need geophysical 
data, neither the data nor the structure for that data is 
included in the project database. Applications can create, 
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modify and delete the schema of the database, to accommodate 
any required data field. By carrying the database definition 
internally, the BFILE is self-sufficient. This strength not 
only makes DBA database design functions unnecessary, but 
provides the user with the ability to redefine the database 
structure from within an application. 

searching and sorting on specific data fields {attributes) 
is performed by accessing B-Tree indices in the BFKEYS indexing 
file. A B-Tree index is a method for rapidly accessing data, by 
creating an optimal list of the key attributes. Knuth {1973a; 
1973b, p. 473) presents a comprehensive discussion of B-Tree 
algorithms and implementations. For large amounts of data, a 
B-Tree is the most efficient data structure {Ullman, 1982, p. 
68). The BFILE system uses B-Trees for random access for each 
relation, hence the name, BFILEc Any data field can be an 
index, expediting data retrievals. We have also noted that 
initial creation of a B-Tree and subsequent searching is much 
faster than searching a relation sequentially, therefore, auto
matic B-Tree index creati on software has been included in the 
BFILE system. 

The BFILE Interface program coordinates requests between 
the project database and the user applications (Figure 2). Data 
retrievals and schema updates are communicated through the 
Interface. The Interface is a callable FORTRAN 77 routine which 
accepts Standard Query Language (SQL) commands. It uses ANSI 
standard SQL (1986), with some Amoco additions for scientific 
databases. The Interface shields the user from changes or up
dates to the underlying database management system {DBMS). 
Further, the BFILE Interface is dynamically loaded at run time, 
making changes to the DBMS nearly transparent for application 
programs. 

DATA TYPES 

A major design consideration for the BFILE system was the 
integration of various data types into one local database. Data 
stored in a BFILE, to be used for a specific project, would not 
only include raw data, but a l so computed and interpreted data 
from various applications {Fi gure 5). Storing all the data 
together eliminates conversion from one data format to another; 
thus, more interpretive data i s retained than would be from 
applications where separate databases are employed. 

The data in a BFILE for a specific project need not be 
entirely related. It has been our experience that seemingly un
related data can play an important role in the final interpre
tation. It is the ability to view ~ the data, in one central 
location, that makes integrated analysis possible. Often it is 
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Figure 5: Conceptual model of data interaction with the BFILE. 

the competing data, not the collaborating data, that draws 
attention to an ill-formed model. With project data in one cen
tral repository, under the users' control, multiple iterations 
of an application can be run, with data that has been input 
from different sources. For example, depositional water depths 
from core analysis might be mapped initially, and then compared 
to paleontological faunal environment maps, both generated from 
the same BFILE. 

Geological, geophysical, and engineering data can all be 
placed in one BFILE (Figure 6). Combining these project data 
minimizes overall storage by consolidating common data from 
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Figure 6: An example of various data types defined for BFILE. 

different disciplines (well name , wel l locations, etc.). 
Further , the rel ations are d i screte logical units, modelled 
after a common table structur e. Thus, each application uses a 
single database to access a variety of data. A mapping applica
tion, for example , should allow contouring various data from 
the project database, includi ng subsurface formations, travel 
t i me velocities, paleoenvironmental water depths, or porosity 
relationshi ps. The user mer e l y s pecifies the attribute to be 
contoured and the application accesses the BFILE for the data. 

Most exploration data types are represented in the BFIS 
data dictionary. Since relati ons for these data types are pre
defined, applications can be written to read the relations 
directly. For ad hoc or vendor data, a special relation would 
be created. Further, since the schema is carried internal to 
each project database, the application scans the BFILE schema 
for the vendor data relation and uses it accordingly. 

PORTABILITY 

The BFILE system was ini tially conceived to solve the 
problem of separate, independent databases on the batch IBM MVS 
environment and the interacti ve IBM VM/CMS environment. It 
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became clear early in the design phase that portability between 
computing environments was a key component of this problem. The 
dilemma encompassed hardware independence, application self
sufficiency and reliable data access for users. Not only must 
the software be portable to other machines, the BFILE system 
must accommodate a variety of applications. Users must feel 
comfortable running multiple applications against the project 
database and moving the project database between actual physi
cal ma·chines. 

Several aspects of the BFILE system make it extremely 
portable. First, from a program standpoint, 99% of the project 
database software is written in standard FORTRAN 77 on the IBM 

. VM/CMS environment. The system has also been successfully im
plemented on SUN workstations, under the UNIX operating system. 
To move the BFILE system from the IBM to the SUN workstation, 
approximately 1% of the total system needed to be rewritten. 
This 1% involved 400 lines of IBM 370 assembler I/O routines, 
unique to the VM/CMS environment. The code was replaced with 
semantically equivalent c routines in 3 man weeks. The BFILE 
system is also running on an APOLLO workstation. Future plans 
include installation on the DEC VMS environment in 1989. 

Second, portability is supported on an application design 
level; the schema of the project database is internal, making 
the database self-sufficient. The internal definition provides 
a database independence not found in other DBMS. Coupled with 
the sophisticated extended features including double precision 
numbers, variable length vectors, and variable length text 
strings, the BFILE system provides a powerful tool for managing 
project data, on a mainframe or a workstation. Applications can 
take advantage of the standard relation descriptions from the 
BFIS, or query the internal structure of the database and 
retrieve the data from user-defined, ad hoc relations. 

Finally, mechanisms for transportation or down-loading the 
database exist, providing virtual machine independence. The 
movement of data between computing environments is crucial, 
since some applications are better suited to one environment 
than another. Figure 7 depicts the process of transporting a 
BFILE from one computing environment to another. When all 
applications use the BFILE system, the user merely moves the 
database between environments, and runs the applications neces
sary to complete the desired processing task. 

DISCUSSION 

The BFILE system provides a personal project database 
structure able to store data from a variety of sources, in a 
concise and logical manner. The system is dynamic enough to 
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Figure 7: Moving a BFILE across computing environments. 

withstand database schema changes, and is portable to a variety 
of computing environments. 

The BFILE system is not an end-user application, however. 
It is essential that this difference is clearly understood by 
designers, if effective applications are to be developed. An 
application, by definition, calculates a ·specific output from 
an input. The BFILE database is a data repository, where all 
the data related to a given project can be stored. Retrieval 
and update mechanisms exist, but the system is no more than a 
DBMS. It does not stand alone; rather its' strength lies in the 
ability to organize various data, providing a common database 
structure for application programs. Ideally, a users' BFILE is 
the sole input for an application, and the repository for 
interpreted output. Since many applications are run as itera
tive processes, output from one application is often the input 
for another. Storing both raw input data and calculated, inter
preted output data in the same BFILE allows all the applica
tions access to the same data. 

Since all the data is centralized, new applications might 
use several different types of data, not previously available 
together. For instance, in the processing of well log data, 
evaluation of the core lithology report would serve as a good 
cross check of interpretations. With the BFILE system, this 
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merging· of data is easy, since both types of data can be stored 
in one project database, as two separate relations. An appli
cation could join the two relations and display one large table 
of data, or graphically display the data. Development of appli
cations around a central database structure, like the BFILE 
system, minimizes clumsy data format conversions. 

Vendor applications offer a variety of state-of-the-art 
functions, at a reasonable cost. If these products were written 
to use a standard project database system, the number of tools 
available to the user, and overall end-user productivity, would 
be vastly increased. Use of the BFILE system as a central 
database only for in-house applications defeats some of the 
strength of the system. The success of the BFILE system shows 
that such a system can wo~k. The use of BFILE or a similar 
project database system for industry applications would provide 
an improved level of connectivity and consistency throughout 
exploration software. 

CONCLUSION 

The BFILE system was designed as a project data file 
manager, for various types of exploration data including Well 
Histories, Formation Tops, Well Logs, Lithology, Seismic Veloc
ities, Potential Fields·, and Engineering data. The system 
contains its own internal schema, which can be dynamically 
changed, by the user or by application programs, at any point 
in time. The BFILE Interface insulates the user from changes to 
the underlying DBMS, while providing a powerful relational 
database tool, with the SQL query language. The system and 
accompanying data files are portable to many computing environ
ments, and are currently running on the IBM MVS, IBM VM/CMS, 
SUN UNIX, and APOLLO UNIX environments. 

The BFILE system is not an end-user product. The database 
design offers application programmers the opportunity to design 
systems independently of the database, and allows users to con
centrate data of importance into a single, logical area. Explo
ration software vendors must realize that a database standard 
for applications would increase connectivity of their own 
applications, as well as providing their customers with soft
ware that can be immediately implemented. Further, customers 
must demand a greater level of connectivity, to remain competi
tive in world markets and keep software management costs at a 
minimum. 
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Abstract--Chevron's Production Workstation 

In 1985, Chevron established what is known internally as the 
Product ion Workstation (PWS) in order to provide an environment for 
reservoir geologists and engineers to efficiently cope with the large 
amount of data necessary for detailed reservoir characterization studies 
or reservoir simulation studies. The PWS consists of a local MicroVAX 
CPU, local disk storage (0.5 - 1 Gbytes), and one or more 
high-resolution (1000 x 1000 pixels) graphics devices. To facilitate 
data transfer from central data bases and software maintenance, all PWS 
(30 at present) are attached to a corporate communication network 
(DECNET) . As important as the workstation hardware is, it is the 
application software which actually "defines" the PWS. Chevron has 
created application software packages that enable the reservoir 
geologist to generate a reservoir characterization (well log picks, 
maps, cross-sections, and fence diagrams), generate geologically
interpreted 3-dimensional reservoir models (200 x 200 x 400 cells). 
The reservoir engineer can then develop reservoir simulation models, run 
numerical reservoir simulators, and interpret simulation output. Except 
for the numerical simulators, the PWS software is graphics-intensive . 
Simple user-interfaces enable the PWS to be an effective tool for both 
computer experts and novices. An unplanned benefit of the PWS has been 
closer working ties between geologists and engineers. 

Introduction 

I n 1985, Chevron established what i s known internally as the 
Production Workstation to provide an environment in whic_h reservoir 
geologists and engineers could efficiently utilize the large amount of 
data available for extensively developed fields . Approximately 30 
workstations have been installed i n Chevron's research, technical 
support, and upstream operating company offices to date. Workstation 
use continues to increase, partly in response to local management 
acceptance of the workstation as a means to increase product i vity and 
partly in response to new application software. This paper describes 
the workstation hardware and software currently in use and highlights 
some of the issues involved i n the workstation-related technology 
transfer. 
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Historical Background 

Software developed at Chevron Oil Field Research Company (including 
software acquired from Gulf Research and Development Company as a result 
of the Chevron-Gulf merger in 1985) over the last decade demonstrated 
the utility of highly interactive graphics software running on mini
computers as an effective and efficient reservoir management tool. 
Early applications targeted display of reservoir simulati on data . 
Although extremely useful, these early programs had a relatively limited 
user community - reservoir simulation specialists. In the mid-1980s 
applications were developed that targeted day-to-day reservoir management 
tasks such as analyzing production data and developing reservoir correla
tions, cross sections, and maps. These application programs were and 
continue to be most effectively utilized on well-developed fields with 
relatively large amounts of well log data and/or extensive production 
data . Newer applications have focused on r eservoir engineering and 
include a fully-implicit black oil reservoir simulator, a well test 
design package, and a streamtube modeling program. An interactive 
mapping and gridding program has also been added to the workstation. 

The applications that targeted day-to - day activities of operating 
company engineers and geologists, the need for increased productivity as 
oil prices declined, and rapidly decreasing hardware costs in the 
mid-1980s all contributed to the deployment and acceptance of the 
workstation. The Production Workstation history is summarized below: 

1981-84 

1985 

1986 

1986 

1987 

1988 

Software prototyping and demonstration. Initial applications 
included PROGRESS, WELLS, and ISG (see below for description) 

System definition. A committee of software developers, 
hardware experts, and technical support personnel define a 
MicroVAX-based system as the standard configuration with input 
from the end users. 

Software is transferred from research to technology support 
(Chevron Geosciences Company, now Chevron Exploration and 
Production Services) . Software undergoes extensive testing 
and user documentation is prepared. 

First operating company workstation is installed. Initial 
application targets a field with over 500 wells undergoing 
extensive re-study. 

First user requested enhancements are added to the initially 
released software and new applications, such as a fully 
implicit, black oil simulator, are added. A total of 13 
operating company workstations are installed. 

Over 20 operating company workstations are now installed. New 
hardware enables modification of the original configuration. 
New software, including an interactive mapping and gridding 
program, is added. 
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Hardware 

Somewhat surprisingly, the selection of the hardware configuration 
for the Production Workstation was one of the most time-consuming and 
difficult obstacles standing in the way of deployment. The reasons for 
the high inertia of the hardware selection process are many. Some of the 
more significant reasons included (1) the diverse hardware "backgrounds" 
and prejudices of both developers and technical support personnel, 
(2) the rapidly changing nature of the hardware (both cost and perfor
mance), and (3) the need for the new system to merge easily into the 
Chevron's existing and anticipated computer and data storage environment. 

Criteria were established in mid-1985 and the available, 
on-the-shelf, hardware was evaluated. The criteria included the 
following: 

1. Available - Hardware must be currently available. 

2. Effective - Hardware must be able to run current and planned 
applications effectively. Minimal requirements included: 
(a) processing and speed sufficient for highly interactive graphics 
applications and compute intensive non-graphics applications, 
(b) RAM and disk storage capacity sufficient for the current and 
planned data intensive applications, and (c) high-speed, high
resolution graphics processor. Minimal requirements were a 1 MIP 
CPU, 8 megabytes RAM, 300 megabytes disk storage, and a 1000 x 1000 
pixel, 8-plane graphics device. Additional hardware specifications 
are discussed below. 

3. Cost - Hardware must be cost effective. The initial hardware cost 
target was $100,000. 

4. Communication - As much of the reservoir and well data was stored 
on IBM systems, the hardware selected had to support reliable 
communication with the IBM systems. 

5. Supportability - The cost of ownership analysis must include 
hardware and software support, the quality of the software develop
ment environment, and the training costs involved if the system was 
unlike our current systems. The analysis should also include 
staffing for software upgrades, backup, and other user services. 

6. Stability - Hardware vendor must be able to provide worldwide sales 
and technical support. The product line selected should offer 
promise of future expansion to faster and/or less expensive 
hardware. The manufacturer should have sufficient financial 
stability so that one could expect it to be in business at least 
3-5 years later. 

Hardware Characteristics 

To support the applications described below certain m1n1mum hardware 
and system software requirements must be met. These requirements and 
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features that provide added speed or a better environment for software 
development and support are discussed in this section. 

Graphics 

The workstation must have a high-speed, high-quality graphics 
device offering a resolution of at least 1000 x 1000, simultaneous 
display of at least 256 colors, and be flicker free. Data transfer to 
the graphics device should be at l east 300 kilobytes/second. Hard copy 
of the screen display must be supported. This includes quick screen 
dumps, high quality user-scalable color plots, and pen plotters. The 
system must include a pointing device for specifying screen positions, 
such as a mouse or a digitizing tablet. 

CPU 

The processor must provide at least one million instructions per 
second performance, with a floating point capability of at l east 100,000 
floating point operations per second. The system should support at 
least 8 megabytes of RAM, and at l east 16 megabytes of virtual address 
space. Virtual addressing range of 50-150 megabytes is extremely 
desirable. The system should provide 32- and 64-~it precision. 

The workstation must operate in a normal office environment and 
require minimal local operator "care and feeding." 

Data Storage and Retrieval 

The workstation must provide adequate amounts of fast disk storage. 
Total stor age of 0.5-1.5 Gbytes are needed and transfer rates in excess 
of 500 kilobytes/second are requir ed. The system must provide for high
speed data archival and retrieval . 

Communications 

High speed, error free GOmmunications to the central mainframes and 
databases is essential. Terminal emulat i on is desirable. This enables 
applications to be started on the mainframe from the workstation that 
will send large volumes of data to the workstation for later display and 
analys i s . Communication between workstations is required for efficient 
and cost -effecti ve remote software support and maintenance. 

System Software 

The system should be mult i -user and multi-tasking with support for 
batch and/or background processing. The system must support Fortran and 
C as well as a full complement of interactive program development tools 
such as editors, source code managers, and debuggers. The system must 
support standard languages for graphics and databases. 
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Hardware Configuration 

Table 1 shows the system that was deployed in 1985. The type of 
communications card and tape drive differed from site to site. When a 
system located near one of our larger VAX 780/785s, the workstation was 
equipped with Ethernet communications and communications with the IBM 
SNA network were relegated to the larger machine. 

Table 1: System Deployed in 1985-1988 

DEC MicroVAX 2 CPU with 16 Mbytes RAM 
DEC RA-81/82 disk drives providing 0.5-1 Gbyte disk storage 
Lexidata graphics processor and monitor 
Summagraphics digitizing pad with puck 
Communications card and software 
DEC TK50/70 tape drive 
ACT II ink jet color hard copy device 

Table 2 describes our current deployment. When the system can be 
clustered with existing VAXes, costs are reduced. For a stand-alone 
system requiring a tape drive, we are forced to move to a larger chassis, 
increasing costs more than the cost of the drive. Our current configura
tion provides 3-4 times the CPU speed of the older configuration. It 
also reduces the number of hardware vendors and simplifying maintenance. 
This configuration is more cost-effective than our first configuration. 

Table 2: System Deployed in 1988 -

DEC MicroVAX 3 CPU with 16 Mbytes RAM 
DEC RA82 or CDC disk drives providing 1-1.5 Gbyte disk storage 
DEC GPX graphics processor and monitor 
DEC Mouse 
Communications card and software 
DEC TK70 tape drive 
Seiko wax-transfer color hard copy device 

Interdisciplinary Activities 

Chevron, like the rest of the petroleum industry, will be faced 
with increasingly complex reservoir management problems. Multi
disciplinary approaches to reservoir characterization and management 
which reduce costs and increase production will be adopted. Enhanced 
oil recovery requires increased knowledge of reservoir heterogeneities 
in order to predict fluid movement. Infill drilling programs can be 
made more cost-effective by more quantitative predictions of net 
reservoir thickness and reservoir quality. 

The Production Workstation provides tools for both engineers and 
geologists interested in modeling the subsurface. The graphical nature 
of the tools allows better communication between different disciplines. 
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Software 

As necessary as hardware is, the application software ultimately 
determines the success or failure of a workstation. The success of the 
Production Workstation is not due to a single application program, but 
rather to a group of programs that address the increasingly important 
multidisciplinary approach towards reservoir management that is being 
adopted throughout the industry. One of the unplanned benefits of the 
Production Workstation to Chevron has been increased cooperation among 
reservoir engineers and geologists . 

Before briefly describing the software available on the Production 
Workstation, some general comments on the software need to be made. The 
workstation software is menu-based and highly interactive. Menus 
utilize end user vocabulary, not "computereeze." Use of icons is 
limited . Icons frequently become a second language that intimidates 
many users . The software usually provides for immediate user feedback, 
seldom is the user left waiting for more than a second before their 
requested display is available . User input is checked for consistency, 
with normal reservoir parameters . 

The software available on the Production Workstation can be divided 
into four categories: reservoir characterization, reservoir simulation, 
reservoir and production engineering, and utility software. The reser
voir characterization software includes PROGRESS and CHIMAP. PROGRESS 
allows for rapid display and interactive correlation of well log and/or 
core data. PROGRESS also supports a variety of maps, structure and 
stratigraphic cross-sections, fence diagrams, cross plots, and three
dimensional reservoir modeling. The latter capability allows the 
reservoir geologist to generate geologically reasonable reservoir models 
from well log and/or core data. These models, represented as a large 
cube of numbers (200 x 200 x 400 cells), provide estimates of the three 
dimensional distribution of reservoir properties. Such models are used 
to better understand reservoir heterogeneity and possible fluid flow 
paths as well as be used to predict reservoir parameters at potential 
infill well locations. CHIMAP is an interactive mapping program that 
allows the user to quickly add their interpretation to a computer 
generated contour map. 

Reservoir simulation software includes CLASS, a fully implicit 
black oil simulator, and ISG for viewing map and cross-section displays 
of simulator input and output data. A series of interactive menus 
(IMAGE) provide facilities to easily enter simulation parameters. IMAGE 
can also generate JCL and submit remote batch jobs, as well as handling 
file manipulation for output analysis and report generation. BLOX 
allows for three-dimensional perspective displays of simulator input and 
output data. The CHIGRID program enables reservoir engineers to quickly 
define a simulation grid and calculate cell values. CHITUBE performs 
streamtube calculations and graphically displays the results. 

Reservoir engineering software includes WELLS, DECLINE, and SIMPAC. 
WELLS allows a user to display bubble maps with up to four variables and 
contour maps of historical production data. WELLS also includes an 
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animation option that allows the user to view a field's entire history 
in a matter of minutes. WELLS also supports x- vs. y-plots of any 
function of production data. Decline curve analysis can be done using 
either the graphical or numerical options in DECLINE. SIMPAC aids in 
well test design. 

General purpose utility programs include XYPLOT for x- vs. y-plots 
and GRAF3D for three- and four-dimensional plots of gridded data. 

Technology Transfer 

Our experiences with the Production Workstation can shed some light 
on the issues involved in the transfer from the research and development 
environment to the end users in the operating company offices. These 
issues include (1) software useability, (2) system cost, (3) system 
support, and (4) "inertia". 

Software Useability 

Even if software provides necessary features and functions, there 
are several key hurdles to overcome before the software is useable. The 
Production Workstation application software development benefitted 
greatly because end users were involved in the initial development, and 
because the developers worked in the same building as many experienced 
end users who used the prototype code and provided immediate feedback on 
both its useability and its usefulness. 

User Interface - The key ingredient in a useful program is the user 
interface. Programs should be written with their end user in mind and 
must communicate in terms that are meaningful to the end user. 
Traditional user interface issues are crucial, but have been discussed 
elsewhere (e.g., Rubinstein & Hersh, 1984) and will not be repeated 
here. 

Quality - Although it seems obvious, a fatal flaw in large software 
systems is quality control. In the hurry to produce, the process of 

·quality control is limited to a few tests with a limited range of 
application. Thorough testing prior to release is essential. Ideally, 
the testing should be done by both the developers and the end users. A 
program should work well not just with reasonable input, but with any 
input. The philosophy for developing and deploying interactive programs 
must be that any bug must be fixed immediately. Maintenance should be 
done by the initial developer for at least 3-6 months before maintenance 
and subsequent enhancement is turned over to a high-quality technical 
support staff. 
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Integration with Current Practice - People resist change. Using compu
ters is not everyone's idea of fun. The key to introducing new technol
ogy is to pay attention to current practices and make sure that new 
technology provides all the essential features of current practice . 
Even when there are better ways to do things, it is often necessary to 
provide both the old and the new methods in the software. This allows 
direct comparison of the methods and assures the end users that nothing 
has been sacrificed. 

Cost 

Most of the Production Workstation applications allow users to 
perform better or faster analyses than could be done traditionally. 
Since this quality/productivity improvement is difficult to measure, 
much thought went into justifying the purchase of each workstation. In 
the early 1980's, when interactive graphics on minicomputers required a 
$500,000 initial investment, it could be justified only in a few central 
sites, or where interactive graphics was the only practical way to 
analyze the data (e.g. , three- dimensional seismic data). In the mid 
80s, when the cost dropped to $100,000 , i t was possible to justify 
workstations based on improved product i vity, but only when the equipment 
could be shared by many users for many projects. Declining costs have 
allowed workstation technology to be placed in the same building if not 
down the hall for most users . As costs continue to decline, one can 
expect that workstation technology of the type described in this paper 
will be available in every geologist's or engineer's office . 

Support 

Software - Quality timely software support is critical. A team of 
support specialists must be able t o fix software bugs within hours and 
update all workstations with the bug-fix . Generally, a 1- to 2-day 
period from report to update satisfies our user community . To insure 
flexibility, more than one member of the software support team must be 
familiar with a particular application. User support and software 
maintenance should not be impacted by vacation or training schedules. 

Software support includes user training .and software documentation. 
Training has proven to be most effective when using local data sets 
rather than some unfamiliar, standard test data set. Software documenta
tion should include both a user's manual (description of program options 
and menus, for example) and a tutorial based on a generic data set· or 
problem. The tutorial is particularly important for users that did not 
partici pate in an initial hands-on traini ng session with local data. 
Training several small groups (4- 6 people) of users in an informal 
setting is preferred. Both on- line and hard copy documentation should 
be available and be readily updated. 
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Hardware - Quality timely hardware support is critical. If a board goes 
out or a disk drive crashes and repairs take days, the workstation loses 
credibility as a day-to-day geological or engineering tool. Hardware 
support must be immediate and all common hardware failure modes antici
pated so that sufficient spare parts are available either internally or 
from vendors. 

Inertia - In any large organization, change takes time and effort. 
Things happen in response to efforts by individuals, or groups of 
individuals, who are willing to use the new technology because they can 
see the benefits. Several applications and PROGRESS in particular allow 
the user to access large amounts of data. This data must reside on the 
workstation disk. Collecting the data often requires days or weeks. 
This up-front "non-productive" data collection effort is one of the 
major sources of user inertia. 

Inertia is often overcome by the efforts of a few "champions", who 
are willing to invest their energies is proving new technologies to the 
rest of the users. 

Future 

Workstation technology is evolving and changing very rapidly. Any 
future predictions and plans must be made with flexibility in mind. We 
foresee several inter-related trends that should greatly increase the 
benefits of workstation applications. 

Distributed Databases 

Database technology is increasing in speed and sophistication. It 
is becoming feasible to keep most types of data in relational databases. 
This facilitates data sharing between applications. Currently, data is 
usually kept in databases in central locations, and transferred to the 
workstation when required. New technologies in database management 
systems may make it possible to distribute the data over multiple 
machines and to give the system the appearance of a single database. 
This allows the data to be stored on the machine where it is being used, 
reducing traffic over telecommunication lines and reducing the response 
time for database requests. The technology is somewhat immature, but 
will probably see widespread use in the next few years. 

Integrated Modular Applications 

There is an increasing amount of interdisciplinary work in the 
petroleum industry. Rather than develop a large, difficult to enhance 
and maintain application that does everything, good software engineering 
practice is to develop a number of smaller, cooperating applications. 
This is facilitated by other trends discussed in this section, databases 
and standard software architectures. Multitasking workstations with 
windowing software allow the user to run several small applications. If 
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data can be easily shared between windows, one could write separate 
applications for well log display, geological mapping, cross plot display, 
and so on instead of one large program. This will simplify maintenance 
and enhancement. 

Open Software Architectures 

In the same way that a standard language such a Fortran 77 made it 
possible to write programs that could run on multiple machines (with 
minimal changes), there are now software standards for database access, 
windowing and graphics, and operating system functions. Because they 
allow both machine- and vendor-independence, they are growing in popular
ity. The UNIX operating system is offered by all major manufacturers, 
and is fast becoming the operating system of choice for technicai 
workstations. The X Window System for windowing and graphics has 
attracted major support from the computer industry, and will greatly 
improve the useability of UNIX systems, as well as providing greater 
portability of applications between different operating systems. The 
SQL language for database access i s an industry standard, as are the 
Fortran and C programming languages. 

Hardware Trends 

Increasing computer power and decreasing cost are trends that are 
likely to continue. Recent history has shown a doubling of performance 
every 12-18 months and that may continue for several years. Decreasing 
cost trends have been impacted by foreign trade agreements and exchange 
rates, (impacting, for example, the cost of memory chips). We expect 
only moderate price decreases for most components. Savings will come 
from taking advantage of new technologies as they occur. For example, 
inexpensive rewritable laser disks have just become available. This may 
make it possible to decrease system cost because on-line capacity no 
longer has to support multiple projects. Each project may be stored on 
a removable laser disk. 

Summary 

The Production Workstation has been very successful, increasing the 
productivity of the users, the quality of their analysis, and in provid
ing new tools and techniques for reservoir management. As new applica
tions become available and as improved technology continues to decrease 
the cost of ownership, we expect a continued increase in the number of 
workstation deployed within Chevron. 
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Various graphics programs aid in reservoir management 

A cross-sectional view of a reservoir model 
is displayed with well logs superimposed. 

A bubble map from the WELLS 
program shows production data. 

The interactive mapping package can generate input 
values for simulation. 

A cross-sectional view shows simulation results. 
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PART III 

POSTER SESSION 





CDIDR :m:m:x:DP'iiNG 'ID REProrlJCE!PRESERVE 
GEX:>I.C.GIC MAPS IN LITERA'IURE 

Lin:1a p. Newman 
Mines Library 

University of Nevada-Reno 
Reno, Nevada 89557 

Abs'tract-At a GSA poster session, a variety of color 'problems' 
in geologic literature were displayed with current color ~i.rq 
solutions. A brief a'l-Site sw:vey was ocn:iucted of viewers at the 
session to deteJ::mine their knc:Jwledge and aocept:.ar¥:le level of the 
current color c.ptions. 

Introduction 

Unlike many scientific fields, geologic literature remains in 
use for many decades; :resea.rd1ers will usually seek original data on 
an area. Ccr1seqUently, these works ani the aCXX'J'Ipallyin] maps ani 
dlarts of even 100 years ago are valuable, not just as 'classics,' 
.but as viable infonnation. FrequentJ.:y this material does not appear 
in toonegraplS 'lthlc:h may (t:hcu]h rarely) be reprinted, but often is 
issued in theses, jomnals, ani federal ani state gcvemment. 
p.lblicatians 'lthlc:h have limited distribution. 

'Ibe Color Problem 

Color has always played an i.np:>rtant role in the representation 
of infonnation on geologic maps. But color CCI'Ii:>i.ned with the 
fragility and limited life span of paper presents a dlallenJi.rq 
prcelem: preservatim for future use while providirg materials for 
current needs. Because of the difficulty of reproducin] color maps, 
geology librarians have been stymied in their preservation efforts. 
Color reproductioo has been, until very :reoently, an ~ive, 
inconvenient ~Iirlc process, or one of poor, quick color copy
often not readily available. 

'!he poster session displayed the general prdJle.ms: a nearly 
destroyed-fran-use color thesis map, color maps in m:>nagrapls ani 
serials, a black ani lfthlte copy of a color map, ani black ani lfthite 
filln of a thesis containin] color maps. 

For too lorg black ani lfthlte has been the only easily available 
ani reasonably priced c.ption. But stamard black ani lfthlte paper or 
micro CXJPies has not been an acceptable method of reproducin] color 
map;. An::i, evecyone is only too familiar with the black arx:l lfthlte 
thesis map on paper or microfilm that has been divided into a dozen 
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or 100re l.Il'rleci{ilerable sheets or frames. 

CUrrent Color Mions 

Recent inprovements in color ~ equipoent lead the author 
to believe color };ilotocopiers may l'lOIN be able to provide an 
acceptable means of c:qJyin;J am, therefore, presexvin;J geologic maps. 

'lhe display presented sanples of color reproductioo fran the 
Xerox 1005, Sharp OC-5000, arxl can:n COlor Iaser ():pier 'quick' color 
copiers. '1hese machines have becxme p.lblicly available in less than 
the past 18 nalths. 

One of the most difficult subjects, a color pen:il thesis map, 
was displayed with comers copied oo the 3 madrlnes. 'lhe Sharp color 
was prd::)ably the truest, b.tt the digital :resolutioo was insufficient 
to display the linear aspect of the map satisfactorily. An 
additional map of sharp, cxmnerrcially printed color was also 
displayed with a can:n copied sectial. A color lamsat map ~in;J 
in a jcmnal also reprcrlnari en can:n was displayed. '1he color c:qJy 
was acx::laiJDed by vitually all who reviewed the display as 
exceptional. M:lst pecple -were startled to realize that the loose 
sheets tacked to the comer of the originals -were copies. 

Of these three readily available color copiers, the author 
considers the can:n to reproduce color most acceptably. With all the 
machines, the 100re solid the color, the better the reproductioo. 
Faint pen:il line color is the most difficult for all the machines to 
sense. Unforb.mately, these madtines will reproduce in letter, 
legal, arxl led;;Jer (1lxl7") sheets ally forcin;J the reproductioo arxl 
piecirg of most maps. ['lhe author, in previous experiments, has not 
foun:i this too great a han:ticap for general use. ] Distortion is 
minimal am, \D'lless the map is used for legal sw:veyirg ~' 
sha.ll.d be ~le to most users. 'lhese machines are priced at 
$10, ooo - $40 6 ooo. Per-sheet c:qJy at a c:qJy sezvice c:x::mpmy ~es 
fran $1.25 to $5, depEn:l:irY; CXl the market arxl quantity. !b;t will 
copy oo a variety of paper, arxl salesmen assure us of lc:n; durability 
of the heat-fused process all use. Shool.d they prove wrorg, 
additional copies oall.d be made. In the meantime, reproductia1 frees 
the original fran CCilStant use. Sales flyers oo each machine -were 
available for perusal. 

Color Fidle Option 

A thini consideration of the poster presentation was the use of 
color fiche. Fidle of three oc::arpanies -were presente:i, two with 
reproduction back to paper exanples oo color };ilotocopiers. All three 
of the machines previously described can reproduce the fiche, b.tt 
only as a whole entity, maxinum en ledger sheets. 'nley are not able 
enlarge to the original map size. Mlltiple maps on fidle carmot be 
reproduced in;livi.dt1ally. 'lhe sheets reproduced fran fiche -were 
totally illegible arxl on ally one was the color barely acceptable. 
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'!he author believes this prct>lem to be a relatively silrple 
en;ineerin;J cme invol vin;J the develcpnent of suitable q)tical device 
ani ClR>J:qlriate holdin:; :medlanism for fiche. Each machine is nuch 
ltX)re able to reproduce fran a sin;Jle slide, again ally onto a maxinum 
of led:;Jer sheet, l::.ut slides can, oo IOOSt madtines, be enlarged. 

What is the future of color fiche? one persc11 viewirg the 
display felt the fiche questioo passe; maps in electronic fonnat 
will soon make IOOOt the fiche questioo. However, CRI' resolution ani 
the ac:::caxpmyin;J printers are quite unacceptable for IOOSt map use. 
Moreover, the cost of ha1:dware ani the lack of data raN available in 
electronic fonnat puts this fonnat beyax:i our readl at this time. 
Larry Cruse at uc San Diego is quite involved in map fiche projects 
ani believes that fiche (ani film) will remain a viable medium. 
Fidle to FC capability will be possible in the near future ani 
provide a wide rarge of integration possibilities. In the meantime, 
fidle sets are ltX)re easily produced ani will be there 'Nhen our paper 
cc:pies have been lost to use ani ab.lse. 

SUzyey 

'!he final oonsideratian of the presentation was an an-site 
survey for feed back ani to further heighten awareness of the 
prct>lem. Four questions ~ asked ani 58 surveys ~ OCilpleted 
durin; the poster sessioo. 'lhirty-three :peq>le fran academic, 
eighteen fran govenment, ani seven fran industry OCilpleted the 
survey. 

1. Have you noticed a prct>lem with deterioratioo of maps in geology 
books? 

ID replied positively with such additional ccmnents as 
"devastatin;J," ani "I ~ about 2o-so years down the road." 
others ccmnented an the prct>lem of missin;J maps. 

2. Does your -institutioo have a procedure for presezvin;J maps in 
geology books that you fin:l acceptable? 

.22 replied ''No" or not to their knc:1.¥led:]e. carments in:luded 
mention of tight budget f'unjs ani •w are looki.n; for a way." 

~ replied ''Yes," cme respcn:1e.nt cited the ability to "sutmit our 
color plates to the Plato lab; reproduces them exactly l::.ut it's very 
expensive ani time CXIllSllD1i.rg." 

3. D:> you think that color cc:pies of maps are an acceptable 
presavation solution? 

56 respon:led in the affinnative (42 actual "yes") with ~ 
rargin;J fran "Absolutely I II I'Jooderately acceptable I II to II it IS at least 
a good start." Additional positive responses in:luded ccmnents sudl 
as "only if the quality of the color is high," "if full size," "if 
high resolution, accurate color, full size," "legibility ani lack of 
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distortion is very inp:>rtant," an:l ''better than crumbles." 

J ''possibly/probablY''; "deperrlin;; on the quality of the ccpier'' 

2 111'¥)11 (without ccmnents) 

l "I don't know'' 

4. Do yc:u think that oolor fiche ~d be an ao::::eptable solution 
Well it can be satisfactorily :t:ept:odnari? 

.!J. ''Yes," or other affinnative :respcn;es, with such ocmnents as 
"reproduction ltllSt be easily aooessible an:l affo:rdable," "for 
archival pn:p:JSes, b.It not for typical office situations," ''Yes, b.It 
'When?" "cost dependent," "if reproductions are full-size" 

2 "I dal't ·kncw''/"not sure" 

.2 ''maybe/perllaps/probably," express.in:; such resm:vatians as 
''bit oolor ccpiers seem to be a better solutia1," "quality WOlld be 
the det:er.mini.n;J factor," "if the :rep:roductions can be made as large 
as paper format with good resolutia1," ''b.It I ~d only use bani 
capy if both are available" 

.J l'¥) specific response b.It with CCI1IDel1ts "if they can be 
enlarged to original size without distortia1," "I WOlldn 't tuzn it 
down as tedmology b.It I prefer bani capy by far as be.in:; nore 
accessible, easier to spread several maps across a table, etc." 

l l'¥) response or cxmnpnt 

eonclusion 

'!he poster sessia1 an:l survey in:licate that eveeyooe is aware of 
a prci:)lem: maps are be.in:; lost to usejaruse. Little is beirg done 
atxAit it. Almost everya'le agrees that good quality oolor ccpies 
~d be acceptable. Fiche, m the other han:l, stirs up geologic 
enxJtians! While the majority fa.mi fiche acceptable, ccmnents ~ 
heaviest an:l reproductim quality demanjs explicit. It is d::lvioos 
that paper is not an1y preferred b.It usually neoessazy for actual 
use. Fiche is acceptable as an archival tool, an intermediacy to 
actual use. 'lbe need for further develcpnent of ccpiers to reproduce 
fiche is not only clear, it shc:ul.d be considered a mardate to those 
produc.in:; the hardware an:l those who wish to sell us fiche products. 

'!his paper resulted fran a poster session presented at the Geological 
Society of American maetirxJ, Denver, Oct. 31, 1988, by the author ard 
SUsan Kl.imley of I.am:mt-Dcilerty Geological Obsel:vato:ry of Coltnnbia 
University. 
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MINCAT: A MINERAL FORMULA DATABASE PROGRAM FOR USE ON IBM 
COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

William B. Simmons 
Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, UNO, New Orleans, l.A 

Alexander U. Falster 
Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, UNO, New Orleans, l.A 

Over 3000 mineral species exist in nature, each consisting on the average of five elements. Manually finding 
a specific mineral on the basis of its elemental composition can be an arduous and time consuming task. 
With the use of microcomputers, however, such tasks can be accomplished quickly and efficiently. 

MINCAT (MINeralogical CA1lllogue) is a custom-designed program developed by PC Geological Software 
Systems of New Orleans, LA Its menu-driven format is simple and easy to use and execution is dramatically 
faster than typical database programs such as dBase III Plus. The data base consists of the names and 
formulas of each mineral currently recognized. The program is designed to allow the user to specify any 
number of elements for a search. The· program examines the database and reports all minerals containing 
the selected elements. Alternatively, the user may specify part or all of a mineral name and retrieve its 
chemical composition. 

The program combines a character-sensitive, random-access search algorithm with an organized database to 
complete searches quickly. Searches on a hard-disk based 80386 PC operating at 16 MHz are resolved in 
less than a second. Searches performed on a floppy-disk based IBM PC or equivalent system are typically 
complete in less than five seconds. 
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GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY 
available publications, April1989 

Directory of Geoscience Libraries, United States and Canada 
(third edition, 1986) 

GIS Newsletter (subscription, 6 issues per year) 
(U.S. and Canada) 
(other countries, shipped airmail) 

$20.00 

$30.00 
$40.00 

The following publications are available at no cost. However, please 
enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope with your request. 

Careers in Geoscience Information (brochure, 1986) 

Checklist for Evaluating Geoscience Journals (1986) 

Geologic Fieldtrip Guidebooks: Guidelines for Authors and Publishers (1985) 

HOW TO ORDER YOUR GIS PUBLICATIONS 

Mail all orders, including standing 
orders for Proceedings, to: Publications Manager 

Geoscience Information Society 
c/o American Geological Institute 
4220 King Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22302 USA 

Make checks payable to Geoscience Information Society. 

All orders (except standing orders for Proceedings) require prepayment in U.S. 
funds. 

All overseas orders are sent surface mail, uninsured. If you desire 
airmail delivery, please state so in your order, and add $2.50 per 
item ordered to your payment. 

NOTE: 
Proceedings v. 5 is available from: 

order number: 2025408 
Books on Demand 
300 N. Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 



GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING 

(available on standing order) 

v. 2 Toward the Development of a Geoscience Information System 
(1971 meeting; R.W. Graves, editor) 1972 

v.3 No volume title 
(1972 meeting; H.K. Phinney, editor) 1973 

v.4 Geoscience Information 
(1973 meeting; M.W. Wheeler, editor) 1974 

v.5 Out of Print -- see over 

v. 6 Retrieval of Geoscience Information 1976 
(1975 meeting; V.S. Hall, editor) 

v. 7 Geoscience Information 1977 
(1976 meeting; J.G. Mulvihill, editor) 

v. 8 Geoscience Information Retrieval Update 
(1977 meeting; R.D. Walker, editor) 1978 

v. 9 Geoscience Information: Publications - Processing - Management 
(1978 meeting; J.H. Bichtel~r. editor) 

v. lO Collection Development in Geoscience Libraries 
(1979 meeting; R. Walcott, editor) 

v .11 Keeping Current with Geoscience Information 
(1980 meeting; N. Pruett, editor) 

v .12 The Future of the Journal 
(1981 meeting; M.W. Scott, editor) 

v .13 Geologic Hazards Data 
(1982 meeting; R.A. Brown, editor) 

v.14 Roles and Responsibilities in Geoscience Information 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1983 

1984 

(1983 meeting, U.H. Rowell, editor) 1984 

v .15 Maps in the Geoscience Community 
(1984 meeting; C.M. Kidd, editor) 

v .16 Micros, Minis and Geoscience Information 
(1985 meeting; A.E. Bourgeois, editor) 

v .17 The User and Geoscience Information 
( 1986 meeting; R.A. Bier, Jr., editor) 

v .18 Collections for the Future 
(1987 meeting; J.T. Eaglesfield, editor) 

1985 

1987 

1987 

1988 

$1.00 

3.00 

6.00 

8.00 

8.00 

8.00 

8.00 

15.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

35.00 

35.00 

35.00 

v.19 Individual Workstations: Information Supermarkets for Geoscientists 35.00 
(1988 meeting; J.V. Lerud, editor) 1989 

For ordering information and other publications, see over. 
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